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Chapter 1

Introduction

The purpose of this monograph is twofold.  On the one hand algorithms are intro-

duced to compute an equilibrium in an economy with linear production technologies.

On the other hand several new algorithms are presented to compute a solution to

complementarity problems, well-known from mathematical programming. These ap-

plications have a very close relationship as most economic equilibrium problems take
the form of some complementarity problem.

All the algorithms presented in this monograph are path-following algorithms,

i.e. they start in some arbitrarily chosen point in some given convex set and follow

a path of points in that set either towards a solution of the problem or towards

infinity. The pioneering work on solving equilibrium problems by applying path-

following algorithms is due to Scarf. In Scarf (1967) and Scarf (1973) so-called fixed

point algorithms were proposed to compute economic equilibria. A fixed point of
a function is a point being its own image under this function. In 1910 the Dutch

mathematician L.E.J. Brouwer proved that any continuous function from a compact,

convex, nonempty set into itself has at least one fixed point (see Brouwer (1912)).
Scarf utilized an argument of Lemke and Howson (1964) and Lemke (1965) and
the relationship of Sperner's lemma (see Sperner (1928)) to the Brouwer fixed point

theorem to introduce a path-following algorithm on the unit simplex.  In a subdivision

of the unit simplex into so-called primitive sets the algorithm finds within a finite

number of iterations a primitive set containing an approximation of a fixed point.

Starting in a corner of the unit simplex Scarf's algorithm generates a sequence of

3
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adjacent primitive sets in this subdivision. In Hansen (1968) this algorithm was
improved by using a subdivision of the unit simplex into simplices. This simplicial
subdivision was discovered by Freudenthal (1942) and made operational on the unit
simplex by Kuhn (1960). The advantage of a simplicial subdivision is that it can
be implemented very easily to follow a sequence of adjacent simplices in a simplicial
subdivision.

In van der Laan and Talman (1979) and van der Laan and Talman (1981) simpli-
cial variable dimension restart algorithms were introduced to compute fixed points.
These algorithms were capable of starting in an arbitrarily chosen grid point of the
underlying simplicial subdivision and they generate a sequence of adjacent simplices
of varying dimension through this simplicial subdivision towards a simplex contain-

ing an approximating solution. Simplicial variable dimension restart algorithms were
quite an improvement on preceding simplicial algorithms which were either stuck to
a fixed starting point such as in Kuhn (1960) or needed an embedding in a set having
an extra dimension such as the homotopy method in Merrill (1971) or Eaves (1972).

In Doup and Talman (1987) the algorithms introduced by van der Laan and
Talman were improved by introducing a new type of simplicial subdivision.  This
new simplicial subdivision is known as the V-triangulation. An advantage of the V-

triangulation is that this simplicial subdivision depends on the chosen starting point
so that one is not restricted to grid points of a predetermined simplicial subdivision

anymore. The introduction of the V-triangulation by Doup and Talman led to the
ability to solve equilibrium problems in pure exchange economies in such a way that

the sequence or path followed by the algorithms can be interpreted as a tAtonnement

process in which prices are simultaneously adjusted (compare Walras (1874)).  In
Doup (1988) several algorithms were presented being capable of computing an ap-
proximating equilibrium of an exchange economy for any finite accuracy.

The ideas behind the V-triangulation paved the way to succesfully attacking

problems like complementarity problems and equilibrium problems in pure exchange
economies. The flexibility of the V-triangulation made it possible to develop efficient

algorithms for each problem under consideration instead of rewriting the problem to
one that can be solved by an existing algorithm.
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An economy with linear production technologies consists of commodities, con-
sumers endowed with each of these commodities and demanding a certain amount of
these commodities depending on their prices, and activities whose production levels

determine the amount of output or input of each commodity in the economy.  An
equilibrium in such an economy is given by a vector of prices of the commodities and

activity levels such that for each commodity total demand is met by total supply
and no activity is making positive profit. One of the main contributions to the com-

putation of equilibria in an economy with linear production thusfar is the algorithm
proposed in Mathiesen (1985b). Mathiesen proposed to solve the system of equilib-
rium conditions in an economy with linear production technologies by a sequence of
linear complementarity problems (SLCP).

First Mathiesen observed that prices should be normalized on the unit simplex.
Then he chose an arbitrary price vector in the unit simplex to serve as a starting point
to the SLCP algorithm. In this arbitrarily chosen price vector Mathiesen calculated

the so-called first-order Taylor-expansion of the economy's excess demand function
thereby changing the system of nonlinear equilibrium conditions into a linearized

system of equations.

The problem that because of homogeneity of degree zero of demand the Jacobian
matrix of the demand function, being the matrix with its first-order derivatives, is
singular is traditionally solved in either of two ways. One can add a normalization
constraint on prices, e.g., taking prices only on the unit simplex on which they sum up
to one, or one can stipulate a num6raire price being fixed on some arbitrarily positive
value. Mathiesen (1985b) chose the latter approach thereby allowing the algorithm
to generate prices outside the unit simplex when solving the linearized system.

The linearized system takes the form of a linear complementarity problem. By
applying the Lemke algorithm (1965) Mathiesen either could find a solution to the
linear complementarity problem or he could not even when a solution to the lin-
ear complementarity problem does exist.  If no solution could be found given the
num6raire choice, Mathiesen suggested just to take another price as a num6raire and
to repeat the Lemke procedure for the linear complementarity problem then obtained,
until some linear complementarity problem has been found where applying the Lemke

algorithm results in a solution. The price vector resulting from the Lemke algorithm
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is then projected on the unit simplex and taken as a starting point to the next itera-
tion.  In this way a sequence of price vectors on the unit simplex is generated which
possibly converges to an equilibrium solution.

Eaves (1987) suggested to escape the impasse caused by the singular Jacobian
matrix of the demand function by applying the first approach mentioned above, i.e.,
adding a normalization constraint on the prices. Furthermore Eaves proved that the
equilibrium problem in an economy with linear production technologies is equivalent

to the stationary point problem of the excess demand function on a subset of the unit

simplex defined by the "no-profit"-conditions on the equilibrium prices. Then Eaves

rewrote the problem in such a way that the stationary point problem can be solved by

a sequence of linear complementarity problems in a way similar to Mathiesen (1985b).
According to Eaves this alternative appears to lend itself more easily to theoretical

analysis than Mathiesen's SLCP. Furthermore the linear complementarity problem in
each iteration of Eaves' SLCP is proved to have a solution in each iteration contrary
to Mathiesen (1985b).

Kamiya and Talman (1990) introduced a very efficient algorithm to find a station-

ary point of an affine function on a polytope. Recalling that the equilibrium problem
in an economy with linear production technologies is equivalent to the stationary
point problem of the excess demand function on a subset of the unit simplex being

a polytope, we suggest to approximate the latter problem by a sequence of linear
stationary point problems in that set and solve each linear stationary point problem

in this sequence by an algorithm based on the ideas of Kamiya and Talman (1990).
In this way an alternative to Eaves (1987) and Mathiesen (1985b) is obtained which

appears to be much more efficient.

The algorithms to solve the equilibrium problem in an economy with linear pro-

duction technologies by approximating the problem by a sequential algorithm seem
to be quite fast if they are able to generate a converging sequence of approximating
solutions. The main drawback of this kind of algorithms is however that global con-
vergence of the obtained sequence cannot be proved. To overcome this problem we

also introduce an alternative to this kind of algorithms.  We will introduce a simplicial
variable dimension restart algorithm in order to solve the equilibrium problem. It
approximates the path of prices resulting from the adjustment process introduced in
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van den Elzen, van der Laan, and Talman (1990) by linearizing the excess demand

function on a simplicial subdivision of the unit simplex.  As this adjustment process is

proved to converge to an equilibrium solution the simplicial algorithm introduced in

this monograph ends up with an approximating solution. If one is not satisfied with

the approximation the procedure can be restarted with a finer simplicial subdivision

of the unit simplex. Contrary to the sequential algorithms this kind of algorithm

might be rather slow once a high accuracy of the approximation has been obtained.

The equilibrium problem in an economy with linear production technologies takes

the shape of a complementarity problem. This is a problem well-known from math-

ematical programming as well as from other areas of research where optimization

plays an important role. Complementarity problems are the subject of another part
of this monograph. The simplest and probably most renowned complementarity

problem among them is the linear complementarity problem. This problem is to
find nonnegative vectors which are affinely related and complementary. The linear

complementarity problem contains well-known problems such as linear programming,

quadratic programming, and the equilibrium problem in bimatrix games as special

cases. Furthermore the problem is frequently met when solving Karush-Kuhn-Tucker

conditions. The most well-known algorithm to compute a solution to the linear com-

plementarity problem is the Lemke algorithm introduced in Lemke (1965) and Lemke

and Howson (1964). The Lemke algorithm is also known as the complementary piv-
oting algorithm.  One of its main drawbacks is however that one is stuck to a fixed

starting point, causing difIculties in performing sensitivity analysis or inefficiencies

in restarting when solving a sequence of linear complementarity problems.  In Tal-
man and Van der Heyden (1983) a class of algorithms was introduced generalizing

the Lemke complementary pivoting algorithm to the incorporation of an arbitrarily

chosen starting point. In this monograph an alternative algorithm incorporating the

possibility of an arbitrarily chosen starting point is introduced being more efficient

and having a more natural interpretation than the algorithms introduced by Talman

and Van der Heyden.

In Cottle (1966) the nonlinear complementarity problem was introduced where the

affine relation between the vectors is replaced by a continuous one. The equilibrium

problems in pure exchange economies and exchange economies with linear production
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technologies all take the form of a nonlinear complementarity problem. Hence the

algorithms introduced by Mathiesen (1985b) can also be used to find a solution to the
nonlinear complementarity problem. Kojima (1974), Fisher and Gould (1974), Garcia

(1973), and Merrill (1971) for example introduced algorithms to solve the nonlinear

complementarity problem. All these methods originated as a variant of the algorithm
introduced in Scarf (1967) in constructively proving the Brouwer fixed point theorem.
In this monograph we introduce a simplicial variable dimension restart algorithm to
compute a solution to the nonlinear complementarity problem.

The nonlinear complementarity problem is a generalization of the linear comple-

mentarity problem to an arbitrary continuous function as the relation between the two

vectors in the problem. The next step is to put arbitrary upper and lower bounds on

the variables. This problem is referred to as the generalized nonlinear complementar-

ity problem or the nonlinear complementarity problem with lower and upper bounds.
In van der Laan and Talman (1985) an algorithm is introduced to solve the linear
case while in van der Laan and Talman (1987) the nonlinear case is solved. Van der
Laan and Talman (1987) use the K'-triangulation (see Todd (1978)) to underly the
algorithm. This triangulation is based on the one introduced by Freudenthal (1942).
In this monograph a simplicial variable dimension restart is introduced which makes

use of the V-triangulation.

This monograph consists of three parts. Part A is an introduction to the rest of
the monograph. In Chapter 2 the mathematical preliminaries necessary for under-

standing the algorithms in this monograph are introduced as well as the notation used
throughout the monograph. It contains some basic theorems and results from linear

algebra concerning polytopes and cones and it shows the relation between fixed points,
stationary points, and complementarity. Chapter 3 considers the basics underlying
the algorithms introduced in this monograph and introduces a general framework

underlying all the algorithms introduced in this monograph. Among other things it
describes the pivoting procedure well-known from linear programming. Furthermore
it introduces the concept of a simplicial subdivision of a convex set.

In Part B algorithms to solve well-known complementarity problems are intro-
duced. Chapter 4 describes the Lemke complementary pivoting algorithm as well
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as a slightly adapted version of one of the algorithms introduced by Talman and

Van der Heyden using the framework of Chapter 3. Furthermore it discusses some

familiar problems in mathematical programming being a special kind of the linear

complementarity problem. Chapter 5 introduces a new algorithm to solve the lin-

ear complementarity problem incorporating the possibility of an arbitrary starting

point. This chapter is based on Kremers and Talman (1990c). Chapter 6 of this

monograph considers the nonlinear complementarity problem with lower and upper
bounds and introduces a variable dimension restart algorithm to find a solution. It
extends the ideas obtained from the V-triangulation to a new simplicial subdivision

of the cube to underly the algorithm. This chapter is based on Kremers and Talman

(1990a). Chapter 7 extends the algorithm introduced in Chapter 6 to the nonlinear

complementarity problem. This chapter is based on Kremers and Talman (199Ob).

Part C of this monograph concentrates on algorithms to compute an equilibrium

in an economy with linear production technologies. The concept of an economy

with linear production technologies as well as the SLCP-algorithms of Mathiesen

(1985b) and Eaves (1987) are introduced in Chapter 8. Chapter 9 presents the

sequence of linear stationary point problems to approximate the equilibrium problem

in an economy with linear production technologies as an alternative to the algorithms
introduced in Chapter 8. This chapter is based on Kremers and Talman (1991).

Chapter 10 introduces a simplicial variable dimension restart algorithm to follow  the

adjustment process introduced in van den Elzen, van der Laan, and Talman (1990).

This chapter is based on van den Elzen, Kremers, van der Laan, and Talman (1991)
and closes this monograph.
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Chapter 2

Mathematical preliminaries

This chapter establishes the necessary mathematical background for the understand-

ing of this monograph. We assume however some familiarity of the reader with basic

linear algebra. In Section 1 we introduce some basic notation and basic concepts used
throughout the monograph. In Section 2 of this chapter we discuss properties of a

specific kind of convex sets being frequently met throughout this monograph. For a

more detailed understanding of the material introduced in that section we refer to

Schrijver (1986).
All the problems presented in this monograph have the structure of a stationary

point problem. Section 3 of this chapter defines a stationary point problem and
describes its relation with fixed points and complementarity. Also the existence of

solutions to complementarity problems and stationary point problems is proved in
that section, mainly by an extensive use of the results obtained from fixed point

theory.

11
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2.1 Basic concepts and notations

Throughout this monograph R denotes the set of real numbers and N the set of
positive integers.  For n€N,the subset In of N denotes the set {1, . . . ,n} and It"
the n-dimensional Euclidean space. An element or point x in It" is also called an
n-dimensional vector or n-vector and consists of n real numbers, denoted zi, i € In,
as its components in such a way that they make up a column vector. The n-vector zT,
denoting the transpose of z, represents z i n R"a s a r o w vector, i.e.  ZT  = (xi,••·,Zn)·

For i E In, the n-vector e(i) in Rn with i-th component equal to one and all other
components equal to zero is called the i-th unit vector in Rn. The n-vector e in R"
denotes the n-vector with all components equal to one.

An n-vector s in R" with only components 3, E {-1,0,+1} for i e In is called
a sign vector. Furthermore, for z € Rn the n-vector sgn(z) is a sign vector such
that sgn,(x) = +1 if x. > 0, sgn,(x) = 0 if 4 = 0, and sgni(x) = -1 if zi < 0, for
alli € In. Given such a sign vector s € Rn the sets I+1(s), 10(8), and I-1(8) are
defined as {j 1 4 = tl}, {j 1 4 = 0}, and {j 1 4 = -1} respectively.

The n-vectors x 1' . . . ,z    in  R" can be put into an (n x r)-matrix X such that these

vectors  form the columns  of the matrix  X.  In this monograph  X,  or xj denotes  the

j-th column of an (n x r)-matrix X while X,·, denotes the i-th row of this matrix, i.e.
X.i = (4, ···,xi)T for j€ L and Xi. = (z: xf ) for i E In. The (r x n)-matrix,...,

XT is the transpose of an (n x r)-matrix X, i.e.  (XT).j = Xj. for all j E In.
Let xi'...,=r be n-vectors in It=. Then wecan define an alline combination of

these vectors as follows.

Definition 2.1.1 Let xi,...,x' be a jinite number of points in Rn. An affine com-
bination of these points is a point z E It" such that

f                    T

z = Eaix' where Ea, = l and a, E R fori € Ir.
6-1 i=1

The set of all affine combinations of z l, . . . ,x r i s the a line hull of the set  {xl,..., ar}
and is denoted by aff({=1,...,x'}).In general, for any subset C o f Rn, we can define

the affine hull of C, denoted aff(C), as the set of all affine combinations of any finite
number of points in C.

We define the boundary, closure, and interior of a set C in Rn with respect to

aff(C) and denote them by bd(C), cl(C), and int(C) respectively. Also boundedness,
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closedness, and openness of a subset C of R" is defined in the usual way with respect

to aff(C). A set C in It" which is bounded and closed is compact.

The subset of It" containing the n-vectors z such that z, 2 0 for all i E In is
denoted by Rf; while the subset of Rn containing the n-vectors z such that 4 > 0
for all i € In is denoted by Rn+ . The subset {x   c x 5 d} of Rn for some nonzero

vector c€R n and some number d€R i s called an alRne half-space in Rn. A linear
half-space in R" is defined by the points {x I cTZ 5 0} for some nonzero vector

c E Rn. The points x in R" such that cTz = d for some nonzero vector c € Rn and

some number d € R, i.e. the subset {z 1 c x = d} of Rn, is called a hyperptane in

Rn,
Let x i, . . . ,Z r again be n-vectors in R: Then, similar to the definition of an affine

combination, one can define a convez combination of x i, . - . ,x' as follows.

Definition  2.1.2  Let z l, . . . ,z'  be  a jinite  number of points in R: A convex com-

bination of these points is a point x € Rn such that

T                      T

z = Ea,z' where Ea. = 1 andai,...,ar k 0.
1=1 i=1

The set ofall convex combinations of x 1, . . . ,z'i s the conuez hullofthe set {xi,...,xr}
and is denoted by co({zl,..., =r}).In general, for any subset C o f Rn, one can define

the convex hull of a set C, denoted co(C), as the set of all convex combinations of any

finite number of points in C. A subset C of It' is said to be convez if the convex hull
of any two points in C also lies in C. Convex sets have the property that they can be
separated from points outside the set by a hyperplane.

Theorem 2.1.1 (Separating Hyperplane Theorem)  Let C  be  a  nonempty  convex sub-

set of R"  and let b € It"   C.  Then there ezists a hyperplane {z I cTz = d} for some

c€R' . \ {0} and some number d€R such that c'.Z s d for all z€C and c'-b 2 d.

Proof: See Murty (1988), p.524.                                                         0

Corollary 2.1.1  Let C be a conuez subset of Rn and let b be a point on the boundary

of C. Then there exists a c€R n \ {0} such that cr= 5 c b for all x€C.

Proof: Follows immediately from Theorem 2.1.1.                                        0
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The hyperplane {z   c-rx = c b} in Corollary 2.1.1 is known as the supporting
hyperplane of C i n b and it maximizes cr= on C, i.e. max{cT= I x€C} = CTb.

2.2 Polyhedrons, polytopes, and cones

The convex sets in this monograph mainly take the form of some polyhedron.  A

polyhedron is defined as the intersection of finitely many affine half-spaces.  If a
polyhedron is bounded then it is called a polytope while if the polyhedron is the
intersection of finitely many linear half-spaces then this type of polyhedron is called

a polyhedmi cone. A polyhe(iron is always convex and closed.

Let A be an (m x n)-matrix and b some m-vector. If {x I Ax 5 b} is nonempty
then this set defines a polyhedron in Rn or even a polytope in case this set is also

bounded. A set {x I Ax 5 0} defines a polyhedral cone. A cone generated by finitely
many vectors al,...,an, denoted cone({al,...,an}), is called a jinitely generated cone

and is defined as

cone({al ,···1 an ) = {Alai + . . . + Anan I Xi,•··,An 2 0}.

In Schrijver (1986) p.87 it is shown that for a cone the concepts of "polyhedral" and

"finitely generated" are equivalent.
Let a l, . . . ,a n denote the column vectors of an (m x n)-matrix A. Then, for any

m-vector b, either b€ cone({al,...,an})  and Ax =b has a nonnegative solution, or
6 0 cone({al,...,an}) and there exists a hyperplane {x   y.rx =d} for some n-vector
y 4  0  and some number d separating b strictly from cone({al,...,a"}). This result
is referred to in the literature as Farkas' lemma.

Lemma 2.2.1 (Farkas' lemma) Let A be an  (m x n)-matrix and let b be an m-vector.
Then there exists an n-vector x 2 0 with Ax =b i f and only if there does not ezist
an m-vector y such that YTA 5 0 and YTb > 0.

Proof: See Schrijver (1986)                                                              0

In the literature there are a number of variants on Farkas' Lemma, among which
the following one, yielding conditions on polyhedrons to be nonempty.
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Corollary 2.2.1 Let A be an (m x n)-matrix and let b be an m-vector.  Then the
system Ax S b has a solution x 2 0 if and only if there does not exist a vector Y S O

with Y·rb > 0 and liTA 5 0.

Proof:  Let A' be the (m x (m+n))-matrix (I A) where I denotes the (m x m)-matrix
withcolumns e(1),...,e(m). Then Ax S b has a solution x 2 0 i f and only if A'x' =b

has a solution x' 2 0. Application of Lemma 2.2.1 to this system yields the required

result.                                                                                                                                                                   0

Let M = {z   Az 5 b} define a nonempty polyhedron in Rn. Then we call F

a face of A/1 if F is either the empty set, or M itself, or the set 71 n M for some

supporting hyperplane ?i of M. If F consists of a point then the face F is called a

vertex of M.  If F consists  of a line segment  or  a half line  then  F is called  an  edge of

M,  while a face  F of dimension one lower  than the dimension of M is called a facet
of M.

Suppose 7< = {z I cTz = d} defines a supporting hyperplane of a polyhedron

M in Rn for some c E Rn \ {0} and some number d. Let F be the face of M
determined by % n M. Corollary 2.1.1 implies that the set ?t n M is determined

by maximizing the linear function cTz on A/1. Hence F is the set of points in M
attaining max{cTz I x€ M}. The next theorem shows that the solution to this
linear programming problem can also be found by solving an alternative one. In
linear programming theory this theorem is referred to as the Duality Theorem of

Linear Programming.

Theorem 2.2.1 (Duality Theorem of Linear Programming) Let A be an (m x n)-

matriz, b an m-vector, and c an n-vector.  Then

max{cT= I A=S b} = min{yl-bly 2 0, yTA =cT} (2.1)

provided that both sets in (2.1) are nonempty.

Proof: See Schrijver (1986) p.90.                                                        0

If one considers the maximization problem in (2.1) as the primal problem then the

minimization problem in (2.1) is referred to as the dual of the maximization problem

and conversely.
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Let zo be a solution to max{crz I Az 5 b} and let yo be a solution to its dual
min{VTb I Y E O, YTA = cT}. Then (2.1) says that cTzo = VOTb. Because cT = VOTA
it follows that

yol.(b - Azo) = 0. (2.2)

This implies that if a component of yo is positive then the corresponding inequality in
Ax 5 bis satisfied in zo with equality. In linear programming theory this phenomenon
is known as the complementarity property. Also, it follows that

XOT(C - ATYO) = 0· (2.3)

To solve the optimization problems in (2.1) one may apply the simplex method
as introduced in Dantzig (1951) to the primal. An alternative way is to find z € Rn
and y € It™ such that

yTA- CT
AxSb
yT(b - Ax) = 0
7 20.

These conditions are known as the Karush-Kan- Tucker conditions (see Karush

(1939), and Kuhn and Tucker (1951)).

Corollary 2.2.2 Let A be an (m x n)-matrix and let b be an m-vector and c an
n-vector.  Then zo E Rn and yo E R™ are a solution to

YTA=CT
A=Sb

(2.4)YTB-Ax)=0
720

ifandonly ifzosolves max{cTZ I Ax sb}andyo solves min{y.rbly20,  y.rA = c }.

Proof: Let zo € R" and yo E R™ be a solution to the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker condi-
tions in (2.4). Suppose there exists an S € Itn such that AS 5 b and c'.S > cT=o.
As cT = YOTA it holds that yoT(Ax - b) > 0. Since y° 2 0 this implies that there

exists some j € I™ such that yjo > 0 and As,2 > bj. This contradicts AS 5 b. Hence
zo solves max{c = 1 Ax s b}. By the Duality Theorem of Linear Programming it
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follows that yo solves min{y'rb l y k O, v.rA = cr}. The reverse follows immediately

from the discussion above.                                                                    0

Let M = {z I Az 5 b} bea nonempty polyhedron where A is an (m x n)-matrix
and b an m-vector. For Q CIm the set F(G) defined by

F(G)={xEMI aiTz=b; foralli E G} (2.5)

is a face of M. In case the system Ax 5 b contains constraints which are implied

by other constraints then M contains so-called redundant constraints. Redundant

constraints can be removed although deleting one constraint can make another re-

dundant constraint irredundant. The possible occurence of redundant constraints

in Ax 5 b may cause the set of integers G defining a nonempty face F such that

7(9) = F to be nonunique. Throughout this monograph we will however assume

each constraint to be irredundant.

Furthermore we assume in this monograph that the polyhedron M has dimension

n and is simple. This means that every nonempty face F(G) of M in R" as defined

in (2.3) has dimension equal to n- I Q I, wherelgl denotes the number of elements in

the set g. Notice that simpleness is different from redundancy. The polytope defined

by A/1 = {X E R'  1 -Zl +Z3 5 0, -Z2 +Z3 5 0, X2+Z3 51, rl +Za 5 1, -Z3 5 0}
is not simple as the face.F(74) = {(&, &, &)T} has dimension zero while n- IA I = -1.
However, M does not contain any redundant constraints.

2.3 Fixed points, stationary points, and comple-

mentarity
Let C be a subset of Rn and f a function from C to some subset of It". A point z' E C

such that f(Z·) = z' is called a jized point of f. In 1910 the Dutch mathematician

L.E.J. Brouwer proved the following theorem.

Theorem  2.3.1  Let C  be a nonempty,  compact, and conuez subset of Rn.  Then any

continuous function f:C- +C has a point x' €C such that f(x') = z'.

Proof: See Brouwer (1912).                                                          0
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Let X be some set of nonempty subsets of R . Then a function F:C -+ X i s called a
point-to-set mapping from C t o Rn. We call F upper sen:icontinuous at a point S€C
if for every open set B containing F(x) there exists a neighbourhood A/(2) of i such
that F(z) is contained in B for every z E A/(S). F is upper semicontinuous on C if

F(z) is compact and upper semicontinuous at every x €C.
In 1941 Kakutani extended Brouwer's result to point-to-set mappings.

Theorem  2.3.2  Let C be a nonempty, compact, convex subset of R" and X the set of
nonempty conuez subsets of C.  Then any upper semicontinuous point-to-set mapping

F:C=X  has a point x* EC such that z' E F(x').

Proof: See Kakutani (1941).                                                             0

A point z' in R" is called a stationary point of a function f:C- ,R n o n C i f
z' E C and z'Tf(z.) 2 x·rf(x-) for all z € C. The stationary point problem (SPP)

of f on C is to find a stationary point of f on C. The point x' being a station-
ary point of f on C is equivalent to z- solving the optimization problem given by

max{z·rf(zi) I x€ C}. In case C i s a polyhedron this optimization problem is a
linear programming problem as it maximizes the linear function =Tf(zi) over the
set C.  Furthermore it can easily be seen that the  set  {x

I xTf(x•) = Z•Tf(x•)} is a
supporting hyperplane of C. Figure 2.3.1 illustrates these properties of a stationary
point.

Theorem 2.3.1 implies the following result.

Corollary 2.3.1  Let C b e a nonempty, compact, convex set in R" and f:C -+ R"
a  continuous function.   Then there ezists a stationary point =*  of f  on C.

Let f: R  -+ It" be a function. The problem to find a point x- such that

Z.Tf(z-)=0, f(x.) 2 0, z. 2 0

is called the nonlinear complementarity problem (NLCP, as introduced in Cottle

(1966).  In case f is affine, i.e.  f (x) = Mx + q for some given n x n-matrix M
and some given n-vector q, then the well-known linear complementarity problem is
obtained. The following theorem establishes the relationship between the nonlinear

complementarity problem and a stationary point problem.
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x T f (r*) <x*T f(x*) xrf(r*)=x*T f(x*)

f(x*)

X*

C

FIGURE 2.3.1: The point z' is a stationary point of f On
C. Then x' maximizes z·rf(zi) over C. The hyperplane

{z 1 x·rf(x-) = Z-Tf(zi)} is a supporting hyperplane of
C  in  x*.

Theorem 2.3.3  Let f : R  -4 Rn be a function.  Then a point x' E R.  solves the

NLCP to f if and only if z' is a stationary point of -f on RJZ.

Proof: Let x' be a solution to the NLCP but assume that z* is not a stationary point
of -f on IC;·Then there exists a point S E R  such that -STf(x') > -3-Tf(z.).
Because x' solves the NLCP this result reduces to 21.f(z-) < 0 which is in contra-

diction to the fact that S E R& and f(x') 2 0 implies that STf(z.) 2 0.
Let f bea stationary point of -f on R . Then by definition it holds that

-z,-f(z') 5 -z'Tf(z') for all z€ R. . For z=0 this implies that 0 5 -z.Tf(z.).
For z = z' + e(i) this implies that f.(z') 2 0 for all i E In. Then -z'rf(x') 5 0.
Hence r•Tf(ZI) = 0.                                                                       0

Part B of this monograph will be entirely dedicated to the computation of solutions

to complementarity problems. The algorithms introduced in that part are all based

on the notion of equivalence between stationary point problems and complementarity

problems.
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Chapter 3

Path-following algorithms

The algorithms presented in this monograph are so-called path-following algorithms.

They generate a path of points in some convex set starting in a point contained in this

set and end up with an approximating solution to the problem unless they diverge

towards infinity.  This path is piecewise linear, i.e.  the path consists of a sequence

of adjacent line segments. Two line segments are adjacent if they share a common

end point.  An end point of a line segment on the path generated by the algorithm

is therefore either the starting point of the path, or an end point of an adjacent line

segment, or an approximating solution to the problem.

A sequence of adjacent line segments can be generated by moving subsequently

from one end point of a line segment in the sequence to its other end point. Every

line segment can be seen as corresponding to a set of solutions to a system of linear

equations with one degree of freedom.  On the variables of this system certain restric-

tions hold. In order to follow the set of solutions we can vary just one of the variables

in the system of equations while maintaining the validity of the restrictions. An end

point of a line segment can then be seen as corresponding to a solution to the system

of linear equations where one of the constraints on the variables is binding.  If one

makes this constraint unbinding then eventually some other constraint may become

binding, resulting in the other end point of the line segment. This procedure can

be carried out by applying a technique known from linear programming as the pivot

procedure. Section 1 of this chapter describes this pivot procedure in detail.

In order to apply the linear programming pivoting technique one should obtain a

21
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system of linear equations from the problem under consideration. The problems in
this monograph however will frequently be nonlinear. Thus linearizations are needed
to obtain a system of linear equations. In this monograph problems are linearized
either by taking the so-called first-order Taylor-expansion of the nonlinear terms in the
obtained system or by piecewise linearizing the problem on a simplicial subdivision of
the underlying set. Section 2 describes the concept of a simplicial subdivision of a set
and discusses some examples of simplicial subdivisions. In Section 3 the linearizations
mentioned above are described.

The points on the path generated by the algorithms all fulfil certain parametrized
conditions. This means that for each point on the path there exists some value of a
parameter such that the conditions are satisfied in this point. It will be these condi-
tions which contain the main idea behind the algorithms presented in this monograph
and from which the system of linear equations is derived. The parametrized condi-
tions can be interpreted as a homotopy problem with the parameter as the underlying
homotopy variable. Section 4 describes the homotopy problem in a general setting.

3.1    Generating end points of line segments
Consider the following system of equations in the variables z € Rk :

Ax = b
(3.1)

Z 2 0,

where A is a given (n x k)-matrix, n < k, and b is a given n-vector. Assume
that the matrix A contains n linearly independent row vectors and that the set
{x i Ax = b, x 20} is (k- n)-dimensional and simple. Denote the jth column vec-
tor of A by aj and let T be some subset of L such that I T 1- n and aj (j € 7-)
are linearly independent.  Then aj (j € T) form a basis of Rn, i.e. there exists a
unique n-vector x such that xj =0 for all j01- and 4 (j €T) solve the system of

equations

E a'xj = b (3.2)
jer

In this system zj (j € T) are called the basic variables and zj (j 0 T) are called the '
nonbasic variables.  Let B be the matrix consisting of all the columns of A associated
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with the basic variables, called the basic columns, i.e.  B = (aj, j E T), and let zB be
the column vector with the basic variables associated with the columns of B. Then
x is called a basic solution to (3.1) and is obtained by taking Fj - 0 (j 0 T) and
SB = B-lb. If YB 2 0 then x is a feasible basic solution to (3.1).

Let zo = (zj I j¢T)b e the (k - n)-vector containing the nonbasic variables in

(3.1).  Without loss of generality we assume that x = (xB, xD)T. Suppose that x is a

feasible basic solution to (3.1) with xj > 0 (j € T). For any t 0 T, such a solution x
satisfies the system

EjeT ajzj + atxt = b
=j2O(jET), z,20, (3.3)

z,· =0(jf£7-U{t}).

If also xt = 0, then x is an end point of a line segment of solutions to (3.1).  This line
segment can be generated by increasing the nonbasic variable Zt in (3.3) from zero.
When raising zt from zero, every basic variable xj (j E T) in (3.3) will be adapted

in order to maintain the equality in (3.3).
As the column vectors as (j E T) constitute a basis of It" there exists a unique

n-vector YB with components yj (j € T) such that

E aillj = at, (3.4)
JET

namely YB = B-lai. Subtracting zi times equation (3.4) from equation (3.2) at the
solution x results in

E al(xj - xtyj) + xtat = b. (3.5)

jET

This equation shows that if one increases xt from zero then the basic variable zj

(j € T) in (3.3) is changed from xj with rate yj in order to maintain the equalities

in (3.1).
Suppose there exists some i€T such that y. >0. Then there is some positive

value of Zt such that for some h€T the basic variable xh becomes zero while all
other basic variables zj (j €T\{h}) are still nonnegative. This occurs when ze is
equal to S:t where

Zh
4= -

(3.6)
Yh
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for the basic variable ZA such that

El =   min   f 61 (3.7)
Yh     {JIV,>0} l Yj .1

Assume for the moment that the index h in (3.7) is unique.  Let ij = xj - ityj
(j €T\{h}), 4 =0, and 4 =0(j 0TU{t}).  Then (3.3) determines a line
segment of solutions to (3.1) with end points x and S, given by

<x_A y|O S A S St}, (3.8)

where yj (j € T) are defined as in (3.4), yt = -1, and yj = 0 for all j 0 T U {t}. The
point 2 is again a basic feasible solution to (3.1).

Suppose there does not exist some i€T such that y i>0, giving Y S O. Then in

(3.5) xt can be raised towards infinity without zh becoming zero for some h € T. No

other end point of this line segment exists.  In fact (3.5) determines a half line or my

of solutions to (3.1) with z as its unique end point, given by

{x -A Y I O S A}. (3.9)

Notice that in (3.9) the vector F is a basic feasible solution to (3.1) and the vector y

is a solution to the homogeneous system of equations Ay = 0.
The procedure to generate a line segment of solutions to (3.1) is known as the

piuot procedure. The pivot column a' in (3.3) is brought into system (3.3) by raising

the corresponding entering variable xt from zero. The column ah leaving the basis is

determined by applying the minimum-mtio test in (3.7). The variable zA becoming

zero when applying the pivot procedure is called the leaving variable. Finally the
column a' is pivoted into (the inverse of) the basis matrix B to replace ah.

Until now we have assumed that the minimum-ratio test in (3.7) results in a unique
leaving variable xh and a positive minimum-ratio. Suppose that this assumption does

not hold, i.e. the minimum-ratio in (3.6) is zero or the minimum-ratio test does not

result in a unique leaving variable according to (3.7).
In case the minimum-ratio in (3.6) is zero then St = 0 and the line segment in

(3.8) reduces to a single point x. Pivoting the column al into the basis then results

in a new basis where zi replaces some basic variable xI, but generates the same end

point x = S. The end point x is therefore called degenerate.
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If the minimum-ratio test in (3.7) gives rise to more than one possible leaving

variable then we can make a choice among these possibilities. Let ?i be a set of
integers such that (3.7) holds for all h € 71 in the end point x. Choose some hi € 71
as the leaving variable. Notice that for all h E 7£ it holds that YA - Styh  = 0. Pivoting
a' into the basis therefore leads to an end point S with Sh = 0 for all h € 71. The
basis in 2 therefore contains basic variables equal to zero, namely Zh (h € 7< \ {hi}).
In accordance with the results from the previous paragraph one can see that S might

be a degenerate end point of the line segment.
Since degeneracy can easily be avoided by taking lexicographic pivoting or per-

turbing the right hand side of the system of equations, we assume in this monograph

that degeneracy during any pivot procedure will not occur.

3.2 Simplicial subdivisions

This section describes a subdivision of a convex set in Rn into so-called simplices.

Several of the algorithms introduced in this monograph apply some simplicial subdi-

vision of the set on which the problem to be solved is defined.  This in order to obtain

a linear system.  The use of different kinds of simplicial subdivisions to underly a

particular algorithm may have large consequences for the efficiency of the algorithm

as well as for the accuracy of the approximation of a solution by the algorithm, see

e.g. Todd (1976), Doup (1988), and Dang (199lb).
Let C be some m-dimensional convex set in R: A simplicial subdivision of C

subdivides C into so-called m-simplices. An m-simplez or m-dimensional simplex is
the convex hull of m+1 affinely independent points. The points yl,..., y,+1 in It"
are called a linely independent if

t+1 t+1

Exiy' =0 and  E X, =0 imply li=O,i = l, . . . ,t t l.
6=1 i.1

A simplex is defined as follows.

Definition 3.2.1  Let yl,..., yt+1 be 1+1 a#inely independent points in Rn.  Then the

t-dimensional simplex or t-simplex  0(yl, -   yyt+1)  is the convex  hull  of yl,..., V'+1,

i.e.

a(Vl,..., Vttl) = CO({1,1    -   ttl  
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The points  yi,...,yt+1 are called the vertices of the simplex a=  0(yl,..., y,+1).  A
face of a t-simplex a is a k-simplex T (k 5 t) whose vertices are also vertices of a. If
k=t-1 w e call T a facet of a. If y i s the vertex of a which is not a vertex of a facet
T of a we say that T is the facet of a opposite the vertex y.

A collection of simplices is said to be a simplicial subdivision of C if it fulfils the
properties given in Definition 3.2.2.

3
Y

'C

a

1                                                                                         2Y                                  Y

FIGURE 3.2.1: The 2-simplex 0 with vertices yl, 72, y3 has faces
0,  yi , <72 ,  y3 , cO({71, 72}), co({yl,73}), co({72,73  j and
co( yi,y2'y3}). CO({yl,y2 ), CO( yi,73 ), and co({y2,73 ) are the
facets of a. The facet T = co<  2, y3 ) is the facet of a opposite the
vertex  yi

Definition 3.2.2 Let C be an m-dimensional convex set in R: A collection g of
m-simplices is a simplicial subdivision of C if

i)  C is the union of all simplices in g;

ii)  the intersection of two simptices in G is either empty or a common face;

iii) each facet either belongs to the boundary ofC and is a facet Ofjust one simplex of
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G or does not belong to the boundary of C and is a facet of ezactly two simptices

of 9.

Let   C   =   [0,1]   and  let   Gl   be the collection of simplices  0(yl, 72)   in   R  such   that

yi = 2-(k+1) and y2 = 2-k,  k =0,1, . . .  . Then 91 is not a simplicial subdivision of

[0,1] as U 96 C, thereby violating the first condition in Definition 3.2.2. Figurea€gla

3.2.2 illustrates the other two conditions in Definition 3.2.2.

3                                                           3Y                                     Y

0 A
1                                                         61

CZ        04

<53                                   AG2                     4

 1          2  1
2

FIGURE 3.2.2: C = co({yl, 72, 73 )·  Then the collection
 01, 02, (73,04}  is not a simplicial subdivision of C but
{81,82,83'&4} is.

Two different simplices sharing a common facet or one simplex being a facet of
the other one are called adjacent. The properties defining a simplicial subdivision

9 of an m-dimensional convex set C imply the existence of sequences of adjacent
m-simplices in G as is illustrated in Figure 3.2.3. Suppose 01 and 02 are two adjacent
simplices in such a sequence sharing a common facet T. Then 02 can be obtained

from 01 by replacing the vertex of al opposite T, say y, by the vertex of a2 opposite

T, say F· The movement from an m-simplex 01 to an adjacent m-simplex 02 is called

a replacement step. Figure 3.2.4 illustrates a replacement step between 01 and 02 in

the two-dimensional case.
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2
T

(:5

30
C

1 (2
C

T

FIGURE 3.2.3: The simplices Ti and at, 05 and 1-2, as well
as 4 and 03+1, j = 1,...,4, are adjacent. The sequence
 Tl, al, 02,..., 05, 72) gives an example of a sequence of adjacent
simplices in G.

Y

2G
T

a

Y

FIGURE 3.2.4: Replacement step between al and 02 in the two-
dimensional case where the vertex y of 02 Opposite T replaces the
vertex y of al opposite T.
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By subsequently making a replacement step in each of the simplices one generates a

sequence of adjacent m-simplices in a simplicial subdivision G. Such a sequence takes

the form of a cycle if the replacement procedure returns to the simplex with which

the sequence was started.

To compare simplicial subdivisions of a convex set C we define the mesh of a

simplicial subdivision 9 of C by

mesh G = sup{diam a}
Ceo

wherediam a = max{liz-y    I z,y € a} denotes the diameterofthe simplex a. Given

the definition of an m-simplex it may be clear that the diameter of an m-simplex is

the largest distance between two vertices of this simplex.

(a): Simplicial subdivision 9 (b) Simplicial subdivision 0

FIGURE 3.2.5: The simplicial subdivision G has a mesh being two
times larger than the mesh of the simplicial subdivision g.

The mesh of a simplicial subdivision measures its refinement. A simplicial sub-
division is said to become jiner if its mesh becomes smaller. In Figure 3.2.5, G is a
finer simplicial subdivision than G.
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A simplicial subdivision is also called a triangulation refering to the two-dimensional
case.  In this monograph we will use the term simplicial subdivision instead of trian-
gulation. An exception is made when refering to specific simplicial subdivisions whose

names incorporate the term triangulation. The next four examples briefly describe
well-known simplicial subdivisions in the literature on this subject. For an extensive
review we refer the reader to the appropriate literature. Let Sn be the n-dimensional

unit simplex, i.e. Sn = {x € R +1 1 E;111 xj = 1 } .

Q-triangulation of Sn. The Q-triangulation is probably the most well-known sim-

plicial subdivision. It was proposed in Freudenthal (1942) and it is defined as follows.

Definition 3.2.3 (Q-triangulation) The Q-triangulation  of S"  with grid size m-1,
m  E  N,  is  the  collection  Q  of n-simplices  a(yl,x)  with  uertices  yl, . -   , yn+1   in  Sn

such that

i) each component  of yl  is  a  nonnegative  multiple  of m-1;

ii)  x = (,rl,...,lrn)  is a permutation of the elements in In;

iii) 11,+1= 11' + m-lq(x.),i=1,...,n,

where q(j) = €(j) - e(j + 1) ,j=l, . . . ,n.

An example of the Q-triangulation of Sn is given for the two-dimensional case with
grid sizes   and 1 in Figure 3.2.5.

Let a(yl, T) with vertices yl, -   .,yn+1  and 0(71, T) be two adjacent n-simplices in

Q with a common facet T. Let yP denote the vertex of a opposite the common facet
T. Then Table 3.2.1 summarizes the consequences of making a replacement step with
the vertex yp of a on the parameters yl and ir of 0.

V-triangulation of Sn. The V-triangulation of the unit simplex Sn was first in-

troduced in Doup and Talman (1987). This simplicial subdivision appears to be very
useful when it underlies simplicial algorithms incorporating the possibility of choos-

ing an arbitrary starting point. Applying the Q-triangulation for this purpose limits
the  choice of possible starting points  in  Sn.

Let v be an arbitrarily chosen point in Sn. Define the projection vector p(I) of u
on the face Sn(I) := {p € Sn 1 pi = 0,  i 0 I} of Sn, I C In+1, as follows.
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TABLE 3.2.1: Replacement step in Q.

i

p=1 yl + m-19(fl) (T2, ···,In, *l  

11 < p < n t 1         y          (rli.··,rp-2,xpirp-1,rp+1,·* ilrn)
p=n+1  1 - 771-lq Xn 

(Xn' X1, · · · , Tn-1 

Definition 3.2.4 Let I be a nonempty subset ofIn+1 and let 10 be the set given by

10 = {i€I l u, = 0}. Then the projection vectorp(I)  of u on Sn(I) is given by

0,                         h i I

Uh(1+ I r 11
PA(I) = 4   Ek€:r uk + 1 1   6 1,   h€I\F

1 - EkFI 14 her..  Ek€I Uk+Irl'
For I=0 we define p(0) =u.

For a discussion of these and other projections we refer to Doup and Talman (1987).
Given these projections of v on the boundary of S", Sn is first subdivided into

subsets A(7(T)) where 7(T) = (71,···,71) is a permutation of the t elements in some

subset  T  of In+1,  such  that  v,  >  0  for  some  i  0 T.  The set A(7(T)) is defined as

A(7(7)) = {p€S n l p=u t El=t 0(7h)q(7A) with

0 5 0(7:) 5  -  5 a(71) 51},

where q(71,)  = P({71,···, 'YA}) - P({71, · · · , 7h-1 )  for h=  1, . . . ,t.  Then  A(7(T))  is

subdivided into t-simplices in the following way.

Definition 3.2.5  Let T b e a feasible subset ofI„+1  and let 7(T) = (71,···,71)  be a
permutation of the elements of T.  The V(7(T))-triangulation with grid size m-l of a
nonempty  set  A(7(T))  is  the  collection  V(7(T))  of 1-simplices 9(yl,:r) with vertices
1      t+1

7  ' . . . ,y       such that
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i) yi =v t El=i d(·yk)m-lq(7&) with integers d(7k) satisfying

0 5 d(7:)5···5 d(71) S m-1;

ii)  x  =  (xi, . . . , lr,)  is  a permutation  of the  elements  of T  such  that p  >  p'  if
d(,rp,) = d(,rp) when for some i,1<i s t, 4, = 71-1 and ;rp = 7i;

iii)  Vi+1  = yi + m-iq(:ri),  i = l, . . . ,1.

Let the union of all sets A(7(T)) over all possible permutations 7(T) of a given
feasible set T be denoted by A(T). Notice that A(T) = co({v},{e(i)  I i€ T}).

Then the set Sn is the union of A(T) over all feasible sets T. The V-triangulation

of Sn with grid size m-l is the union of the collections V(7(T)) over all possible

permutations 7(T) of T and over all feasible subsets T. The subsets A(7(T)) and
the V-triangulation are illustrated in Figure 3.2.6 for the two-dimensional case.

eO)

A((3))
A((3,1)) A((2,3))

A((2,3))                                           V
A((1,3))              V

A((2))

((1,2)) A((2,1))
e(1) e(2)        jl                   C

A((1))

FIGURE 3.2.6: The subdivision of S2 into subsets A(7(T)) and the
V-triangulation of S2 with grid size  .

The consequences of making a replacement step between two adjacent 1-simplices

in V(7(T)) are similar to the replacement steps applicable to the Q-triangulation as

V(7(T)) is equivalent to the Q-triangulation of A(7(T)). Table 3.2.2 summarizes the

consequences of making a replacement step in V(7(T)) with the vertex yP of a on
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the parameters yl and T of 0. The vector d in Table 3.2.2 is such that di = d(i) for
i€T and d,= 0 for i /T.

TABLE 3.2.2: Replacement step in V(7(T)).

P              T            3
P =l        yi + m-lq(,ri) (lre,..., :rt, 1rl) d + e(,rl)

1<p<t+1 y (,rl,···,grp-2,grp,TP-1,Grp.+1,···,Xt) d1

p=t+1 vl - m-lq(,rt) (irt,Xl,···,Xt-1) d - e(irt)

K'-triangulation of R". The K'-triangulation of R" was introduced in Todd

(1978). To describe the K'-triangulation of R" let R" be subdivided into subsets

Rn(s) := cl({x E R.* I sgn(x) = s} where 3 € Rn is a sign vector containing no zeros.

Then It"(8) is subdivided into simplices in the following way.

Definition 3.2.6 Let s be a sign vector containing no zeros. The K'(s)-triangulation

of R"(a)  is the  collection /C'(s)  of all n-simplices 0(yl, 'r) with vertices yl,   - y  4+1

in R (s) such that

i)  each component of yl  is an integer;

ii)  T = (,rl,•••, Tn)  is a permutation of the elements of In;

i:i) 7,+1 =y, + 3,;e(Ki), i=l 1...,n.

The K'-triangulation of It" is the union of the collections /C'(s) over all nonzero sign

vectors s in R: Figure 3.2.7 illustrates the K'-triangulation for the two-dimensional
case.   Notice that the K'-triangulation defined above has a grid size equal to one.

For a grid size m-1 one needs to multiply the components of the grid points by

m-: Table 3.2.1 also gives the consequences of making a replacement step on the

parameters  yl  and  ,r  of op(yl, Mr) in AC'(S).
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lill////
i\\Ill//

///A"\
lilil\\,
FIGURE 3.2.7: The K'-triangulation of W.

Dl-triangulation of R". The Dl-triangulation of Rn was introduced in Dang

(1991 a). According to measures of efliciency the Dl-triangulation is superior  to  the

K'-triangulation of Rn, see also Dang (199lb). It is defined as follows.

Definition  3.2.7   The  Di-triangulation  of Rn  is the  collection D  of n-simplices
0(y,lr,s, k) with vertices yl,.  -,yn+1 such that

O l s k s n;

iv y €Rnisa vector with even components;

Iii) ir = (1rt, ···,1rn) isapermutation of the elements ofIn;

iu) a € It" is a sign vector with components si € {-1, +1};

v)  if k=lthen yl=yandy'+1= v t 3.,6(4),i=1,...,n,
if k 22 then yl = Y +S,

11'+1=11'-3,;e(,J, i =1,2,...,k-2, and
11'+1=11-+8„e(*I), i =k- 1,k,...,n.
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)

1
FIGURE 3.2.8: The Drtriangulation of It:

Figure 3.2.8 illustrates the 01-triangulation for the three-dimensional case.   To make
a replacement step in the Dl-triangulation of It" one has to apply rules different
from the simplicial subdivisions above. For the exact details with respect to making
a replacement step in the Drtriangulation we refer the interested reader to Dang

(1991).

3.3 Linearizations

The pivot procedure described in Section 1 can only be applied to follow a line

segment in systems of linear equations like (3.1).  Many of the problems considered in

this monograph however contain nonlinearities. Application of the pivot procedure

as described in the first section therefore often requires these nonlinearities to be
replaced by a linear approximation. This section describes two possible linearizations
which will be used throughout this monograph.

Let f : R" -, Rn be some differentiable function. The differentiability of f
implies that the matrix of first-order derivatives at each point z ER* exists and is
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equal to  laiu,..., fal= ]. This matrix is also called the Jacobian of f i n z and is
denoted by Vf(x). Given any point SER" it holds for every y E R" \ {0} that
  11 f(2 + ay) - f(2) - a(Vf(x))7

11
tends to zero in the limit when a tends to

zero.  Therefore we can approximate f(2 + ay) for any y by f(S) + a(Vf(2))y for
a l small enough. If we replace y b y x-S a n d take a=l then the approximation

f(x) + (vf(*))(z - S) is called the jirst-order Taylor expansion of f in S at a point

z € Rn.

Definition 3.3.1 Let f be a diferentiable function from Rn to It: Then the first-
order Taylor-expansion  of f in k  E  Rn  at a point x € Rn is given by the vector

f(x) + (vf(x))(Z - 2).

The first-order Taylor expansion of f in i at x is a good approximation of f(x) as
long as z is close enough to S. Since the approximation of f may be poor in case z
does not lie close to x this limits the possible use of a first-order Taylor expansion to
cases where the solution of the problem under consideration does not lie in the neigh-
bourhood of S. Linearizing f by its first-order Taylor expansion in a point S E R" is

therefore a local approximation and requires f to be differentiable.

Another approximation of f is a piecewise linearization of f on a simplicial sub-

division of Rn. If one linearizes f on each n-simplex in the simplicial subdivision of

Rn then this approximation of f, denoted F, is piecewise linear. Let G be a simplicial

subdivision of Rn. Then the piecewise linear approzimation F of f in a point z € R"
with respect to G is defined as follows.

Definition  3.3.2 The piecewise linear approximation  F off with respect to G at a
point x E R" is given by

n+1

F(Z) = E A.f(y,) (3.10)
1=1

where the convex hull a(yl'...,yn+1) of y;...,yn+1 in R" is an n-simplex in G
with  vertices yl,...,yn+1  containing z  and  where  Ali•••iAn+1  2 0  are  such  that
z = 21:11 A,y, and EZN X. = 1.

In this way f is linearized on each n-simplex in 9, making F piecewise linear on Rn.
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One of the properties of a simplicial subdivision is the possibility to generate a

sequence of adjacent n-simplices in 9 by making replacement steps.  Let a and F be

two adjacent n-simplices in G. The linear approximation F of f on 0 is obtained from

the linear approximation F of f on a by making a replacement step with the vertex

of a not contained in the common facet of a and a.
The approximation of f by F is continually adapted when generating a sequence

of adjacent n-simplices in the underlying simplicial subdivision of Itn. This makes the

quality of the approximation independent of the location in Rn and it is therefore not

necessary for an algorithm using simplicial subdivisions to start in a neighbourhood of

a solution to the problem. Hence linearizing f by its piecewise linear approximation is

a global approximation. Moreover, f need not to be differentiable or even continuous.

Furthermore the approximation of f by F can be improved by using a simplicial

subdivision with a smaller mesh.

3.4 Homotopy interpretations
Each problem presented in this monograph can be shown to be equivalent to the

stationary point problem of some function g from P to Rk where P is a convex

and closed set in Rk. To solve such a stationary point problem we introduce a path-

following algorithm which starts in some point zo € P and follows a path of points

z € P either towards a solution of the stationary point problem or diverging towards

infinityl. The points x on the path can all be seen as a stationary point of a linear

approximation G of g on some parametrized set P(,1) defined as

P(11) = (1 - ri){zo} + 99 (3.11)

for some parameter 9, 9 2 0, where Q is a compact and convex set in the affine

hull of P containing zo in its interior. If 9=0 then P(0) = {zo} and zo is a trivial
solution to the stationary point problem of G on P(0). In case P is bounded then

P(,l) will contain P for 9 large enough and the path of stationary points of G on

P(11), U 20, terminates with a stationary point of G on P. In several applications
we take P equal to Q and so P(1) = P. In this case a stationary point of g on P

1The algorithms presented in this monograph are shown not to cycle
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is  obtained  when V becomes  1.    If  P is unbounded  then  V  may go towards infinity
causing the algorithm to diverge. In that case a convergence condition on g is needed

to avoid diverging.

In (3.11) we continuously deform a trivial system with a known unique solution

for 9 = 0, the stationary point problem of g on {zo}, into the problem we are trying
to solve, the stationary point problem of g on P. The stationary point problem of g on

P('1),  05 '1, provides a homotopy or continuous deformation of the trivial stationary

point problem of g on {zo} into the original stationary point problem of g on P. The
parameter 9 is called the homotopy pammeter.



Part B

Complementarity problems

39



Chapter 4

The linear complementarity
problem

The linear complementarity problem is one of the most well-known problems in math-
ematical programming. It is frequently met in different areas of research where opti-
mization plays an important role like operations research and economics. Section 1

of this chapter illustrates the application of the linear complementarity problem to

well-known problems as linear and quadratic programming.
In operations research the linear complementarity problem can be seen as the

starting point for solving more general complementarity problems such as the nonlin-

ear complementarity problem and its generalization to the incorporation of lower and

upper bounds, the generalized complementarity problem. In Chapter 6 and Chapter
7 of this monograph we consider the generalized nonlinear complementarity problem

and the nonlinear complementarity problem and introduce algorithms to solve these

problems.
In economics the complementarity problem mainly follows from the conditions

defining an equilibrium in an economy. For example the equilibrium conditions in a

pure exchange economy as well as the equilibrium conditions in an exchange economy

with linear production technologies take the form of a nonlinear complementarity

problem. To solve these problems algorithms have been introduced based on the

approximation of the obtained nonlinear complementarity problem by a sequence

of linear complementarity problems.  For the computation of an equilibrium in an

41
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exchange economy with linear production technologies we mention the algorithms in
Mathiesen (1985b), Eaves (1987), as well as the algorithms introduced in Part C of
this monograph.

The popularity of the linear complementarity problem in many scientific areas
makes it very worthwile to introduce an algorithm to compute a solution to the
problem. In the past a variety of algorithms have been introduced for this purpose
among which the Lemke complementary pivoting algorithm (see Lemke (1965)) is
undoubtedly one of the most renowned. In Section 2 of this chapter we describe the
Lemke complementary pivoting algorithm in the framework introduced in Chapter 3.
In Section 3 we introduce the algorithm as described in Talman and Van der Heyden
(1983) as an extension of the Lemke complementary pivoting algorithm allowing for
the possibility to choose an arbitrary starting point. In Chapter 5 of this monograph
we introduce an alternative to the algorithm of Talman and Van der Heyden. But
first  we will define the linear complementarity problem in Section   1.

4.1 The linear complementarity problem
The linear complementarity problem is to find n-vectors w and z such that

w=Mzt q
WTZ =0 (4.1)

w 2 0,z 2 0

for a given (n x n)-matrix M and a given n-vector q. It is denoted by LCP(q, M).
This problem generalizes well-known problems like linear programming and quadratic
programming.

The linear progrumming problem is to find a vector z E Rn which solves the

optimization problem
max cTZ

s.t. Ax S b (4.2)

r20
where b is a given m-vector, c a given n-vector, and A a given (m x n)-matrix.
The Duality Theorem of Linear Programming implies that solving this maximization
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problem is equivalent to solving the minimization problem

min   YT b
s.t.   c = ATy - u (4.3)

7 2 0,u k o

where the m-vector y denotes the vector with dual variables to the constraints Az 5 b
and the n-vector u denotes the n-vector with dual variables to the constraints in

z 2 0. Let v be the m-vector with slack variables to Ax 5 b. Then it follows from the

complementarity property between the variables and the slacks in the optimization

problems above that at a solution of (4.2) and (4.3) it must hold that
yTv = 0

(4.4)
UTZ = 0.

To solve a linear programming problem as defined in (4.2) one can solve either (4.2)

or (4.3) by using the well-known simplex method introduced in Dantzig (1951). An
alternative way to find a solution to the linear programming problem as defined in

(4.2) as well as a solution to (4.3) is to compute values for x, y, u, and v satisfying

both the constraints in the optimization problems in (4.2) and (4.3) and the comple-

mentarity conditions in (4.4). More precisely, solving (4.2) and (4.3) is equivalent to
finding x, u € It*, and y, u € It™, such that

Az+v=b
ATV-u= c
7TU = 0, UTZ = 0
7 20, v 2 0, u 2 0, x 2 0.

This problem is a linear complementarity problem as follows from rewriting this
system to

CU}-C
0   R\ /Z
-A 0 R.}'(T}

u}' < :} =,             #5)
/u\ /z)

l. t'' l,  30.
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A quadratic programming problem is to find a vector x € R" which solves the

problem
max ZTB= + CTZ
s.t. Ax 5 b (4.6)

x 2 0,

where A is a given (m x n)-matrix, B a given (n x n)-matrix, b a given m-vector,
and c a given n-vector.

To solve the quadratic programming problem one has to find a vector z ER"
which fulfils the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions to (4.6) given by

(B + BT)x +c= ATY -U

Axtv=b
VTU = 0, UTZ = 0
Y 20, v 20, u 2 0, x 2 4

where y denotes the n-vector of dual variables to the constraints in Ax S b, u
denotes the n-vector of dual variables to the constraints in Z 2 0, and v denotes the

m-vector of slack variables in Ax S b. Then the first-order conditions to the quadratic
programming problem can be rewritten to

  }-{ -C'_7') A,'} ;},(Ic}

 . }    : } -0                                (4.7,

T     \

/u\ /z\
1

1120, , 0,
\ v ,          y

which is a linear complementarity problem.
These are just two examples frequently met in operations research where the lin-

ear complementarity problem plays a very important role. Except for these examples
the linear complementarity problem also plays a role in areas like game theory and
economics.  For game theory we refer to the computation of a so-called Nash equi-
librium in noncooperative games with two persons, see Lemke and Howson (1964).
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In economics the linear complementarity problem is frequently met when comput-

ing an equilibrium in pure exchange economies or exchange economies with linear

production technologies, see Mathiesen (1985b).
The examples given above indicate that the linear complementarity problem ap-

pears in a wide variety of problems. Therefore a variety of algorithms has been
developed in the past among which the Lemke complementary pivoting algorithm
(see Lemke (1965)) is undoubtedly one of the most renowned.

4.2 The Lemke algorithm
This section describes the Lemke complementary pivoting algorithm as introduced

in Lemke (1965) in the framework described in Chapter 3 of this monograph. First
the homotopy interpretation underlying the complementary pivoting algorithm is
introduced.  From this homotopy interpretation a system of equations is derived

serving as a pivoting system to generate a piecewise linear path in R . This path leads

either towards a solution to the linear complementarity problem or towards infinity.
Also the performance of the algorithm in the end points of the line segments making
up the piecewise linear path is described. To conclude this section convergency issues

concerning the Lemke algorithm are discussed as well as the impossibility of cycling.

It follows directly as a special case to Theorem 2.3.3 that the linear complemen-

tarity problem is equivalent to the stationary point problem on R  with respect to

the affine function g defined by 9(z) = -Mz - q on R . This interpretation of the
linear complementarity problem as a stationary point problem motivates to present
the Lemke complementary pivoting algorithm as an algorithm generating a path of

stationary points of g on a parametrized subset 7((t) of R.& for a varying parameter

t 2 0. For t 2 0, this set ?i(t) is defined as

R(t) = {z E R" l eTz 5 1, z 2 0}.

The stationary point problem on the parametrized set ?i(t) can be interpreted as a

homotopy problem with the homotopy parameter t running from zero to infinity. For
t=0 the algorithm is initiated in z=0 which is a trivial solution to the stationary

point problem of g  on 7((0)  =  {0}.  Then  t is increased  from zero thereby generating

a  path of stationary points  of  g  on  71(t)  in  R .  This path either  ends  up  with  a
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z2

A

te(2)

0    ..ite(1)

FIGURE 4.2.1: The set ?i(t) in R&- for some given positive
value of the parameter t is the dashed area.

solution to the linear complementarity problem in (4.1) or diverges towards infinity.

In Figure 4.2.1 we have illustrated 7<(t) for a given t>O i n the two-dimensional case.

A point F i n R. + i s a stationary point of g o n 74(i) for some given i 2 0 i f and
only if z maximizes zTg(z) over 71(D, i.e. F solves the optimization problem, which
we denote as the primal, given by

rnax zTg(F)

S.t.  €TZ St
Z 2 0.

This maximization problem is a linear programming problem. According to the
Duality Theorem of Linear Programming this maximization problem is equivalent to
the minimization problem, which we denote as the dual, given by

min Ot

S.t.   9(F) = -/1 + 06

B 2 0, 0 2 0,
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A({2})
A

A({1,2})

) A({1})
A(0)

FIGURE 4.2.2: Subdivision of R  into subsets ACT) for T C A.

where 0 is the dual variable to the constraint e·rz 5 i of 7<(t) and B is the n-vector
containing the dual variables to the constraints in z k o o f ?i(i) as its components.

Given z  the dual  has a unique solution  0 - max{maxh gh(F),0}  2  0,  and 71  =
8- gj(z) 2 0 for j€ In, Let 7 b e a subset of In such that Fj=O for all j €Tand
Fj>0 for all j fiT. Then Fj=0 and Fj 2 0 i f j€T and 75>0 and zj =O i f
j 0 T. This motivates the following two definitions.

Definition 4.2.1  For T C In a point z E R& is T-complete if j E T implies

-(Mz)j-qi= 0 where 0 = max{maxh{-(Mz)A - qh ,0 ·

Definition 4.2.2  For T C In,

A(T) = {z € Rn I  zj 2 0 for all j E T,
7.j = 0  for all j  % Tl

Figure 4.2.2 gives the subdivision of R  into sets A(T) for subsets T of In in case

n == 2.

Theorem 4.2.1 The point z E It" is a T-complete point in A(T) for some T c In
if and only if z isa stationary point of g on 71(t) for some t 2 0.
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Proof: Let z be a T-complete point in A(T) for some T C In. Let T = e·ry. Then

F solves the primal for t = t. Hence for all z €7<(i) it holds that zTg(z) S ZTg(,).
The converse follows from the discussions above.                                             0

In order to generate stationary points of g o n %(t) for varying t  2  0 we could generate

T-complete points in A(T) for varying subsets T of I=

The point z to be a T-complete point in A(T) for some subset T of In is equivalent

to T being a subset of In such that the system of equations

E M.jzj - E Bje(j) + Oe = -g (4.8)

jeT SiT

has a solution zj 2 0 (j € T), Bj 2 0 (j 0 T), and 0 2 0. System (4.8) is a system of

n equations with n+1 unknowns, leaving us with one degree of freedom. If nonempty
the solution set of (4.8) forms a line segment of solutions corresponding to a linear

piece of T-complete points in A(T) with either one or two end points, for any given

subset T of In· Assuming nondegeneracy, at an end point of solutions to (4.8) exactly

one of the variables is equal to zero.

The line segment of solutions to (4.8) can be followed by making a linear pro-

gramming pivot step in (4.8) with one of the variables zj (j E T) or Bj (j % T) or 0
being zero at an end point. The other end point, if existing, corresponds to a point

z E RT; where at the solution (z, B, B) to (4.8) either # =O o r E, =O f o r some p€T

or Fk - 0 for some k 0 T. We now show that in these cases either z yields a solution

to problem (4.1) or z is equal to the starting point 0 or z corresponds to an end point

of a line segment of solutions to (4.8) for some other T.
Case 1: B i s zero. Let w= EjeTBje(j) 2 0· Then 5 2 0 and w 2 0 are such that

wTz = 0 and Mztq = w. Therefore (w, z) is a solution to the linear complementarity

problem in (4.1).
Case 2 ip is zero for some p E T. If T \ {p} = 0, then z = 0. Otherwise z is a

T \ {p}-complete end point of a linear piece of T \ {p}-complete points in A(T \ {p}).
This linear piece in A(T \ {p}) can be generated by pivoting the column -e(p) into the

pivot system (4.8) thereby raising B, from zero and maintaining T\ {p}-completeness.

Case S: Ft, is zero for some k %T. Then -(Mz)k -q k= # and z i s a T U {k}-

complete end point of a linear piece of T U {k}-complete points in A(T U {k}). This
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linear piece in A(T U {k}) can be generated by pivoting the column M.k into (4.8)
thereby raising zk from zero and maintaining T U {k}-completeness.

We next show that z=O i s either a solution to (4.1) or an end point of a unique
line segment of solutions to (4.8).  If in (4.1) maxA -qh 5 0 then qh 2 0 for all h € In.
Hencew=q20 and z= 0 is a solution to the linear complementarity problem

(4.1).   Otherwise, let P = maxb -qA  > 0· Since we assume nondegeneracy there

exists a unique k€I n such that -qk = 00. The point z=O i s therefore {k}-complete

and the system of equations

- E Bjecj) + Oe = -q (4.9)

3*k

has a unique solution 80 = maxi, -qh > 0 and g = 00 + q, > 0 (j 0 k). This implies

that z=O i s a {k}-complete end point of a linear piece of {k}-complete points in

A({k}). This linear piece corresponds to a line segment of solutions to the system of

equations
M.kzk - E Bje(j) + Be = -q.

itk

This line segment of solutions can be generated by pivoting the column  M k  into  (4.9)
thereby raising zk from zero.

The above cases show that each end point of a line segment of solutions to  (4.8)
either corresponds to the starting point z=O o r t o a solution of the linear comple-

mentarity problem (4.1) or is an end point of a line segment of solutions to exactly one
other system of equations for a different subset of In, The point z=0 corresponds

to an end point of exactly one line segment of solutions to (4.8).
To find a solution of problem (4.1) Lemke's algorithm starts in z=0 and generates

a sequence of adjacent line segments of solutions to (4.8) for varying T g In. Each

line segment of solutions is generated by making a pivot step in (4.8) with one of the
variables being zero at an end point until another variable becomes zero. Such a line

segment of solutions to (4.8) corresponds to a linear piece of T-complete points in

A(T).

These properties make the path of points generated by the algorithm a piecewise

linear path through subsequent subsets ACT) of IC; for varying T C In· As we show
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next, this path either ends in a solution to the linear complementarity problem or in

a ray of solutions to (4.8), but it cannot cycle.

Theorem 4.2.2 The Lemke complementary pit,oting algorithm cannot cycle.

Proof: Suppose Lemke's algorithm cycles and let z be the first end point generated
twice.  If 5 96 0, then z corresponds to an end point of a line segment of solutions to

(4.8) for some subset T of In and to an end point of a line segment of solutions to

(4.8) for some subset T of In, T 0 7. With respect to the set T, in z either Case
2 or Case 3 occurs by the assumption of nondegeneracy. If Case 2 occurs then z is
also an end point of a line segment of solutions to (4.8) for T \ {p}. The assumption
of nondegeneracy implies  that  T  =  T \ {p}. Hence the algorithm returns  to z after
having made the next pivoting step in (4.8). Otherwise z was not the first end point
to be visited twice. But this contradicts the fact that the algorithm never goes back

at an end point.
In a similar way it can be proved that an end point z 0 0 cannot be generated

for a second time if Case 3 occurs. Therefore, z=0.A s z=O i s a n end point of a

line segment of solutions to (4.8) for a unique T and the algorithm starts to follow
this line segment, the algorithm cannot return to z either.                                   0

Since the number of subsets T of In is finite Theorem 4.2.2 causes the algorithm
either to end up with a solution to the linear complementarity problem in (4.1) or in

a ray of solutions to (4.8) for some subset T of In. The convergency results on the
Lemke complementary pivoting algorithm are therefore concerned with conditions
on M and q under which no ray of solutions to (4.8) for some subset T of In is
generated. The weakest conditions on the convergence of the Lemke algorithm until
now have been given in Jones (1986). We summarize his results in the next theorem.
We remark that a square matrix C is said to be copositive if =TCZ 2 0 whenever z

is nonnegative, and a square matrix P is said to be copositive-plus if P is copositive
and if, in addition, (P + PT)z = 0 whenever zTPz = 0, z 2 0.

Theorem 4.2.3 Suppose M can be written as P+C where P i s copositive-plus and
symmetric and C is copositive.  If the system q + Px - CTY 2 0,  y 2 0, is feasible,
then the algorithm terminates in a solution.
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Proof: See Jones (1986).                                                                      0

Notice that in Lemke (1965) the algorithm is described as an algorithm following
a piecewise linear path of complementary Points in Rl: Our description given above
coincides with his as can easily be seen.

In a point z on the path there exists a subset T of In such that z is a T-complete

point in A(T). By definition of T-completeness this means that (MY),+qj+820
and Es = 0 or (Mz)jtqjt# = 0 and 15 2 0 for every j E In· Hence z and Mztqt Ge
are complementary. In an end point of a line segment of T-complete points on the
path there exists an h€I n such that (Mz)h + q h +8=0 and FA =0 while for
all j € I; \{h} either (Mz)j t qj t 8 > 0 and F, = 0 or (MY), t q, + 8 = 0 and
23 > 0. Lemke refers to such points as almost-complementary points. The procedure
of the algorithm in these end points as described in the cases above is therefore called
complementary piuoting. When Bk becomes zero in an end point the next pivot step

is made in (4.8) with its complementary variable zk and when zk becomes zero the
next pivot step is made with pk.

4.3 The Talman and Van der Heyden algorithm
In Talman and Van der Heyden (1983) the Lemke complementary pivoting algorithm
presented in the previous section of this chapter is generalized by incorporating the
possibility of an arbitrary starting point in the algorithm.  For this purpose they
introduce a whole class of algorithms all of which incorporate the starting point in
a different way. In this section we only give a review of the most efficient one in a
slightly adjusted way.

The algorithm as proposed in Talman and Van der Heyden (1983) follows a path
of points in R  starting in some arbitrarily chosen point zo E int(Rj;). Each point z
on the path is such that it is a stationary point of the affine function g defined in the
previous section on the set 7<(t), for some 1 2 0, where

n                                         n+1
71(t) := {(1 - An+1)zo + E Aje(j) 1 Aj 2 0 (j E In), 0 5 An+1 51, and  E XJ S t}.

5-1 j=1

The algorithm is initiated in zo which is a trivial solution to the stationary point
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FIGURE 4.3.1: The set 71(t) in Rl for t= 
and t= 8, given zo = (3,2):

problem of g on %(0) = {zo}. Then the algorithm raises t from zero thereby gener-

ating a piecewise linear path of points in R  which either ends up with a solution to

the linear complementarity problem (4.1) or in a ray in which case no solution to the

linear complementarity problem will be found. Figure 4.3.1 illustrates the set %(t)
for two positive values of t in the two-dimensional case.

A point z i n R f f i s a stationary point of g o n 71(I) for some I 2 0 i f and only if
z maximizes z.rg(z) over z € li(t). Then by definition of 7<(t) there exist numbers

i i, . . . , A.+1  such that  F=  (1  - I.+1)zo + E;=i X, e(j)  which solve the maximization
problem, called the primal, given by

max Et=j Aigdz) - An+1Zo.rg(F)

s.t.  A, 20 (i € In)
0 5 An+1 5 1

E V A, 5 2.

This maximization problem is a linear programming problem. According to the
Duality Theorem of Linear Programming, this maximization problem is equivalent
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to the minimization problem, called the dual, given by

min  GI + 6
s.t.   g.(z) = -Fi + 8 (i € In)

-zorgv) =6-6+8
0 20, /420(i€ In),

where 0 is the dual variable to the constraint E;N Xi 5 1, Bi (i E In) are the dual
variables to the constraints A. 20 (i € In), Ct is the dual variable to the constraint

-An+1 2 0, and 6 is the dual variable to the constraint An+1 5 1.
Given z = (1 - 1,+1)zo + E;=1 Xje(j) the dual has a unique solution

0 =  max{maxhgh(z),   -zo-rg(z)}  and G  =  0  if An+1  <  1,0 = max{maxb gh(z),  0}

and 22  =  -zo,·g(z) - 0 if An+1  =  1,  Fs = 0-93(z) 2 0, and 21 = 22+O+zoTg(Z). Let
T be a subset of In+1 such that Fj = 0 for all j € 7, Fj > 0 for all j 0 TU {n + 1},
and 22 -21 0 0 if n + 1 0 7. Then Fj = 0 and Xj 2 0 if j E T\ {n + 1}, Fi > 0 and
X j=O i f j 07'U{ntl},  2 1=6=0 and 0< An+1<1 if n+1€T a n d either

2 1=0,6>0, and I n+1=1,o r<i>0,6 2=0, and In+1 =0 i f n t l i T. Define

the variable Bn+1 to be equal to 6 - El. This leads to the following definitions.

Definition 4.3.1  For T  C  In+1  a point z  €  R   is T-complete  if j  E  T  implies
-(Mz)j-qj=8 and n t l€T when zol.(Mz t q) =0 where ifz € bd(R7), then
8 = max{max{-(Mz)h - qh}, 0} and if z € R2+

C  -(Mz)h - qh, h € In
8=max <

L zoT(Mz + q).

Definition 4.3.2 For T C In+1, T#0

A(T) = {(1 - An+1)20 +     E     Aje(j) 1   Aj 2 0, j€ 1-j{n t 1},
j€77{ntl}

0 5 An+1 5 1}.

Definition 4.3.3 For T C In such that T 0 In

A (T) = {E Aje(j) 1 A, 2 0, j € T}.
j€T

Figure 4.3.2 illustrates the subdivision of R: into subsets A(T) and Ao(T) when
n = 2 and zo = (3,2)T Notice that A'(0) = {0}.
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Ao({2}) A({2})

A A

A((2,3}) A({1,2})

zo

A({3}) ) A({1})

A({1,3})

) Ao({1})
A10)

FIGURE 4.3.2: Subdivision of R - into subsets A(T) and
A'(T) for T C I3 given the starting point zo = (3,2)T.

Theorem 4.3.1 The point z is a T-complete point in ACT) or Ao(T) for some
feasible subset T ofI"+1  if and only ifz  is a stationary point of g  on 7£(t) for some
1 20.

Proof: Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.2.1.                                                         0

Theorem 4.3.1 implies that to generate a path of stationary points of g on 71(t)
for a varying parameter 1 2 0 the algorithm could generate T-complete points in
A(T) or in Ao(T) for varying subsets T of In+E

In general the T-completeness condition at a point z on the path is equivalent to
T being a subset of In+1 such that the system of equations

i -M,-q \
1 = Ge- E Bje(j)< zoT(Mz + q) 3 5 11

has a solution z,  0 2 0, /6 2 0(j ¢T U{n t 1}), Bn+1 2 0 i f n+1 0 T and
z C ACT), Bn+1 5 0 if z € Ao(T). Then Lemma 4.3.1 gives the appropriate pivot
system to generate a linear piece of T-complete points in A(T), and Lemma 4.3.2
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gives the appropriate pivot system to generate a linear piece of T-complete points in

Ao(T).

Lemma 4.3.1  For some feasible T, a point z E R" is a T-complete point in A(T)
if and only if the system of equations

/  M.i \

/    Mzo    )                                 -q- Mzo   \
E Ail I - An+1 '

1 - E Bje(j) + ec = 1(4.10)
5€77{ntl}  \ -ZOT M.j / \-zoT Mz° j jeT zoT (q + M zo)   )

has a solution Aj 2 0(j E T\ {n t 1}),  0 5 An+1 -9 1,  Bj 2 0(1 0 T),  8 2 0 such
that z = (1 - An+1)zo + EjET\{n+1} A,·e(j).

Lemma 4.3.2  For some feasible T, a point z € Rn is a T-complete point in Ao(T)
if and only if the system of equations

E Aj  <      M.'       '1  - E Ble(j) + Ge=      -     1                     (4.11)ier       -zoT M.i  ) ier #Tq  

has a solution A, 2 0(j E T),  pj 2 0(j 0 T U{n t 1}), pn+1 5 0,0 2 0 such that
z = EjET Aje(j).

The systems of equations in Lemma 4.3.1 and Lemma 4.3.2 both contain n+1
equations and n+2 variables leaving us with one degree of freedom. If nonempty,
the solution set of each system forms a line segment, assuming nondegeneracy. This

line segment corresponds to a linear piece of T-complete points in A(T) or Ao(T)
with either one or two end points.

The algorithm follows a linear piece of T-complete points in A(T) or Ao(T) by
making a linear programming pivot step in the appropriate system of equations with

one of the variables Aj (j E T) or Bj (j 0 T) being zero in an end point of a line
segment on the path. The other end point of this line segment, if existing, is a point

z € R·: where at the solution (0, X, B), to (4.10) or (4.11), either 0 - 0, or Ap = O for
some P E T such that T\{p} 0 0,o r 1+1 =1,o r Fk =0 for some k i T.

Case 1: 0 is 0. If F € A'(T) then z = EjETA,e(j) and w = Mzt q = EliT /13€(j)

is a solution to the linear complementarity problem since wTz = 0. If z C A(T)

then z - (1 - In+1)zo  + EjET\{n+13 Ile(j)  and  w  =  Mi tq  -  Ej,Tirjeci).  The

(n + 1)-th equation implies that -zo.rw . lin+1 2 0. Also zoTTI 2 0 because zo > 0
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and w 2 0. Therefore zo.rw = 0, and so w = 0. Hence z and w is a solution to the
linear complementarity problem.

Case 2:  Ap is 0 for some P E T such that T\ {p} 0 0. Then z i s a T\ {p}-complete
end point of a linear piece of T \ {p}-complete points in A(T \ {p}) or in Ao(T \ {p})
depending on whether z € A(T) or z E Ao(T) respectively. The algorithm proceeds

in A(T\{p}) or Ao(T {p}) by pivoting the column -e(p) into the appropriate system
of equations thereby raising Bp from zero and maintaining T \ {p}-completeness.

Case S: An+1 is 1 in system (4.10). Then F = Ej€n{n+1} Aje(j) in A(T) is a

T \ {n + 1}-complete end point of a linear piece of T \ {n + 1}-complete points in
Ao(T \ {n + 1}). The algorithm proceeds by first moving the column corresponding
to the variable 1,+1 to the right hand side and then pivoting the column e(n + 1)
into (4.11) thereby lowering B„+1 from zero.  In this way the algorithm maintains

T   {n + 1}-completeness in A (T j {n + l}).
Case 4: 14 is 0 for some k 0 T. If TU {k} = In+1 then iii = MI+q = -Be 2 0 and

0 2 0 implies 0-0. Hence 8=0 while 1>0, and the algorithm stops with a solution
to the linear complementarity problem. Otherwise T U {k} 0 In+1. If F € A(T) then

z i s alsoaTU {k}-complete end point of a linear piece of T U {k}-complete points in
A(TU{k}). The algorithm proceeds by pivoting the column ((M.k)T, -zoTM.k)T into
(4.10) thereby raising Ak from zero and generating a linear piece of TU {k}-complete
points in A(T U {k}). If z€ A'(T) and k i l n t l then z i s also a T U {k}-complete
end point of a linear piece of T U {k}-complete points in AO(T U {k}). The algorithm
proceeds by pivoting the column ((Mk)T, -zITM.k)T into (4.11) thereby raising Ak

from zero.  If F€ A'(T)  and k=n t l  then z i s a T U{n t 1}-complete end point of
a linear piece of T U {n + 1}-complete points in A(T U {n + 1}). The algorithm pro-
ceeds by first subtracting the column ((Mzo)T,  -ZOTMzo)T from the right hand side
and then pivoting it into (4.11) thereby lowering the variable An+1 from one. Hence,
the algorithm generates a line segment of solutions to (4.10) thereby maintaining

T U  {n +  1 }-completeness.

To show that f is an end point of a line segment of solutions to (4.10)  for
some unique subset To of I = max{maxh{-(Mzl h - qh , zol·(Mzo + q)}.n+1 let 00

Since we have assumed nondegeneracy there exists either a unique k such that P =
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-(Mzo)k - qk and so To = {k}, or 00 = zoT(Mzo + q) and so To = {n + 1}. The
starting point zo is To-complete and the system of equations

- E Bjecj)+Oe= (4.12)
i     -q-Mz°    \

i071                     < ZOT(q + Mzo) J

has a unique solution 0 = 00 > 0 and Bj = qj+(Mzo)5+00 > 0 for all j 0 T U{n+1}
and B„+1 = 00 - zoT(q + Mzo) > 0 if {n + 1} 0 To. This implies that zo is an end

point of a linear piece of To-complete points in A(To). In order to follow this linear

piece of To-complete points in A(70) the algorithm starts by pivoting the column

((Mk)-r, -(M.k)Tzo)T into (4.12) if To = {k} with k<n t l thereby raising Ak

from zero and the column (-zo-TMT, zoTMzo)T if To = {n + 1} into (4.12) thereby

raising An+1 from zero.

The above cases indicate that each end point of a line segment of solutions to

(4.10) or (4.11) either corresponds to the starting point zo or to a solution of the
linear complementarity problem or is an end point of a line segment of solutions to
exactly one other system of equations  for a different subset  T  of In+1. The point  zo

corresponds to an end point of exactly one line segment of solutions to  (4.10).
These properties make the path of points generated by the algorithm a piecewise

linear path of points through subsequent subsets A(T) and Ao(T) of R  for varying

subsets   T  of  In+ · Each linear piece   of  this   path is followed by making a linear

programming pivot step in the appropriate system of equations with a variable being

zero or making a binding constraint at an end point. In this way the algorithm may
either end up with a solution to the linear complementarity problem, or in a ray of

solutions to the appropriate system of equations. Similar to Theorem 4.2.2 for the

Lemke complementary pivoting algorithm one can prove that this algorithm does not

cycle either.
During the enumeration of the cases above two possibilities of the algorithm stop-

ping in a solution occurred. The next lemma summarizes these cases.
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Lemma 4.3.3  Let z be an end point of a line segment of T-complete points in A(T)
or Ao(T) for some subset T  of In+,   Then  z  is  a  solution  to  the  linear complemen-

tarity problem if

00=0;

ii)  Pk = 0, for some k 0 T, and T U {k} = I„+1·

Notice that case ii) in Lemma 4.3.3 implies that 0 = 0. Therefore at the end point z
in which this case is valid the system of equations (4.11) is degenerate.

If the algorithm does not find a solution it ends up in a ray of solutions to one
of the systems of equations in Lemma 4.3.1 and Lemma 4.3.2.  To find conditions
under which the algorithm converges is therefore concerned with conditions under
which the algorithm does not generate such a ray of solutions.  It can be shown
that the algorithm converges under the same conditions under which the Lemke

complementary pivoting algorithm converges as given in Theorem 4.2.2, see Jones

(1986).



Chapter 5

A new pivoting algorithm to solve
LCP's

The popularity of the linear complementarity problem in mathematical programming

has led to a variety of algorithms attempting to solve the problem. Among this variety
of algorithms the Lemke complementary pivot algorithm presented in Chapter 4 is

undoubtedly one of the most renowned algorithms.  As we saw in Chapter 4 the

Lemke complementary pivoting algorithm is a path-following algorithm starting in

z = 0 and generating a piecewise linear path either towards a solution to the linear

complementarity problem or towards infinity.
The major drawback of the Lemke complementary pivoting algorithm however

is that one is stuck to the fixed starting point z = 0, a feature which causes ineffi-

ciencies when one has some idea concerning the possible location of a solution to the

linear complementarity problem. Such information might for example be available in

case one tries to solve a nonlinear complementarity problem by a sequence of linear

complementarity problems. This inefficiency in processing the information makes it

worthwile to adapt Lemke's algorithm for an arbitrarily chosen starting point. Tal-

man and Van der Heyden (1983) present a whole class of algorithms extending the
Lemke complementary pivoting algorithm to the possibility to start in an arbitrarily

chosen starting point. We have introduced a slightly adapted version of the most

efficient one in this class in Section 3 of the previous chapter. All the algorithms in

this class however use a pivot system of at least n+1 equations in order to guarantee

59
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possible convergence of the algorithm where n is the dimension of the linear comple-
mentarity problem. Moreover none of these algorithms seem to be very natural in
solving the linear complementarity problem. In this chapter we propose a new pivot-
ing algorithm to solve the linear complementarity problem allowing for an arbitrarily
chosen starting point. This algorithm has a natural interpretation as a path-following
algorithm and it does not need more than n equations in the pivot system.

The algorithm leaves the starting point in one out of n+1 possible directions.

There are n rays that connect the starting point with each of the n axes of It"  and
one ray that connects the starting point with the origin. This allows the algorithm
to leave the starting point zo in such a way that, with wo = Mzo + q, it will raise zi
from zi' when w  is negative and smaller than all other components of wo, while the
algorithm will lower each z; from z,' proportionally towards zero when wi' is positive or
not smaller than all other components of wo. In particular this latter feature endows
the algorithm with a very natural interpretation. For example, the algorithm will stop
with a solution to the linear complementarity problem if it reaches the origin. This
is contrary to the algorithm in the Talman and Van der Heyden class of algorithms
presented in the previous chapter having also n+1 rays to leave the starting point.
In that algorithm there are n rays that leave the starting point parallel to each of the
axes and there is one ray connecting the starting point with the origin. The algorithm
may be forced to continue along one of the axes of RJ; when reaching the origin.

In our algorithm the intersection of the rays with each of the axes can arbitrarily
be chosen. In Section 3 of this chapter we suggest a particular choice of these inter-
sections such that it is possible to see in advance whether the algorithm might not
solve the problem.

This chapter is based on Kremers and Talman (1990c) and is divided as follows.
First we describe the algorithm. The algorithm follows a path of points in R . Each
point on this path can be interpreted as a stationary point of the affine function g

already defined in Chapter 4 on a parametrized set. This interpretation is elaborated
in  Section  1. The steps of the algorithm are enumerated in Section 2 while Section  3

is dedicated to convergency issues.
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5.1 The algorithm
The algorithm follows a piecewise linear path of points in R  starting in some ar-
bitrarily chosen point zo € Rf;. We allow zo to lie on the boundary of R . In case
zo = 0 the algorithm will coincide with the Lemke complilmentary pivoting algo-

rithm described in Chapter 4. To motivate the algorithm, let  (w*,z')  be a solution

to  LCP(q, M) defined in  (4.1).  Then it holds that

minh wl 2 0   if   z' = 0
minh wl -0   if   z' 2 0

and

w; = minh wl   when   z; > 0
w; 2 minh wI   when   z; = 0

for all j  E In. Let wo = Mzo + q.  Then this interpretation of the conditions to hold at

a solution (w*, z') of LCP(q, M) makes it very natural to decrease zj proportionally

from zf for those j € In for which tuo > min{min„wt, 0} and to increase zj from zo

when w; = minA wbo < 0. More precisely, when w; = minb w   <  0 it is natural to
leave zo towards a point ae(j) for some a > z; on the j-th axis, thereby increasing zj

from zo and decreasing z„ for h 96 j proportionally from z%. When minh w2 2 0 then

it is most natural to leave zo towards the origin. This interpretation gives n+1 rays
to leave the starting point, namely q(j) = ae(j) - zo for j E In and q(n + 1) = -zo.
Given these rays to leave zo, the algorithm is such that each point z on its path is a
stationary point of the function g on the set 7£(t) n RJ; for some t 2 0, where

?i(t) = {zo + E;N Ajq(j)  1 Aj 2 0 for j € In+1, and E;N Aj S t}.

The number a is an arbitrarily chosen number satisfying a > EX-1 4, assuring at

least that zo € R(t) for t > O.1
The number t can be considered as a homotopy parameter running from zero to

infinity.  For t=Othe set 71(0) n R,  only consists of the starting point z: Hence zo is

a stationary point  of g o n  71(0) FIRT; .  For t=l  the set  71(1) A R.&  is the convex hull of

the origin and the points ae(j), j E In, on the axes of R:. If the algorithm generates

lIn Section 4 of this chapter we will make use of this freedom by letting the choice of a depend

on the matrix M and vector q (see Theorem 5.3.1)
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a stationary point z of g on li(1) nbdR  such that e·rz < a then z is also a stationary
point of g on R  and consequently a solution to the linear complementarity problem.

For 1 2 1 the set li(t) n R  is equal to the convex hull of the origin and the points
[(1 - t) Et=1 zy + tale(j),  j € In, on the axes of R .2 Clearly, the set 7((t) is equal
to

%(t) = {z€R"I z k(1- t)zo, e·rz 5(1- t)el'zo + ta}

and hence 7<(t) fl 117 is equal to the set

{z € Rn I z E max{l -t,O}zo,  eTz 5(1 - t)€Tzo + ta}.

For an illustration of the set 7<(t) n Rf; we refer to Figure 5.1.1. Now the algorithm

follows a path of stationary points of g o n ?<(t) n R.2 for varying parameter 1 2 0
starting for t=O i n the arbitrarily chosen point zo E R T; and, barring degeneracy,

terminates either on a ray or at a solution.
If z i n R:i s a stationary point of g o n %(t) n 1132 for some T 2 0 then z max-

imizes z rg(z) over 1<(t) n R7. By definition of ? (t) this implies that z solves the
maximization problem, denoted as the primal, given by

max z.rg(z)

s.t.    z 2 max{l - t, 0}zo
eTZ 5 (1 - I)eTzo + Ta.

This maximization problem is a linear programming problem. According to the
Duality Theorem of Linear Programming this maximization problem is equivalent to
the minimization problem, denoted as the dual, given by

min  0((1 - t)el-zo + ta) - max{l - t, 0}BTzo
S.t.  AT)- -p + 0€

020,/120
where 0 is the dual variable to the constraint €Tz 5 (1 -Del'zotta and B the n-vector
with Bj the dual variable to the constraint zj 2 max{l - 2,0}2 for j E In.

2Notice that a point on the k-th axis of R& is given by ·ye(k) for some 7 2 0 Hence the point
of bd (t),  t  2  1,  on  the  k-th axis of R ; follows from finding the values of 7,  Ati···,An  such  that
E;= 1  Aj   =   t   and  7e(k)   =   zo  +  r;N Ajq(j) Adding  up the latter equation  over all components

gives 7 = (1 - t) EX-14 + ta.
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FIGURE 5.1.1: The subset 7i(t) f-1 It  for t =  ,  1, 9, given zo = (1,1)T and a = 3.
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Given g(z) the dual has a unique solution Q = max{O, maxi, 9„(F)}, Fj  = A- gic,1

for j  E In.  Let T b e a subset of In+1  such that  Fj  = 0 for all j  €T\ {n t 1}, Fj  > 0
forall j 0 7 U {n + 1}, 0 = 0 if n t 1 € T and 8 > 0 if n + 1 0 7. Then Fj = 0
and Tj  2  max{l  -T, O}:2  if j  E  T\ {n t  1}, Fj  >  0  and Fj  =  max{l  -i,O}z;  if
j 0 T U{n t l},  l=Oand e·ry 5(1- De·rzo +T a i f n t l€T, andi>Oand
£Tz=(1-Del.zo+Taif n+l IT. Let T-completeness and subsets A(T) and Ao(T)
for subsets T of In+1 be defined as follows.

Definition  5.1.1  For a subset T  of In+1 a point z  €  Rf;  is T-complete  if j  €  T
implies gj (F)  =0  and n t l€  7-  implies 8=0,  where 8= max{maxh gh(z),0}.

Definition 5.1.2  For T C In+1

A(T) = 0 ifn t l € T and zf = 0 for all h 0 T

and otherwise

A(T) = ({zo} + cone({q(j) I j€ T})) n RQ.

Definition 5.1.3  For T C In+1

A°(T)=0 ifntl€Torz =Oforall h /T
and otherwise

Ao(T) = {E Ajae(j)  1 Aj 2 0 for j € T and E Aj 2 1}.
JET KT

Figure 5.1.2 gives a subdivision of R7 into subsets A(T) and A°(T) for subsets T of

In+1 when n = 2.

Theorem 5.1.1 The point z € R& is a T-complete point in A(T) or Ao(T) for
some T C  In+1,  if and  only  if z  is a  stationary point  of 9  on 71(t) n R&;  for some

t > 0.

Proof: Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.2.1.

To generate a path of stationary points of g o n 71(1) n R.J; from zo for varying t 2 0
the algorithm could therefore generate T-complete points in A(T) or T-complete

points in Ao(T) for varying subsets T of I„+1. The next section describes how to

generate this path through subsequent subsets A(T) and Ao(T) for varying subsets

T of In+1·
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FIGURE 5.1.2: Subdivision of Itt into
subsets A(T) and A'(T) for T C L.

5.2 The steps of the algorithm
Definition 5.1.1 leads to a pivot system in each point z on the path generated by the
algorithm from the starting point zo either towards a solution of the linear comple-

mentarity problem or towards infinity. The T-completeness condition at a point z is
equivalent to the existence of pj 2 0(j 0 1-U{n t l}),  8 2 0 i f n t l¢T and 8=0
if n+1€T such that

-Mz-q=Oe-   Bje(j).
501-U{ntl}

Combined with z € A(T) or z E Ao(T) the appropriate pivot system for T-completeness
at a point z in A(T) or Ao(T) is given in one of the next two lenlma's.

Lemma 5.2.1 A point z € A(T)  is T-complete for some feasible T C In+i  if and
only if the system of equations

E A,Mq(j)-     E    Bje(j) + Oe=-q-Mzo (5.1)

i€T j/Tu{n+1}

has a solution Xj 2 0(j E T), Bj 2 0(j/T U{n t l} ) , 0 2 0 ifn +1 0 7- and
0=01/ntlf T, such thatz= ft EKT Ajq(j).
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Lemma 5.2.2 A point z € ACT) for some T ( In with z2 = 0 for alli 0 T ora
point z € Ao(T) for some T C In is T-complete if and only if the system of equations

E AjaMj -     E     Bje(j) tee= -q (5.2)

jeT 307-U{.+1}

has a solution A, 2 0 (j E T) , pj 2 0(j I T U{n t 1}), and 0 2 0, such that
z = EjET Ajaje(j).

Notice that the pivot systems in (5.1) and (5.2) both contain n equations in n+1
variables leaving us with one degree of freedom. If nonempty, the solution set of each

system forms a line segment, assuming nondegeneracy. This line segment corresponds
to a linear piece of T-complete points in A(T) or in Ao(T) with either one or two

end points.  As we will show below each end point of a line segment of solutions to
a system of equations for some T C In+1 either corresponds to the starting point
zo or to a solution to the linear complementarity problem or is an end point of a
line segment of solutions to exactly one other system of equations possibly for a
different set T. The point zo corresponds to an end point of only one line segment of
solutions. These properties make the path of points generated by the algorithm from
zo a piecewise linear path through subsequent subsets A(T) and Ao(T) for varying
subsets T of In+t. Each linear piece can be followed by making a linear programming

pivot step in the appropriate pivot system with the variable being zero (or making a

binding constraint) at an end point.
A linear piece of T-complete points in A(T) for some subset T g In for which

z,0 - 0 for all i/T can be generated by making a pivot step in system (5.1) or in

system (5.2). Which one of these systems will be appropriate depends on in which

system the previous pivoting step was made. This feature causes the algorithm to
generate the path through different subsets of IC; in an efficient way. Changing

from one pivot system to the other one at an end point of a line segment requires a

redefinition of the variables Aj, j E T. The setup in Lemma 5.2.1 and Lemma 5.2.2

allows us to make as few of these changes of variables as possible.
Suppose the algorithm is following a linear piece of T-complete points in A(T)

or in Ao(T) for some T C In+1, i.e., a pivot step is made in one of the systems

of equations (5.1) or (5.2) with the variable being zero at an end point of the line
segment of solutions.  When the linear piece has another end point, say z, then,
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assuming nondegeneracy, exactly one of the following cases will occur for the solution

(A, F, B)  at  this end point:
Case 1: Ip is equal to zero for some p € T, while T \ {p} 0 0. Then z is an

end point lying in A(T \ {p}) or in Ao(T \ {p}) depending on whether z E A(T) or
z € Ao(T) respectively. The algorithm proceeds in A(T \ {p}) or Ao(T \ {p}) by
pivoting the column -e(p) into the appropriate system of equations thereby raising

p, from zero if p 0 n + 1, and the column e thereby raising 0 from zero if p = n + 1

in order to maintain T \ {p}-completeness.

Case 2: In system (5.1) Ap is equal to

(i«™,}A3 - 1)  r--I:j
/4 1

for some p E T. Then z is an end point lying in Ao(T \{p}). Let

ij  =Ii  +  (1 - E Ah) lf 
hET

for j€T\ {p}. Then Aj 2 0(j€T\ {p}), Th 2 0(h %T U{n t 1}), Fp =0,
and 0 2 0 i s a solution to system (5.2) and z i s a n end point of a linear piece of

T \ {p}-complete points in Ao(T \ {p}). The algorithm proceeds in Ao(T  \  {p})  by

changing system (5.1) into system (5.2) and pivoting the column -e(p) into the new
system (5.2) thereby raising pp from zero in order to maintain T \ {p}-completeness.

Case W. Eje1- Ij is equal to l i n system (5.1) while n t l€T o r z 2>0 forsome
h 0 7- ,o r i n system (5.2) while zf >0 for some h 0 T. Suppose n t l E T then
85=0 and Fj = ija 2 0 for j E T while Wj = Fj  2 0 and Zj = (1 - Ej€T Xj)z; =0

for j 0 T, leaving us with a solution to the linear complementarity problem in Y.

Otherwise, suppose n+1 0 7. Then z i s a n end point of a linear piece of T-complete

points in A(T) as well as in Ao(T).  So, if z were the end point of a linear piece of

T-complete points in A(T) then the algorithm proceeds by generating a linear piece

of T-complete points in Ao(T). This linear piece of T-complete points in Ao(T) is
generated by changing system (5.1) into system (5.2) and pivoting the column aMk

or -e(k) into the new system (5.2), depending on whether Mq(k) or -e(k) was the
last pivot column in (5.1). Notice that EjET Aj is then raised from 1. Conversely,  if z

were the end point of a linear piece of T-complete points in Ao(T) then the algorithm
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proceeds by generating a linear piece of T-complete points in A(T). This linear piece

of T-complete points in A(T) is generated by changing system (5.2) into system (5.1)

and pivoting the column Mq(k) or -e(k) into the new system (5.1), depending on

whether aM k or -e(k) was the last pivot column in the system (5.2). Hence EjET A j

is  lowered  from  1.

Case 4: In system (5.2) it holds that for some P E T

E   liz: t i p(a-E =2   =z i while z: >0.
,£71{p  C    ,€T

Then z is an end point lying in A(T \ {p}). Let

- / 1 - Ekn{p} Xj  1
Ah= Ah tztl

c   a - Zi€7' ZY   )

forhET\{p}. Then Ah 2 0(h€ T\{p}), 14 2 0(h 0 T U{n t l}), iI, =0, and
82  0 is a solution to (5.1) and z is an end point of a linear piece of T \ {p}-complete
points in A(T   {p}). The algorithm proceeds by changing system (5.2) into system

(5.1) and pivoting the column -e(p) into system (5.1) thereby raising pp from zero

in order to maintain T \ {p} -completeness.

Case 5:  Bk is zero for some k¢T U{n t 1}. Suppose z E A(T). If 4=0
for all h%T U {k} while n t l€T o r i f T U {k} = In+1 then z i s a solution to

the linear complementarity problem. Otherwise z is an end point of a linear piece

of T U {k}-complete points in A(T U {k}). The algorithm proceeds by pivoting the
column Mq(k) into the system (5.1) or aM k into the system (5.2) thereby raising Ak

from zero in order to maintain T U {k}-completeness.

Suppose F€ A'(T). If z% =0 for all h 0 T U {k} then z i s a n end point of a
linear piece of T U {k}-complete points in A(T U {k}), otherwise z is an end point
of a linear piece of T U {k}-complete points in AO(T U {k}). The algorithm proceeds

in both cases by pivoting the column aM  into the system (5.2) thereby raising Ak

from zero in order to maintain T U {k}-completeness.

Case 6: 0 is zero. Then z is a solution to the linear complementarity problem if

z € Ao(T) or if z € A(T) and z2 = 0 for all h 0 T. Otherwise, F is an end point
of a linear piece of T U {n + 1}-complete points in A(T U {n + 1}). The algorithm
proceeds by pivoting the column -Mz' into (5.1) thereby raising An+1 from zero in

order to maintain T U {n + 1}-completeness.
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The cases 1 to 6 describe the performance of the algorithm at the end points of all
possible line segments generated by the algorithm except at zo where the algorithm
is initiated. To show that zo is an end point of a (unique) linear piece of T-complete

points in A(T) for some subset T of In+1 let us denote Mzo + q by w: If mini, w  <  0

let  k be such that  w   = minh w2.  Then the starting point  zo is To-complete with

To = {k} and the system of equations

-   E   Bjecj) + Be = -q - Mzo (5.3)
j,Ek,ntl

has  a unique solution  B   =  tu; - u,2  >  0  (j  t  k, n + 1),  and  00  =  -w   >  0.  So,

assuming nondegeneracy,  zo  is  an end point  of a linear piece  of { k}-complete points

in A({k}). In order to follow this linear piece the algorithm starts by pivoting the
column Mq(k) into (5.3) thereby raising Ak from zero.

If minA 10% 2 0 then the starting point zo solves the linear complementarity prob-

lem if zo = 0. Otherwise zo is To-complete with 7v = {n + 1} and the system of

equations n
- E Bjeo) = -q - Mzo (5.4)

j=1

has a unique solution BV = w  > 0 (j E I„). Assuming nondegeneracy, zo is the end

point of a linear piece of {n + 1}-complete points in A({n + 1}). In order to follow
this linear piece the algorithm starts by pivoting the column -Mzo into (5.4) thereby

raising An+1 from zero.

5.3 Convergence issues

Starting in some arbitrarily chosen point zo € R  the algorithm generates a piecewise

linear path of T-complete points through adjacent subsets A(T) or Ao(T), for varying

subsets T of In+i, as described in Section 2.  This path either ends up with a solution

to the linear complementarity problem as defined in (4.1) or it ends up with a ray
towards infinity.  The end points giving rise to a solution to the linear complementarity

problem have already been described during the enumeration of the cases in Section

2. Lemma 5.3.1 summarizes all the cases in which the algorithm ends up with a
solution.
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Lemma 5.3.1  Let z  be  an  end point of a linear piece of T-complete points on  the

path generated by the algorithm in A(T) or in A'(T) for some T c In+1· Then z is
a solution to the linear complementarity problem if one of the following cases holds:

i) z € A(T), nt l € T, pk = O forsome k / T, and z  = 0 forall h 0 T U {k}
or 7- U {k} = In+1;

ii) z E Ao(T) and 0 = 0;

iii) z E A(T), :2 = 0 for all h 0 T, and 0 = 0;

iu)  z€ A(T),ntl€T, and EjeT Aj =1,

where the variables Aj 2 0(j€ T),  /9 2 0(j/T U{n t 1}), and 0 2 0 are the
solution to the appropriate pivot system at z.

The possibility of divergence urges us to impose a convergence condition on the

problem. Notice that divergence can only occur when the algorithm is generating
a path of points in Ao(T) or in A(T) with T such that z9 = 0 for all i 0 T and

nt 1  0 T, i.e., when the system of equations in Lemma 5.2.2 is appropriate. Therefore
we can restrict our attention to the possible occurence of a ray of solutions to system

(5.2) for some T c In. System (5.2) however is equivalent to (4.8), the system used in
Lemke's algorithm to solve the linear complementarity problem. So, the convergence
theorem on Lemke's algorithm given in Theorem 4.2.3 can be used for our algorithm.

What remains is a more precise delimitation of the possibilities of choosing the
number a. In case zo = 0, the algorithm coincides with Lemke's algorithm. In this
case pivot steps need only to be made in system (5.2) and the number a can be set

equal to one. Suppose now that zo 0 0. In that case we already put one limitation
on a being independent of the problem as defined in (4.1) but guaranteeing that
each A(T), T C In+1, is convex. To make the choice of a dependent on the data
of the problem, i.e., on M and q, we suggest to choose a such that for all j € In
no {j}-complete points in A0({j}) can be found. For every j, let a be such that no
j-complete points in Ao({j}) exist. This implies that the system (5.2) for T equal to
{j},

AjaM.3 -   £   Ph€(h) + Be = -q, (5.5)
h#J,ntt
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may not have a solution A, 2 1, Ph 2 0 (h 0 j, nt 1), 0 2 0. The following condition
on a assures that at a solution to (5.5) for Aj >l i t holds that 0<0 o r BA <0 for
somehg j,ntl:

if Mii > 0 then a > min {e' minb,M.,<M,j {M;;31., }},
(5.6)

if  Mjj  =  0  then  a > minh:M., <Mj,  { 'tit }.

Of course we assume M to fulfil the conditions imposed by the convergence theorem,
Theorem 4.2.3.  Then Mjj  2 0 for all j € In. If these conditions do not hold it is possi-

ble that for some j E Ina can not be calculated according to (5.6). Then one knows

in advance that the algorithm could diverge and that the linear complementarity
problem might not even have a solution.

Condition (5.6) suggests how to determine the number a.

Theorem 5.3.1 Suppose M can be written as P+C where P i s copositive-plus and

symmetric and C i s copositive, and the system q +P x- CTY 2 0,  y k o i s feasible.
Let a  be chosen such that a> max{Et-1 4, al,..., an}  where aj  is such that

if Mii  >  O   then  ai  >  min { e '   minA„4, <M,j  { 21.D.,}},

if Mi i = 0 then aj> minh:M.,<M„   lit'},

for all j  €In.  Then the algorithm always converges and can not generate {j}-complete

points in Ao({j}), j € In+1·



Chapter 6

The generalized nonlinear

complementarity problem

The genemlized nonlinear complementarity problem extends the nonlinear comple-

mentarity problem introduced in Chapter 2 to the incorporation of arbitrary upper
and lower bounds on the variables. The problem is therefore also referred to as the
nonlinear complementarity problem with lower and upper bounds. It is defined as

follows.

Given two vectors a and b in Rn with a, < b; for all i E In and
a continuous function f : R" -+ Rn, find an z' € Rn such that
a 5 Z' S band forall i €In

fi(x·) 5 0 if ai =xi
fi(x')  = 0 if ai  <xi  < bi (6.1)

L(x') 2 0 if      x; = bi.
We allow components of the vector a to be -oo and of the vector b to be too. The

generalized nonlinear complementarity problem encloses many well-known problems
under which all the complementarity problems introduced in the previous chapters
as well as the linearized version of (6.1) called the generalized linear complementarity
problem. An algorithm to solve the generalized linear complementarity problem has

been introduced in van der Laan and Talman (1985). The algorithm introduced in
this chapter can be seen as its nonlinear counterpart and follows ideas of Talman and

Yamamoto (1989) for solving the stationary point problem on a polytope. Further-

73
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more our algorithm is a natural alternative to the simplicial algorithm introduced in
van der Laan and Talman (1987) to solve the generalized nonlinear complementarity
problem.

In this chapter we introduce a simplicial variable dimension restart algorithm.
The algorithm subdivides the set on which the problem is defined into simplices

and generates from an arbitrarily chosen starting point a piecewise linear path of
points leading to an approximating solution. When the accuracy is not suflicient
the algorithm can be restarted at the approximating solution with a finer simplicial

subdivision.  The path of points generated by the algorithm can be followed by a
sequence of adjacent simplices of varying dimension and can be interpreted as a
path of stationary points of the piecewise linear approximation of f on a set with

parametrized bounds.

This chapter is based on Kremers and Talman (1990a) and is subdivided in the

following way. In Section 1 of this chapter we introduce the path which will approx-
imately be followed by the algorithm. The steps to generate a linear piece of the

piecewise linear path followed by the algorithm are described in Section 2. Section 3

introduces an appropriate simplicial subdivision of Cn to underly the algorithm.

6.1  The path to be approximated by the algo-
rithm

In Theorem 2.3.3 it was shown that all complementarity problems introduced in the
previous chapters are equivalent to a stationary point problem on the underlying

set  R. . This provided a reason to solve these problems by using an algorithm which

followed a path of stationary points on a parametrized set.  In this section we first show

that the nonlinear complementarity problem with lower bound a and upper bound b is

equivalent to the stationary point problem of f o n the set Cn :=  {x € Rn l a s x 5 b}.
In this chapter we assume that all the components of both a and b are finite.  The
non-finite case is treated in the next chapter. Secondly we describe the path of points

in the set Cn followed approximately by the algorithm. Each point on the path is a
stationary point of f on Cn with parametrized bounds.
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Theorem 6.1.1  Let f: Cn -+ Rn be a continuous function.  Then a point x' Solves

the genemlized nonlinear complementarity problem if and only if z'  is a stationary
point  of  f  on Cn.

Proof: The point x' is a stationary point of f on Cn if and only if x* solves the

maximization problem given by

max zTf(Z.)
s.t.a s z s b.

This problem is a linear programming problem. Hence, according to the Duality
Theorem of Linear Programming, solving this problem is equivalent to solving its
dual problem given by

min bT72 - a·ryl
S.t.  f(zi) = y2 - yl

yl 2 0, y, 2 0

where yl is the vector of dual variables for -x 5 -a and 72 for x S b. Clearly, since

b > a this dual problem coincides with the generalized nonlinear complementarity

problem having z- as a solution.                                                             0

Starting in an arbitrarily chosen point v € C" the algorithm follows approximately
a path of points z in Cn such that a point on the path is a stationary point of f on the

parametrized set C; := (1 - p) {u} +PC" for some p, 0 5 P f l. Given the equivalence

between the stationary point problem and the generalized nonlinear complementarity

problem this implies that at every z on the path for all i € In it holds that

f.(x) 50 if (1 - P)14 + pa, = xi
fi(z) = 0 if (1 - p)vi + pai < z, < (1 - p)ui + pb, (6.2)

f.(x) 2 0 if xi = (1 - p)14 + pb,

for some p, O f p 5 1. Under some regularity and nondegeneracy conditions, see
van den Elzen (1991), the set of points z being a solution to (6.2) for p, O S P 5 1,
constitute piecewise smooth curves in C". Each of these curves is either a loop or a

path with two end points.  One of these paths, say P, has v as an end point for p = 0.
All other end points of paths are solutions to (6.1).
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Without loss of generality we may assume that no component of f(v) equals zero.

Then, by increasing p from 0, the path P leaves u through increasing zi from vi such

that zi = (1 - p)vi + pb, if A(u) > 0 and through decreasing xi from vi such that
x. = (1 - p)v, + pa; if A(v) < 0, for all i € In. Hence by increasing p from zero the
path P leaves u in the direction pointing towards a corner point of C: If along the
path P at a stationary point x = (1 - p)v + pz, of f on C; with p between 0 and
1 and z a point in the boundary of Cn , fj(z) becomes zero for some j € L while

zj = aj (or bj), then either x solves (6.1) or the path continues by increasing zj from
(1 - p)vj + paj (decreasing xj from (1 - p)vj + pbj) and keeping fj(x) = 0. If at
a point x on P, 33 becomes equal to (1 - p)uj + paj (or (1 - p)v, + pbj) for some
j E {i l L(z) = 0}, then the path P proceeds by decreasing (increasing) fj(z) from
zero and keeping zj = (1 - p)vj + paj (or (1 - p)vj + pbj). Finally, if at a point z on
P, p becomes equal to 1, then, because CT = Cn and hence the conditions in (6.2)
reduce to (6.1), the point z is a solution to the generalized nonlinear complementarity
problem in (6.1) and thereby an end point of the path P in Cn. In this way the path
P leads in a very natural way from v to a solution of (6.1). In Figure 6.1.1, C; is
drawn for some values of p when n = 2. Also the rays along which the algorithm may
leave v are shown.

6.2 The algorithm
The algorithm approximately follows the path P described in the previous section by

generating a piecewise linear path P connecting v with an approximating solution x

of (6.1). To describe this piecewise linear path we approximate the function f by its
piecewise linear approximation F on a simplicial subdivision of Cn which we denote

by 9. For an appropriate simplicial subdivision of C" we refer to Section 3 of this

chapter.

The results obtained in Section 1 with respect to f can also be applied to the
piecewise linear approximation F of f. In particular, there exists a piecewise linear
path P of points in Cn connecting v and a solution to (6.1) with respect to F. For
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FIGURE 6.1.1: C for p - 0,  , and 1. The linear pieces connecting
v with the corner points of (2 denote the rays along which the path
may leave u.

each point x on the path P there exists a p between 0 and 1 such that for all i € In

Fi(Z) 5 0 if (1 - p)vi + pai = xi
F,(z) = 0 if (1 - p)vi + pa, < x, < (1 - p)14 + pbi (6.3)

Fi(x) 2 0 if x, = (1 - p)vi + pbi.

This leads to the following definitions.

Definition 6.2.1 For each sign vector 3 €  It"  the face r.(s)  of Cn is given  by

Cn(s)  =  {Z € C"  I    xi  = a,  if 8;  =  -1  for all i,   and
xi = 4  if si = +1}.

Given this definition of C.(s) for a sign vector s E Rn we can define a subset A(s) of
C" as follows.

Definition 6.2.2 For each sign vector s € Rn the subset A(s) of Cn is given by

A(s) =0  if v € C"Cs)
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FIGURE 6.2.1: Subdivision of (2 into subsets A(s)
and (2(s) for sign vectors s ER:

and otherwise

A(s) = {x € Cn  1   (1 - p)vi + pa; = x, if 8, =  -1
(1 - p)u, + pa, 5 xi 5 (1 - p)ui + pbi  if Si = 0

xi = (1 - P)vi + pb,  if 36 = tl
forosps 1}.

Notice that in case u does not lie in the face Cn(8), A(s) is the convex hull of the
point v and Cn(s). Figure 6.2.1 gives a subdivision of Cn into subsets A(8) and C'(S)
for sign vectors s € Rn when n = 2.

The path P generated by the algorithm is then a path of points z E A(s) such

that s = sgn(F(x)) for varying sign vectors s € Rn. Moreover, a point x on P is a

solution to (6.1) with respect to F if x € C"(3) and s = sgn(F(x)).
The simplicial subdivision 9 of C' has to be such that it provides for a simplicial

subdivision of each nonempty subset A(s) of Cn. Let t be the dimension of A(s). Then

t =  1'(s)   +1 where I'(s) := {i € In   SE = 0}. So, if z € A(s) then there are a t-
simplex a(yl'..., ye+1) in A(s) and numbers A l, · · · , At+1  2 0 such that z = EM: Aiy,

and E:+11 1, =1, i.e. z i s contained in a(yl,  -  yt+1 
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On the other hand, if sgn(F(x)) = 3, then there exist ph 2 0,  h 0 10(3), such
that F(z) = EA<IO(.) BASA€(h). Hence, if z lies on the path P, then for a sign vector

S E R" such that a= sgn(F(x)) there exists a t-simplex 0(yl,..., 7,+1) in A(s) such
that the system of linear equations given by

 A,   i   f(,·)   )   - E B.'. 1 .CO ) } - { ,j           (6.4)
O\

i=,   1   her(.) \
has a nonnegative solution A, 20, i € It+1,  PA 20,  h 0 10(s), with x = El+112,71.

System (6.4) is a system of n+1 equations with n+2 unknowns leaving us with
one degree of freedom. So, assuming nondegeneracy, the set of solutions if nonempty
is a line segment which can be followed by making a linear programming pivot step

in (6.4) with the column vector corresponding to the variable being zero in one of its

end points.  This line segment corresponds to a linear piece of P in o defined by the
points x = El 11 A.y'. In the other end point, say (A,F),of a nonempty line segment

of solutions to (6.4) either Ip = 0 for some p € It+1 or B  = 0 for some k 0 T'(8).

Let x = 21+11-Xivi.
Case  1:  Xp  is 0 for  some p  E It+i.  Then  the end point x = E,0, X.„' lies in the

facet T of 0 opposite the vertex yP. The facet T is either also a facet of exactly one

other t-simplex, say a, in A(s) or T lies in the boundary of A(s).
Suppose a exists. Then, in order to continue the path P in A(s), a pivot step is

made in (6.4) with the column (f(F)T, 1)T corresponding to the unique vertex F of a
not contained in T.

Suppose a does not exist and hence T lies in the boundary of A(s). If T lies in

Cn(s),then the algorithm has found a point x € C"(s) with sign vector s equal to

sgn(F(x)) so that x is an approximating solution for (6.1). Otherwise, T is a (t - 1)-
simplex in A(8) where 3 is a sign vector such that 5, 0 0 for sonie 1 € T'(s) while

3, = s, for all i 0 1. Then the algorithm continues in A(3) by pivoting the column

-3,(e(1)T, 0)T into (6.4)
Case 2: Bk is zero for some k 1 10(3). Then Fk(x) = skpk = 0. Let 3 be a sign

vector such that ik = 0 and JA = sh for h 0 k. Suppose that A(3) = 0. Then i
lies in Cr'(3) whereas sgn(F(x)) = 5. Hence, x is an approximating solution to (6.1).
Otherwise, if A(s) 96 0, then there is exactly one (t + 1)-simplex a in A(3) having
0 as a facet.  Now the algorithm continues by pivoting the column (f(y)T, 1)T into
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(6.4), where F is the vertex of w not contained in a.

Now we have described how the algorithm generates the path P in the different
subsets A(s) of C we still have to describe the initialization of the algorithm at u.
At u the system (6.4) equals

d"hedThe}    (6.5)
having a unique solution Xi = 1, pA = SyA(u) > 0, h € I„, where 30 = sgn(f(u)). If

A(30) = 0, then u € Cn(30) and the algorithm stops with an exact solution to (6.1) at
v.  Otherwise, the starting point u is a facet of a unique 1-simplex a(yl, y2) in A(80)
with yl = v. The algorithm then pivots the column (f(72)T, 1)T into (6.5).

Since all steps are unique, returning to u is impossible, and the number of sim-
plices is finite, the algorithm terminates within a finite number of steps with an
approximating solution x of (6.1). The accuracy of the approximation f (x) can be

measured by the smallest E>Ofor which for alli€In

fi(x) S f if ai = xi
-6 5 fi(x) 5 c if a,< 1, <bi
-c 5 fiCE) 2, = bi.

If f(x) is not accurate enough, i.e. if E is too large, the algorithm is repeated being

started at v=x with a finer simplicial subdivision of Cn.  This in the hope to find

a more accurate approximation within a relative small number of steps. In this way,
within a finite number of steps, an approximating solution with any accuracy can be
found.

6.3  A simplicial subdivision

In order to subdivide Cn into simplices one can use any simplicial subdivision. The
only restriction one has to pose on the simplicial subdivision of C" to underly the
algorithm described in Section 2 is that it provides for a simplicial subdivision of

all nonempty subsets A(s) of C". A simplicial subdivision that perfectly fits into
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this framework is the V-triangulation developed in Doup and Talman (1987) for the

product space of unit simplices.  In this section we adapt this V-triangulation to a
simplicial subdivision of C" meeting the requirements imposed on it.

To describe the simplicial subdivision of Cn we first subdivide each nonempty set

A(s) into subsets A(s,T) where T is a subset of 1 (s) U -1 (s) such that for all
j € lo(s) either j or -j belongs to T.

Definition 6.3.1 For each sign vector s E IC' and each subset T ofzo(S) U -T'(8)
such that either i or -i belongs to T,

A(s, T) = 0  ifu€ Cn(s)  and (vi =a, for some  -i€T  or vi = 4 for some i €T)

and otherwise

A(s, T) =  {z E IC;  IiI si = tl then xi   =   (1 - p)4 + pt,
17 4  = 0  andi  ET then v.   S   xi   S   (1 - p)14 + pbi,

if 4  = 0  and  - i  E  T  then  (1 - P)4 + Pa,   5   xi   5  u,·,
ifs,  = -1 then (1 - p)14 -1- pai   =   xi,

with O S P S 1}.

Figure 6.3.1 gives a subdivision of Cn into subsets A(s, T) for sign vectors 8  €  Rn

when n = 2.
For some positive integer m, each nonempty set A(s, T) is then subdivided into

t-simplices 0(yl, r) with vertices 71,..., 7,+1  in Cn, where t=110(s)  1+l i s the
dimension of A(s, T), such that

i)  yl =t, + d(0)m-lq(0) + Ej€lo(,) d(j)m-19(j) with integers d(j) and d(0) satis-

fying
0 5 d(j) 5 d(O) S m-1 for all j E 1(a);

ii)   x  =  (irt,· · · , 7rt)  is a permutation  of the elements  of T'(s) U {0}  such  that  for
all j € 11)(s) it holds that

p > p' if 1rp, = 0, 1rp = j, and d(,rp,) = d(,rp);

iii)  yi+1=yi + m-iq(,r,),  i=1, . . . ,t,
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FIGURE 6.3.1: Subdivision of (2 into subsets A(s,T).

where q(0) = Ej€I+1(,)ur bje(j) + EjEr-,(,)u-7- aje(j) - u and

q(j) = (uj - bj)e(j) if j €T
q(j) = (vj- aj)€(j) if  -j€T

for all j E 1(s).
If we denote this simplicial subdivision of A(s, T) by G„,(8, T), then the set A(s) is

subdivided into simplices by the union Qm(s) of Q™(s, T) over all feasible T. Moreover,
the underlying V-triangulation of C" is given by the union gm of gm(s) over all feasible
s,  m-1 being the grid size. Figure 6.3.2 gives a simplicial subdivision of Cn when
n = 2 and m = 2.

In Section 2 we described how to follow the path P through Cn by making pivot
steps in the system of equations (6.4) with respect to a sequence of adjacent simplices

in A(s) for varying sign vectors s. After having introduced a specific simplicial subdi-
vision of C" we now describe how, given the parameters yl,  'r,  d(h) for h € 1(s)U{O}

of a t-simplex a in A(s) the parameters of a simplex a in A(s) adjacent to a are ob-
tained.
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FIGURE 6.3.2: Simplicial subdivision of (2 with grid size  .

The movement from a t-simplex 0(yl,jr) in A(s, T) to an adjacent simplex ((F1, T)

is called a replacement  step  when 0(71, *)  is  also a t-simplex in  A(s, T). Making a
replacement  step we replace the vertex  yP,  for  some  p  €  It+1,  of 0 opposite  the

common facet T of a and a by the vertex y of 0 not belonging to T. The possibilities

are listed in Table 6.3.1, where the  (n + 1)-vector d=  (do,di,...,dn)T is defined by

dA = d(h) for h E 10(s) U {0} and (4 = 0 otherwise.  The (n + 1)-dimensional unit
vector e(h) in Table 6.3.1 is given by eh(h) =1 and e,(h) =0 for £9 6 h,h=0,1, - . . ,n.

TABLE 6.3.1: Replacement step

P              y            3
P =l        yi + m-lq('ri) (1ry,··•, 7rt, x1) d + e(,ri)

11 < p<ttl              y               (fl,··•,11.p--2, ' p, lrP-1, Tp.1-1,···,lri)          d

p=t+1  1 - m-lq(,rt) (irt, X1,···, Tt-1) d - €(4)
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In case the replacement step with respect to YP cannot be performed, the facet T
of 0(yi,x) opposite yP lies in the boundary of A(s, T). Lemma 6.3.1 describes the
cases when T lies in the boundary of A(8, T).

Lemma 6.3.1 Let a(yl,x) be a t-simplex in G„,(s, T) and let T be the facet of a
opposite vertex VP,l S p S t t l.  Then T lies in the boundary of A(s, T) if and only

if one of the following cases holds:

1) p=1,  x 1=1, and d(grl)=m-1;

2)1<p<t t l,  rp-1 =0 and Mrp =j for some j€ 1(3), and d(,rp-1) = d(,rp);

3) p=t t l andd(,rt)=0.

When T  lies in the boundary  of A(s, T) then either T lies  in C*(s)  or in  A(3)  for some
3 with 35 0 0 for some j € 2'(s) and 3-  = Sh for h 0 j, or T is a facet of an adjacent
simplex in some set A(8,71 adjacent  to A(s, T), as follows.

Case 1: T lies in Cn(s).
Case 2 I f u j=a j and j€T (vj =b j and -j €T) then T i s a(t- 1)-simplex

a(yl, T) in A(3, T) where T=T\ {j} (T =T\ {-j}),5=s- e(j) (5 =s t e(j)),
and x = (lri,···,7rp-1,7rp+1,···xt). Notice that qu) disappears and q(0) becomes

9(0)+q(j). Otherwise a(yl, Mr) shares T with an adjacent t-simplex 0(yl, gr) in A(s, T)
where T = T \ {j} U {-j} if J E T (7 = T \ {-j} U {j} if -j € T).

Case 9: When I'(s) 96 0 then the facet T opposite the vertex y'+1 of a is the

(t - 1)-simplex 0(yl,x)  in  A(5, T), wheres=ste(,rt)  and T=T\{7rt}  if &  E
T, 3=s- e(,rt) and T = T j {-4} if -irt € T, and F = (71·1, ••., irt-1)· Otherwise

we have that t=1 and d(0) =0 which means that T = {V}.
Finally, a t-simplex 0(yl, Mr) in A(s, T) is a facet of exactly one (t + 1)-simplex d
in a nonempty set A(5) where 5  = 0 for some k 0 I'(s) and 56 = 8, for all other

i  €  In. More precisely,  a is equal  to  a(yl, T)  and  lies in A(s, T).  If sk  =  tl  and
uk 96 bk then T= T U {tk} and T = (rl,..., lr:,k). If sk = +1 and uk = bk then
T=TU{-k},  d(k) = d(0), and f = (,rl,··•, 7rp-1, k, 7rp,..., 7rt) where p i s such that

1rp =0.I f s k= -1 and vk 0 ak then T= TU{-k} and x = (lri,••·,rt, k). Ifsk = -1
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and vk =a k then T=T U {tk},  d(k) = d(0), and T = (,rl,·..,7rp, k,lrp+1,·..,xt)
where p is such that 7rp = 0. This completes the description of the steps of the
algorithm when the V-triangulation with grid size m-1 is the underlying subdivision

of C.
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Chapter 7

The nonlinear complementarity
problem

The nonlinear complementarity problem is frequently met when solving systems of
nonlinear equations or computing equilibria and fixed points. It generalizes the lin-
ear complementarity problem presented in Chapter 4 by replacing the linear relation
between the variables in (4.1) by a nonlinear one. So the nonlinear complementarity

problem can be defined as follows:

Given a continuous function  f  from  R*  to  Rn,  find  an  z-  C  R"
such that

z' 20,  f(x') 20,  z.·rf(z.) = 0. (7.1)

In this chapter we propose a simplicial restart algorithm that subdivides the set
on which the problem is defined into simplices and generates from an arbitrarily
chosen starting point a piecewise linear path either leading to an approximating
solution or diverging to infinity. Given the possible occurence of divergence we will

give a convergence condition under which the algorithm will find an approximating
solution. If the accuracy of the approximating solution is not sufficient the algorithm
can be restarted at the approximating solution with a finer simplicial subdivision.
The piecewise linear path generated by the algorithm is followed by a sequence of

adjacent simplices of varying dimension. The algorithm introduced in this chapter is

87
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a generalization of the algorithm introduced in the previous chapter.
This chapter is based on Kremers and Talman (199Ob) and is subdivided as fol-

lows. In Section 1 we describe the path to be followed by the algorithm while Section
2 describes the performance of the algorithm in the end points of the piecewise lin-
ear path.  Also a convergence condition will be given in Section 2 guaranteeing the
existence of an upper bound to the points generated by the algorithm. Section 3
describes an example of an appropriate simplicial subdivision of Rf; to underly the
algorithm.

7.1  The path to be approximated by the algo-
rithm

Starting in an arbitrarily chosen point v E RJ; the algorithm follows approximately
a path in R  such that each point z on the path is a stationary point of -f on the
parametrized set 71(p) n R& for some p, p 2 0. This set 7((p), p 2 0, is defined as

71(p) = {Z  (1- p)v   z- <v t pe}. (7.2)

For p=O the set 7<(0) 1-1 RJ; only consists of the starting point u. Hence v i s a trivial
solution to the stationary point problem of -f on ?t(0) 1-1 R . For 0<p<1, the set
li(p) n R32 is the cube {= 1(1- p)u E x S u t pe}, and for p=l the set 7<(1) n R 
is the cube {x 1 0 5=S u t e} . If the algorithm generates a stationary point z o f-f

on 7<(1) flbdIC; such that z; < 14 + 1 for all i E L then z is also a stationary point

of -f on R  and thereby a solution to the nonlinear complementarity problem. For

p 21 the set ?i(p) n R; is equal to the cube {z 1 0 5=S v t pe}. Clearly the set

14(p) n R; is equal to the set

{z E Rn I max{0, (1 - p)v,} S zi S vi + p for i € In}.

For an illustration of the set 7((p) n Ri we refer to Figure 7.1.1. The equivalence
between the stationary point problem on this set and the nonlinear complementarity

problem with lower bounds max{0, (1 - P)v,} and upper bounds v, + p for i E In as

proved in Theorem 6.1.1 of the previous chapter implies that at every point z on the
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path for all i E In it holds that

A(x) 2 0 if max{0, (1 - p)Ui} = Z,
f.(z) = 0 if max{0, (1 - p)u,} < z, < vi + p (7.3)

fi(z) 5 0 if 4 = 4 + P
for some p 2 0. Under certain regularity and nondegeneracy conditions, see van den

Elzen (1991), the set of points x satisfying the conditions in (7.3) for p k O consists

of piecewise smooth curves. Each of these curves is either a loop or a path. One of
these paths, say P, has v as an end point for p = 0. If P has another end point, say

1:*, then z' is a solution to (7.1). Otherwise the path P will go to infinity.
Without loss of generality we assume that no component of f(v) equals zero.

Then, by increasing p from zero the path P leaves v through increasing z; from v.
such that x, = vi + p if f,(u) < 0 and through decreasing z, from v, such that x, =
max{0, (1-p)14} if f.(v) > 0, for all i E In• If along the path P, at a point x satisfying

(7.3), fj(Z) becomes zero for some j € In while xj = vitp (or xj = max{0, (1 -p)vj})
then either x solves (7.1) or the path continues by decreasing (increasing) xj from

vit P (max{0, (1 - p)vj}) and keeping fj(x) = 0. If at a point x on P, satisfying
(7.3), zj becomes equal to vj + p (or max{0,(1 - p)vj}), for some j E {i I f(x) = 0},
then the path P continues by decreasing (increasing) fj(z) from 0 and keeping zj
equal to vj + p (or max{0, (1 - p)uj}).  Finally, if at a point x on P, p becomes equal

to 1 and f(Z) 2 0, then f.(x) = 0 when 0 < z; 5 v; + 1 and f(z) 2 0 when z. = 0,
so x is a solution of (7.1). Otherwise, p will be increased further, keeping z, = 0 for

all i such that f,(z) > 0. In the next section we give an algorithm to follow the path

P approximately.

7.2 The algorithm
The algorithm approximately follows the path P described in Section 1 by generat-

ing a piecewise linear path P connecting u with an approximating solution x of (7.1)
or diverging towards infinity. For a description of this piecewise linear path we ap-

proximate the function f by a piecewise linear approximation F of f on a simplicial

subdivision of R , which we denote by 9. For an appropriate simplicial subdivision

of R.  we refer to Section 3 of this chapter.
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The results obtained in Section 1 of this chapter with respect to f can also be

applied to the piecewise linear approximation F of f on G. In particular, there exists

a piecewise linear path P of points in R.  starting in u and ending in a solution to

(7.1) with respect to F or going to infinity. For each point x on the path P there

exists a p 2 0 such that for all i€I n

max{0,(1 - p)u,} = zi if F,(x)< > 0
max{0,(1 - p)u.} 5 zi 5 14 + p   if .Ii,(z) = 0 (7.4)

zi = vi + p   if f,(z)< 0.

For each sign vector s let the sets A(s) and A (s) be defined as follows.

Definition 7.2.1 For each sign vector S E R"

A(s) = 0 ifs 2 0 and v, = 0 for all i E I+1(s),

and otherwise

A(s) = {z € Ri  I    ifs, = +1  then  max{0,(1 - p)u,} = xi,
if 8, = 0      then  max{0, (1  - p)vi}  5 xi  Suit p,

ifs, = -1 then xi = 14 + P,
with p 2 0 if 8 5 0  or vi=0 for all i€ I+1(s),

and otherwise 0 5 P S 1}.

Definition 7.2.2 For each sign vector s <Rn

A°(s) =0 ifs S o o r s 2 0 o r v i =0 for alli€ I+1(3),

and otherwise

Ao(s) =  {x E R.   I    if s; = +1    then 0 = x /1

if 3, =0 then 0 5 z, S uit p,

ifs,  =  -1 then 4 = 4+ P, with p 21}.

Figure 7.2.1 gives a subdivision of Itj; into subsets A(s) and Ao(s) for sign vectors

s € R." when n = 2. Each point z on the path P generated by the algorithm is then

for some sign vector s € R" a point in A(s) or in Ao(s) such that s = sgn(F(z)).
The simplicial subdivision G of R: must be such that it gives a simplicial sub-

division of each nonempty subset A(s) and Ao(s) of It.lf. Let t be the dimension of
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FIGURE 7.2.1: Subdivision of Rl into subsets

A(s) and Ao(s) for sign vectors s ER:

a nonempty A(s) (or Ao(s)). Then t =  f'(s) 1 +1. So, if z € A(s) (or z f Ao(s)),
there are a t-simplex a(yl,.  - , Vt+1) in A(s) (Ao(s)) and numbers Xi,...,At+1  2 0
such that z = E;+11 A,y' and Eiti A, = 1, i.e.  a(Yl,  - ., 7,+1) contains x. On the

other hand, if sgn(F(z)) = s, then there exist BA 2 0, h 0 1(s), such that
F(x) = rAtio(i) BAshe(h). Hence if z € A(s) (x € Ao(s)) for some sign vector s € R"
such that s = sgn(F(x)) then there exists a t-simplex a< 1 , * -    , yt+1 ) in A(s) (Ao(s))
such that the system of linear equations given by

 ; At { ft.) i -   E   B... { e:) }  - { 1}                    (7.,)1                    hiTO (')

has a solution A; 20, i € It+1, Ph 20, h 0 20(8), such that z = El+  Aiy'.
System (7.5) is a system of n+1 equations with n+2 unknowns leaving us with

one degree of freedom. So, assuming nondegeneracy, the set of solutions to (7.5) if
it exists is a line segment. It can be followed by making a linear programming pivot

step in (7.5) with the column corresponding to the variable being zero in one of its
end points. This line segment corresponds to a linear piece of P in a defined by the

points z = El+11 Aiy'.
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In  an end point  (A, B)  of  a line segment of solutions  to (7.5) either Ip  =  0  for

some p E I+1 or Fj = 0 for some j 0 r (s). Let x = El+  X.Vi.
Case 1: Ip is equal to 0 for some p E It+1. Then x = Ei*p ly' lies in the facet T of

a  opposite the vertex  yP. The facet T either  is a facet of exactly one other t-simplex,

say a, in A(s) (Ao(s)), or lies in the boundary of A(s) (Ao(s'5).
Suppose v exists. Then, in order to continue the path P in A(s) (Ao(s)), a pivot

step is made in (7.5) with the column (f(y)-r, 1)T corresponding to the unique vertex

7 of 1 not contained in T. The algorithm is continued by repeating the described

procedure.
Suppose w does not exist, and hence T lies in the boundary of A(s) (Ao(s)). Let

the set Rn(s) in the boundary of A(s) or Ao(s) be defined as follows.

Definition 7.2.3 For each sign vector s E Rn let

Rn(s) = 0 if s 5 0 or vi = 0 for all i E I+1 (8),

and otherwise

Itys) = {x €It+ I  if si = +1   then 0 = x 1,

if 3, = 0 then  0  5  xi  5  vi +  1,

if si = -1 then xi  =  U,  +  1}.

If T lies in Rn(s), then the algorithm has found a point x E R*(s) with sign vector

s equal to sgn(F(39). In case 3 2 0 then x i s a n approximating solution to (7.1).

Otherwise Rn(s) = A(s) n Ao(s) and ·r is the facet of a unique t-simplex & in Ao(s)

(A(s)).  In order to continue the path P in Ao(s) (A(s)), a linear programming
pivot step is made in (7.5) with the column vector (f(#)T, 1)T corresponding to the

unique vertex # of a not contained in T. The algorithm is continued by repeating the

described procedure.
If the facet T of a in the boundary of A(s) (Ao(s)) does not lie in Itn(s) then T

is a (t - 1)-simplex in A(s) or A'(s), with s being a sign vector such that 3, 0 0 for
some unique 1 E 20(8) while 5, = 8, for all i 0 1, and the algorithm continues in A(3)

or Ao(5) by pivoting the column vector -3,(e(OT, 0)T into (7.5).
Case 2 74 is equal to 0 for some k 0 T'(s). Hence, Fk(Y) = skfk = 0. Let 3 be

a sign vector such that   = 0 and 5„ = sh for h 0 k. Then x is an approximating
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solution to (7.1) if x € A(s), 3 2 0 and vi =0 for all i€ I+1(3). Also x i s a n
approximating solution to (7.1) if x E Ao(s) and 5 2 0. Otherwise there is exactly

one (tt 1)-simplex a in A(5) or Ao(3) having c as a facet. The algorithm proceeds by
pivoting the column (f(y)r, 1)1. into (7.5), where F is the vertex of a not contained
in a.

Now we have described how the algorithm generates the path P in the different
subsets A(s) and Ao(s) of RJ;, we still have to describe the initialization of the
algorithm at v. At u the system (7.5) becomes

xi { f(.) '1- 2 ''», < 'Ch)            01  j h.1 ,  0  } - (1}            (7
.6,

having a unique solution Al = 1, pt, = 8%A(v) > 0, h € A, where 30 = sgn(f(u)). If
30 2 0 and v, = 0 for all i E I+1(so), then the algorithm stops with an exact solution

to (7.1) at v. Otherwise, the starting point v is a facet of a unique 1-simplex 0   1  2 

in A(80) with yl = v. The algorithm then pivots the column (f(y,)1·,1)T into (7.6).

Since all steps are unique and returning to u is impossible the algorithm either
terminates within a finite number of steps with an approximating solution x to (7.1)
or it follows a path to infinity.

When an approximating solution x to (7.1) is found one can measure the accuracy

of approximation by taking the smallest €>Ofor which for all i€I n

-c  S L (Y) if E, = 0
-€ 5 f,(i) S E  if Zi > 0.

If f(x) is not accurate enough, i.e., c is too large, the algorithm is repeated being

started at v=x with a finer simplicial subdivision of R . This in the hope to find a
more accurate approximation within a few number of steps.

When a path towards infinity is followed no solution will be found. So, we have to
state conditions on f under which the algorithm converges towards an approximating
solution to (7.1). Theorem 7.2.1 states conditions under which an upper bound to
the points generated by the algorithm exists.
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Theorem  7.2.1   Let f  be  a  continuousfunction from Itn  to R:  Assume there ezists

a number B > O such that f,(x) > 0 whenever zi > B, for all i € In• Then the
algorithm terminates within a jinite number of steps with a solution to (7.1) with
mspect to F.

Proof: Without loss of generality we may assume that 1 + u, < p for all i E I.. We
show  that the algorithm cannot generate a t-simplex  a, with vertices  y l' . . . , y'+1 'i n

the simplicial subdivision G o f R 7 for which for all z€a i t holds that z; >Bfor
some ie I„. Suppose it does, then, since z, > v  + 1 for all x E a, a lies in A(s) or
Ao(s) where s is a sign vector such that s, So. We conclude from  (7.5) that the i-th
component of the piecewise linear approximation F in z = E;+1 Ajyj € 0 is less than

or equal to zero, i.e. 19(z) 5 0.O n the other hand, by assumption,y€a implies

y, > p, so fi(yj) > 0 for all vertices ys, j E It+i, of a. Since z is a convex combination

of these vertices, the piecewise linear approximation F in z, being the same convex

combination of f(y'), j E I,+1, must have a positive i-th component, i.e. F.(z) > 0.
This is in contradiction with F,(z) 50. So, a cannot be generated by the algorithm.  0

This convergency condition is similar to the convergency condition given in Mer-

rill (1971) for simplicial homotopy algorithms on R.". Merrill's condition implies that
there exists a cube, or ball, such that the algorithm will not generate points outside

this compact set. The convergency condition stated above caused us to let the algo-

rithm follow a path of stationary points of - f on an expanding cube instead of the set

introduced in Chapter 5 to solve the linear complementarity problem. If the number

B is known in advance then the algorithm of this chapter coincides with the one of

the previous chapter when taking a = 0, b = Be, and -f instead of f. Moreover,
71(p) then becomes equal to the set {x E R.  1(1- p)v S x s(1- p)v + pite} for
0 5 P s l.

7.3  A simplicial subdivision

In order to subdivide R  into simplices one can use any simplicial subdivision. The
only restriction one has to pose on the simplicial subdivision of R& to underly the
algorithm described in Section 2 of this chapter is that it provides for a simplicial
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subdivision of all nonempty subsets A(s) and Ao(s) of R,+. In this section we propose
an appropriate simplicial subdivision of IC; which is based on a combination of the
V-triangulation and the K'-triangulation as described in Section 2 of Chapter 3. To
describe this simplicial subdivision of R  we need to subdivide each nonempty set
A(8) into subsets A(s, T)  and each nonempty set Ao(s) into subsets Ao(s, T) where
T is a subset of 10(s) U -10(s) such that for all i € T'(8) either i or -i belongs to
T.

Definition 7.3.1 For each sign vector s ER" such that 3 2 0 o r v, >0 for some
i € I+1(3), and for each subset T of 11(8) U -I'(s) such that either i  or -i  belongs

to T,
A(s, T) = 0  if vi = 0 for some i € T,

and otherwise

A(s, T) = {x E R.   I   if s, - +1 then nnax{0, (1
- p)ui}  =  Zi,

if 8, =0 and i€T then  max{0, (1 - p)vi}   S    xi    5   14,
ifs, =0  and  -i€T then vi   S   xi    5   14 + p,
if s, = -1 then 4   =   g -1- A

with p 2 0 178 5 0 o r u, =0 for all i E I+1(8),

and otherwise 0 5 P S l}.

Definition 7.3.2 For each sign vector s € Rn such that s £0, s 20, and v,>0
for some i E I+1(s), and for each subset T of T'(s) U -10(s) such that either i or
-i belongs to T,

Ao(s, T) = 0  if v, = 0 for some i € T,

and otherwise

Ao(s, T) = {z €  R.   I    if s, = tl then 0 = xi,

:7 3,=0  and i €T then 0 5 Z. S vi,
if s.=0  and  -i€ T  then     v.    5    xi     S    W +P,
if 4  - -1 then x,   =   vit P,
with  p  2  1} .

Figure 7.3.1 gives a subdivision of It& into subsets A(s, T) and Ao(s, T) when n = 2.
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-   4(Cj, {+1})   4((fj, {-1})
-2 A

C/-1\ 7

A'(C;)· 0)--
All-lj, 0)

A ill , 0 
,(G'j. {-2} 

4((01), {-2 ) *-..v

A((OD, t.2,)
--*-,1 A<(I'). t,21)

, A 11 1.01//-1,   )

0                                                                   xi         (C+1 j      )

FIGURE 7.3.1: Subdivision of Ri into subsets A(s, T) and Ao(s, T).

For some positive integer m, each nonempty subset A(s, T) is subdivided into t-
simplices 0(yl, 7r) with vertices yl,   -    t+1  where t=

1 T'(s) I t l i s the dimension

of A(s, T), such that

i) yl =v t d(0)m-lq(0) + Ej<zo<,) d(j)m-lq(j) with integers d(j) and d(0) satis-
fying

if s  SO or v, = 0  for all i  € I+1 (s)  then

0 5 d(j) 5 d(0) for all  -j€T,  and

max{O,d(0) - m} 5 01(j) S d(0) for all j C T,

and otherwise

0 5 d(j) 5 d(O) S m-1 for all j€ 1(3);
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ii) r = (,rl, ···, irt) is a permutation of the elements of 1(s) U {0} such that for
all j E 1 (S) :

if urp, = 0, 4 -j, and d(,rp) = d(:rp•) then p' < p;

if irp, =0, 1rp =j,J E T,3 5 0 o r v. =0 for all i€ I+1(8),
and d(,rp) = d(,rp,) - m then p < p';

iii)  vi+1 =V i t m-lq('r;),   i=l i. . .i t,

where q,(0) = 1 for j € I-1 (s) or -j E T and qj(0) = -uj for j € I+1 (3) or j €T,
and where

q(j) = -e(j)    if  -j€T,
q(j) = vje(j)   if j f T.

Let the simplicial subdivision of A(s, T) be denoted by  G™(s, T).  Then, the simpli-
cial subdivision of A(s), denoted by  Q„,(8), is given  by the union of G„,(3, T)  over all
feasible subsets T.

For the same positive integer m, each nonempty subset Ao(s, T) is subdivided
into t-simplices 0(yl, X) with vertices  1       t+1  where t=1 1(8) I t l i s the
dimension of A'(s, T), such that

i)  yi = v(s, 7-) + d(0)m-iq(0) + EjET0(,) d(j)m-lq(j) with integers d(j) and  d(0)
satisfying

d(0) 2 m;

0 5 d(j) S d(0) for all  -j€T;

d(0) -m s d(j) 5 d(0) for all j € T;

ii) :r = (irl, · · ·,7rt) is apermutation of the elements of I'(s) U {0} such that for
all   j   €  10 (s)   :

if Mrp, = 0, 7rp = j, and d(,rp) = d(,rp,) then p' < p;

iflrp, = 0,  1rp = j, j € T,  and d(,rp) = d(,rp,) - m then p < p';
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iii)  yi+1 =y i + m-iq(lri),   i=1, . . . ,t,

where vj(8, T) = 0 for all j € I+1(8) and v,(s, T) = uj otherwise, where qj(0) = 1 for

j € I-1(8) or -j E T, qj(0) = -uj for j E T,  qj(0) = 0 for j € I+1(8), and where

q(j) = -e(j)   if  -j E T,
q(j) = vje(j)   if j € T.

Let the simplicial subdivision of Ao(s, T) be denoted by (71(s, T). Then, the simplicial

subdivision  of Ao(s),  denoted  by  G (s), is given  by the union  of G (s, T)  over  all
feasible T. The simplicial subdivision of R.&, gm, is now induced by the union of gm(s)

and 91(8) over all possible sign vectors s, m-1 being the grid size of the simplicial

subdivision. Figure 7.3.2 gives a simplicial subdivision of R.7 for n=2 and m=2.

2X

A   111 1/--////--//////--/////--//////
-..I -/////

»Ar<<<<0 //\\\\\\,2
FIGURE 7.3.2: Simplicial subdivision of Ri with grid size  .

In Section 2 we described how to follow the path P through IC; from v by making

pivot steps in the system of equations (7.5) with respect to a sequence of adjacent

simplices 0 in A(s) or A'(s) for varying sign vectors s. After having introduced a
specific simplicial subdivision of R: we now describe how a sequence of adjacent

simplices a in this simplicial subdivision of R32 can be followed, i.e., we describe
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how, given the parameters yl, r, and d(h), for h E 1(8) U {0}, of a t-simplex a the
parameters of a simplex a adjacent to a are obtained.

The movement from a t-simplex a(yi, r)  in  A(s, T)  (Ao(s, T))  to an adjacent

simplex  ((Fi, r) is called a replacement  step when 0(71, x)  is  also  a  t-simplex  in

A(s, T)   (Ao(s, T)). Making a replacement  step we replace a vertex  yP,  for  some
p  €  It+1,  of a opposite the common facet  T  of  a  and  a by the vertex  F  of 3  not
belonging to T. The possibilities are listed in Table 6.3.1.

In case the replacement step with respect to yp cannot be performed the facet

T  of ((yl, 'r) opposite yP lies in the boundary of A(s,T) (Ao(s,T)). Lemma 7.3.1

describes the cases when T lies in the boundary of A(s, T) or Ao(s, T).

Lemma 7.3.1 Let a(yi''r) be a t-simplez in G'.(s, T) (91(s, T)) and let 1- be the

facet of a opposite vertex yP,Isps t t l. Then T  lies  in the boundary of A(s, T)

(Ao(s,T)) if and only if one of the following properties holds:

1) p=1,3£0,v i>0 for some i€ I+1(3), x1 - 0, and d(Ki) =m-l i

2)1<p<ttl,xp-1=k,lrp=O, kET, ssoor
14 = 0 for all i E I+1(s), and d(4-1) = d(,rp) - mi

3)1<p<t t l, 1rp-1 - 0, and d(,rp-1) = d(,rp);

4,1 p=t t l, and d(,rt) =0;

5)  p=t t l,  a  lies in Ao(s, T),  rt =0,  and d(,rt) =m.

When T lies in the boundary of A(s, T) (Ao(s, T)) then either T lies in Itn(a) or is a
facet of exactly one other simplex in A(s) (Ao(s)) or r is itself a (t - 1)-simplex in
sorne A(5) or Ao(5) with 51 4 0 for some j E 1(s) and sb = st, for h 0 j. depending

on which case in Lemma 7.3.1 is valid.

Case 1: T lies in R"(s). If 3 2 0 and a lies in /1(8, 7-) then a shares T with a unique

t-simplex 0(Fl, T) in Ao(3, T) where yl  =y i t m-lq(lri)  and T=  (,r2, · · · , 'rt, irt)·  A
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replacement step is made resulting in a t-simplex in an adjoining set Ao(s, T) Notice
that q(0) is replaced by q(0) - Ej€I+1(.) vie(j).

Case 2: ris a (t- 1)-simplex 0(yi,T) in Ao(3,7) where 3=s t e(k), T=
Ti{k},and T = (,rl, · · · , Tp-2, irp,..., 4).Note that q(k) disappears and q(0) becomes

q(0) + q(k) + Ej€I+1(,) uje(j) when a € A(s, T) (q(0) - q(k) when a € Ao(s,T)).
Case S: If,rp = k and uk > 0, then a shares T with a t-simplex a(yl,Mr) in A(s, T)

when a € A(8, T) (Ao(s,T) when a € Ao(s, T)) where T = T\{h}u{-h}, h = -k
i f-k E T,h=k i f k€T.

If xp = k and uk = 0 with -k E T, then T is a (t - 1)-simplex 0(yl,x) in
A(3,7') when a € A(8, T) (AO(5,7) when  a  €  Ao(s, T)) where 5 =s t e(k),  T =
T {-k}, and T= (,ri,••·, 14-1, rp+1,···, 17). Here, q(k) disappears and q(0) becomes

q(0) + q(k).
Case 4: If rt = k and -k E T, then T is a (t - 1)-simplex ,(yl, F) in A(3,T)

when a € A(s,T) (Ao(3,T) when a E Ao(s, T)) where 3=3- e(k),T=T\ {-k},
and T = (fl, · · · , 1rt-1)·

If 7rt = k and k E T, then T is a (t - 1)-simplex 3(yl, T) in A(5, T) where

3 = ste(k), T = T  {k}, and T = (,rl,···, irt-1)· If irt = 0 then t - 1 and so
T = {V}.

Case 5: T lies in R"(8), and 0 shares T with a unique t-simplex 0(71, T) in A(s, T)
where Fl =y l- rn-19(27) and i = (,rt, rl,···, 17-1)· SO, a replacement step is made

resulting in a t-simplex in an adjoining set A(s, T). Notice that q(0) is replaced by
q(0, + EjEI+1(,) Uje(j).

Finally, concerning  Case 2 of the algorithm a t-simplex a(yl, gr) in A(s, T)  is a
facet of exactly one (t + 1)-simplex a in a nonempty set A(/) where 3 is such that

3k = 0 for some k 0 I°(s) while 3, = 4 for all other i E In. More precisely, w is equal

to 0(yi, T) and is a (t+1)-simplex in A(s,T). If sk = tl and 14 96 0 then T = TU{k}
and Y= (*1,..., rt, k). If sk =t l and vk =0 then T=T U {-k},  d(k) = d(0),
and Y = (,rl, ···,1Tp-1, k, rp,...,4) wherepis such that 7rp-1  = 0. If sk = -1 then
T=T U {-k} and T = (lrl,..., 'rt, k).

A t-simplex a(yl,ir) in Ao(s, T) is a facet of exactly one (t + 1)-simplex 3(yl, iF)
either in a nonempty set A(5) or in a nonempty set A'(5). More precisely, if s„ = tl,
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uk  >  0, and  v.  >  0  for some  i  €  I+1(5)  then 0(yl, r)  lies  in  Ao(5, T) where d(k)  =
d(0) -m,T=T U {k}, and T = (,rl,••• ,14-1, k, 11·p,...,;rt) with 1rp =0.

If sk = tl,  Uk > 0, and v. = 0 for all i C I+1(3) then 0(yl, 91') lies in A(3,7) where

d(k) = d(0) -m,T=T U {k}, and T= (irl, · · · ,,rp-1,k, irp,..., 4) with xp =0.
If   sk     =    tl,   and   vk     =    0 then 29(Yl, i) lies  in  Ao(3, T) where  d(k)   =   d(0),

T=T U {-k}, and :r= (1rl, · · · , 7rp,k, irp+1, · · · , 'rt) where r, =0.
If ak = -1  then 0(yl, T)  lies  in  Ao(3, T) where T=T U  {k}, T=  (7rl, • • · , &, k).
This concludes the description of how to follow a sequence of adjacent simplices

in the simplicial subdivision gm of Rj;.



Part C

An economy with linear

production technologies
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Chapter 8

SLCP-algorithms to compute an
economic equilibrium

Given some economic model one is often interested in computing a situation where the

economy under consideration is said to be in equilibrium. An equilibrium in an econ-
omy is a state in which no individual taking part in this economy is eager to change

behaviour. Often such an equilibrium takes the form of one of the complementarity

problems introduced in Part B of this monograph.
The most simple economic model is a pure exchange economy. Such an economy

consists of agents who are endowed with some initial bundle of commodities and have

a preference relation over these commodities represented by a utility function. Each

commodity can be exchanged with another commodity at a certain rate, the price rate
of these commodities. Given the prices of the commodities every agent in the econ-

omy expresses a demand or supply of each commodity maximizing utility. Finding
an equilibrium in this economy is then equivalent to computing prices of commodities

such that the total demand of the agents does not exceed the amount of commodi-

ties supplied by the agents in this economy. In Doup (1988) several algorithms were

introduced which are capable of computing an approximating equilibrium in a pure

exchange economy for any finite accuracy. These algorithms are path following al-
gorithms where the path can be interpreted as a tAtonnement process in which the

prices are simultaneously adjusted (compare Walras (1874)).
The next step is to introduce the possibility of production in this exchange econ-
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omy.  One of the main contributions in this field is the computation of an equilibrium
in an economy with so-called linear production technologies by the algorithms intro-
duced in Mathiesen (1985b) and Eaves (1987). They proposed to solve the equilib-
rium problem in an economy with linear production technologies by approximating
the equilibrium conditions by a sequence of linear complementarity problems and

solving each linear complementarity problem by applying the Lemke complementar-
ity pivoting algorithm.  In this way a sequence of prices may be generated possibly
converging to an equilibrium price vector.

The drawback of Mathiesen's algorithm is the possible breakdown in an iteration
of the sequence of linear complementarity problems when the Lemke complementary
pivoting algorithm fails to compute a solution to the linear complementarity problem.

Eaves on the other hand manages to generate a sequence of prices although at the
cost of solving a high dimensional linear complementarity problem in each iteration
of the sequence. In Chapter 9 of this monograph we introduce an algorithm which

efficiently escapes these problems.  As an alternative to the algorithm introduced
in Chapter 9 we introduce a simplicial algorithm to solve the equilibrium problem

in an economy with linear production technologies in Chapter 10. Contrary to the
algorithms introduced in Mathiesen (1985b), Eaves (1987), and Chapter 9, the path
followed by the simplicial algorithm has an interpretation of a tAtonnement process.
This titonnement process has been described in van den Elzen, van der Laan, and
Talman (1990). The present chapter describes an economy with linear production
technologies in Section 1. Given the equilibrium conditions resulting  from  the  de-

scription in Section 1 we review the algorithm introduced in Mathiesen (1985b) in
Section 2 and the algorithm introduced in Eaves (1987) in Section 3.

8.1 The economy with linear production tech-

nologies
Consider an economy with a finite number of consumers, commodities, and produc-
tion activities. Each consumer in the economy is assumed to have an initial endow-

ment in each of the, say n + 1, commodities.  Let w denote the (n + 1)-vector of total
initial endowments where wj is the total endowment in commodity j, j € In+  · Given
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a price vector p € R +1 \ {0} with pj denoting the price of commodity j, let d(p)

denote the total demand of the consumers where dj(p) is the demand for commodity
j E In+1·

Assumption 8.1.1 The demand function d has the following properties:

0 d is continuous in p € R +1 \ {0};

ii)  d is homogeneous of degree zero, i.e., d(Ap) = d(p) for all A > 0
and p € Ri+1\{0};

iii)   PT dlp) = pT w  for  every  p € Ri+1   {0}.

At price vector p 6 It%+1 \ {0} the excess demand is denoted by z(p), i.e. 25(p)

equals dj(p)  - wj. The properties  of the excess demand function follow immediately

from  Assumption  8.1.1.   For an economic interpretation of these properties we refer

to Debreu (1959).

Property 8.1.1 The ezcess demandfunction z has the following properties:

i)   z  is  continuous  in p E  R +1  \  {0};

ii) z is homogeneous of degree zero;

iii)   (Watms' law) pTz(p)  = 0 for every p C RT&+1   {06·

Commodities in the economy can be produced by a finite number of, say 1, activ-

ities. Activity  j,  j  €  Ii, is represented  by a vector  W  E  RI+: The column vector  a'

has components al such that aa 20 implies that activity j has an output of al units

of commodity s while af 5 0 implies that activity j uses -al units of commodity s
as an input, when the activity level equals one. The level of activity j is denoted by

the nonnegative number yj. If one puts all activity levels yj into an 1-vector y and all

columns a' into an (n + 1) x 1-matrix A then the vector Ay denotes the aggregate

net input-output for all commodities in the economy given the activity level vector

y € R. .So, given y 2 0, (Ay), > 0 implies that commodity s serves as a net output
to the economy as a whole and (Ay), < 0 implies that commodity s serves as a net

input to the economy as a whole. With respect to the activity matrix A we assume

that in case of production there exists at least one commodity serving as an input to

the economy. Formally, we have the following assumption.
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Assumption 8.1.2 If Ay 2 0 and y 2 0 then y - 0.

We assume that the producers running the activities in the economy choose the
activity levels in such a way that the profits made by each activity are maximized.
If the profit p.raj for some activity j is negative then the producer running activity
j sets the activity level yj equal to zero. Raising yj from zero would bring losses to
the producer.  If p.raj > 0 then yj is raised towards infinity by the producer running
activity j while if p.raj  = 0 then any activity level yj can be chosen such that 16 2 0.

The economy described above is said to be in equilibrium if the prices of the com-
modities in the economy and the activity levels are such that for every commodity
total demand of the consumers is met by the initial endowment of the economy in this
commodity plus its total net input-output of the activities. This condition implies
that in equilibrium no activity makes positive profit. Therefore the following defini-
tion constitutes an equilibrium in an economy with linear production technologies.

Definition 8.1.1 An equilibrium in an economy with linear production technologies
is a price vector p' E Ri+1    0} and a vector with activity levels y- 20 such that

0 z(p.) - Ay. 5 0 : market-clearance;

ii) p'TA 3 0:n o projits.

The properties of the market excess demand function together with the equilibrium
conditions on p and y imply the following relations between the equilibrium prices
and activity levels in the economy.

Property 8.1.2 If a price vector p' and an activity level vector y* constitute an
equilibrium in an economy with linear production technologies then

P.TAy. = 0.

Proof: From the market-clearance condition in Definition 8.1.1 it follows that

P.T(Z(P.) - AY.) = P.TZ(P.) - P.TAy. = -p.TAy' 50, applying Walras' law.   Fur-
thermore, multiplying  p'TA   5   0  by  y.   2 0 gives P.TAY. 5 0. Together with
-p.TAY. 5 0 this implies that P•TAy* = 0.                                             0
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Property 8.1.2 says that in equilibrium an activity showing a deficit (p.Taj < 0)
is not producing (y; = 0) while an activity in operation (y; > 0) runs at balance

(p* as = 0).  This also follows from the presumed profit maximizing behaviour of the
producers running the activities.

Property 8.1.3  If a price vector p=  and a vector of activity levels y' constitute an

equilibrium in an economy with linear production technologies then

P.T<z(PI) - Ay ) = 0.

Proof: p.1.(z(p-) - Ay') = P.Tz<P.) - PTAy  = 0, by applying Walras' law and

Property 8.1.2. 0

Property 8.1.3 says that in equilibrium a commodity in excess supply
(z,(p*) - (Ay'), < 0) has a price equal to zero (p; = 0) while a commodity with

positive price (p; > 0) implies market clearance (z, (p-) - (Ay'); = 0).

8.2 Mathiesen's SLCP-algorithm
In Mathiesen (1985b) the following definition of an equilibrium in an economy with
linear production technologies is used.

A price vector p' and a vector of activity levels y' constitute an

equilibrium in an economy with linear production technologies if

z(p.) - Ay. 5 0
P.TA 5 0
P.TAY. = 0 (8.1)

p.T<z(P.) - Ay') = 0
p. 2 0, y. 2 0.

The reason for defining an equilibrium in this way and not in the way of Definition
8.1.1 is that this form directly fits into what Mathiesen calls the "complementarity
format".  If one defines the mapping  f from  R +1+'  into  Rntlti as

p          -z(p) + AY

f<     =     -ATP   )
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and z E Ri+1+1 as  LT  =  (PT,YT)  then an equilibrium  in an economy with linear
production technologies corresponds to an z' such that

f(Z·) 2 0, x' 2 0, z'Tf(x.) = 0,

which is exactly the definition of a nonlinear complementarity problem as defined in

Chapter 7 of this monograph.
An equilibrium in an economy with linear production technologies as defined in

(8.1) cannot be computed directly. We have to take notice of the fact that because

of homogeneity of degree zero of the excess demand function in the prices (Property

8.1.lii) the existence of an equilibrium price vector p' implies the existence of a ray of

equilibrium price vectors {Ap'   A> 0}. To overcome this problem the prices should

be normalized.

To compute an equilibrium in an economy with linear production technologies
Mathiesen approximates the nonlinear complementarity problem by a sequence of

linear complementarity problems (SLCP). This sequence of linear complementarity
problems consists of a sequence of iterates where in each iterate the nonlinear comple-

mentarity problem is linearized in a price vector either obtained as a solution to the
previous iterate in the sequence or, if no previous iterate exists, chosen arbitrarily.

Consider iteration k of the SLCP. In this iteration the algorithm linearizes the

nonlinear complementarity problem by replacing the nonlinear excess demand func-

tion z with its first-order Taylor expansion in the price vector obtained as a solution

to the previous iterate in case k 2 1 and chosen arbitrarily from Sn in case k=0. De-
note this price vector with pk. Without loss of generality, pk lies in the n-dimensional

unit-simplex Sn, so £Tpk = l. We assume that the excess demand function is difTer-

entiable in each point p € R +1 \ {0}. Then the first-order Taylor expansion of z in

pk, denoted zk, exists and is equal to

ZI,(P) = Z(pk) + VZ(pk)p

for all p 6 R +1 \ {0}. Notice that due to the homogeneity of z we have that
VZ(pk)pk = 0.
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Replacing z by its first-order Taylor expansion zk in pk in iteration k the problem

would become to find a vector P E R and a vector y € R' such thatn+1

Z(pk  + VZ(pk)p - AY 5 0

PTASO
PTAy=0 (8.2)

PTU(pk) + VZ(Pk)P - AY) = 0
p 2 0, 7 2 0.

The property of the Jacobian matrix Vz(p) that Vz(p)p = 0 for all p € R +1 \ {0}
causes the Jacobian matrix of first-order derivatives to be singular. Moreover, system

(8.2) might not have a solution. Hence system (8.2) is inappropriate. This impasse
is traditionally escaped either by adding a normalization constraint such as e·rp = 1

to (8.2) or by stipulating a numeraire commodity having fixed price. In Mathiesen

(1985b) the latter approach is chosen.

Let commodity m be chosen as a numeraire. Then we can stipulate that its price
is fixed at pm = pk. According to Mathiesen (1985b) this gives the following linear
complementarity problem to solve in iteration k

2(pk) + V£(pk)* - Ay 50
PTA 5 0
BTAY =0 (8.3)

 T(2(pk) + VE(pk)  - Ay) = O

B 2 0, 1 2 0,

where 15 denotes the price vector p without the numeraire price pm in pk, the n-vector
2(pk) denotes the vector with the excess demand in all commodities except the m-th
commodity, the matrix Vz(pk) denotes the matrix with first-order derivatives of z in
pk, Vz(pk), with the m-th row and the m-th column deleted, and the matrix A is
the matrix A with the m-th row deleted. Hence, (8.3) is obtained by fixing pm and
dropping the m-th commodity's linearized balance from (8.2). Notice that Walras'
law does not hold for zk except in the starting point of the iteration.  If one succeeds

in computing a solution to the linear complementarity problem in (8.3) then one ends

up with a solution where the m-th commodity linearized balance as well as the per
unit profit made by the m-th commodity is possibly out of equilibrium. Furthermore
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there are n+1 commodities which can be chosen to be a numeraire. This gives the

possibility to choose from n+1 possible linear complementarity problems in each

iteration of the SLCP.

Mathiesen (1985b) attempts to solve the obtained linear complementarity prob-
lem in each iteration by applying the Lemke complementary pivoting algorithm. In
Chapter 4 we saw that the algorithm either solves the linear complementarity problem
or ends up in a ray indicating that no solution exists to the linear complementarity
problem.  If the Lemke complementary pivoting algorithm computes a solution to the
linear complementarity problem in (8.3) this solution is taken as a starting point to
the next iteration. Notice however that the computed solution may not lie in S .
Then the obtained solution, say F, is projected upon Sn by taking pk+1 = (el-p)-ip
as the starting point to the (k + 1)-th iteration.  In case the obtained solution lies
in the boundary of S", i.e. there exist prices equal to zero, the properties of the
demand function might imply that the excess demand for these commodities diverge
to infinity. In such a case Mathiesen proposes to modify the obtained solution p to

 k.1.1 =p k   0(p _ pk),  for some 0,0<0<1.

In many examples given in Mathiesen (1987) this modification of the starting point
causes the algorithm to zigzag along the boundary of Sn.

If the algorithm ends up with a ray to the linear complementarity problem, Math-
iesen proposes to choose another commodity as a numeraire and to repeat the same

procedure for the obtained linear complementarity problem.  If in this way the al-
gorithm is able to compute a solution in each iteration of the SLCP a sequence of
prices {pk}k-0 is generated possibly converging towards an equilibrium price vector.

Mathiesen is not able to show global convergence of his SLCP-algorithm although

he claims that his experiments support global convergence. Notice that Mathiesen

also gives a counter example to possible global convergence of his SLCP-algorithm,

namely Scarf's unstable exchange equilibrium models (see Scarf (1960)).
In case the SLCP contains an iteration in which there exists no linear complemen-

tarity problem for which a solution can be calculated by the Lemke complementary

pivoting algorithm, the SLCP will break down and no sequence of prices can be gener-

ated. Mathiesen is not able to show local convergence in each iterate of the sequence

of linear complementarity problems either. He only claims local convergence on the
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basis of some experiments in Mathiesen (1985a), Mathiesen (1985b), and Mathiesen

and Rutherford (1983).
It may be clear that the SLCP as proposed in Mathiesen (1985b) contains several

drawbacks. Neither global nor local convergence can be proved. Furthermore in each

iteration one has to choose among n+1 possible linear complementarity problems to

solve.  If the Lemke complementary pivoting algorithm is not able to compute a solu-

tion to one of these linear complementarity problems Mathiesen just chooses to solve

one of the other possible linear complementarity problems. This makes his SLCP-

algorithm very close to a "trial-and-error"-method. Apart from these drawbacks the

algorithm as proposed by Mathiesen (1985b) does not process the information ob-

tained from the previous iteration in a very efficient way. This is caused by the fact

that the Lemke complementary pivoting algorithm is stuck to a fixed starting point.

To remove this drawback one can apply in each iterate the algorithm introduced in

Chapter 5 to solve the linear complementarity problem. Finally, the algorithm does

not take into account any information about the numeraire commodity so that at

the solution F the linearized balance as well as the per unit profit for this commodity

might be far out of equilibrium.

8.3 Eaves' SLCP-algorithm

The impossibility to prove local as well as global convergence of the sequence of linear

complementarity problems as introduced in Mathiesen (1985b) motivated Eaves to

introduce an alternative SLCP which should lend itself more easily to theoretical

understanding. Furthermore Eaves' SLCP converges in each iteration of the sequence

thereby assuring the generation of a sequence of prices in Sn, possibly converging to

an equilibrium price vector.

Eaves proves that the problem to compute an equilibrium in an economy with

linear production technologies is equivalent to the stationary point problem of the

excess demand function z on a set Sl defined as Sl = {p € Sm I PTASO}.

Theorem 8.3.1 A price vector p'  € Sl is an equilibrium price vector in an economy

with linear production technologies if and only if p'  is a stationary point of the excess

demand function z  on St.
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Proof: Let p- € Sl and y- 2 0 constitute an equilibrium in an economy with linear

production technologies. Then

pTZ p') 5 PTZ(p.) - PTAy. = PT(z(p') - Ay') 5 0= p'TZ(p')

for all p E Sl· Therefore p' € Sl is a stationary point of z on St.
Let p' E Sl be a stationary point of z on Sl. Then for all p € Slit holds that

pTz(p.) 5 P.Tz(p.) = 0. This is equivalent to p' solving the optimization problem

given by
max pTz(p-)

s.t.  PTA 5 0
(8.4)

€TP = 1

P 2 0.

Take the vector y as the vector with the dual variables to the constraints in PTA 5 0,
B a s the dual variable to the constraint e.rp=1, and p 2 0 asthe vector with dual
variables to the constraints in p 2 0. Then p' being a solution to the optimization
problem above implies that p= fulfils the following first-order conditions:

z(p')   =   Ay + Be- p
ATP· 5 0
€TP. = 1 (8.5)

BT •  =  0, P*TAY = 0
p  2  0, y 20, BER.

Premultiplying :(p-) = Ay + Be- P by p' results in B = O. Thus, with B 2 0 it
follows that z(p-) - Ay = -B 50. Therefore p* is an equilibrium price vector in an
economy with linear production technologies.                                              0

In order to solve this stationary point problem Eaves suggests to approximate this
nonlinear problem by a sequence of linear stationary point problems. Each solution
to the linear stationary point problem in this sequence is a solution to the linear
stationary point problem which arises when replacing the excess demand function z
in the economy by its first-order Taylor expansion zk in the price vector obtained as a

solution to the previous iteration or, if no previous iteration exists, chosen arbitrarily

from   St ·
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Consider iteration k of the SLCP. In iteration k of the SLCP the algorithm solves

the stationary point problem of zk on St by generating a piecewise linear path of
points in Sl starting in pk and ending up with a solution pk+1 which will be used

as the starting point to the next iteration. Each point on the path can be seen as

a stationary point of zk on the set St n Sn(0) for some 0,0 5#5 1. The set
Sn(0), 0 19 e s l,i s defined as

s#(0) = (1 - 0)pk + BS".

The stationary point problem on the parametrized set St fl S"(0) can be interpreted

as a homotopy problem with 0 as the homotopy parameter, 0 running from zero to
one. If 0=0 then Sl A S*(0) = S"(0) = {pk} and the starting point pk is a trivial
solution to the stationary point problem of zk on St n S"CO). If 0 becomes equal to

one in a point p on the path generated by the algorithm then F is a stationary point

of zk  on  S  n Sm(1)  =  Sl and hence a solution  to the problem in iteration  k.  Then

 ktl = p is taken as the starting point to the next iteration. In Figure 8.3.1 the set

Sl n Sn(0) is illustrated for three values of 0 for n=2 and 1=2.
A point p i s a stationary point of zk on St rl Sn (8) for some #2 0 i f p maximizes

pTzk(p) over p E Sl n Sn(0). Then by definition of St n Sn(0) there exists an (n + 1)-
vector I such that p =  (1 - 0)pk + A and I solves the maximization problem, denoted

as the primal, given by

max ATzkoo
s.t.  A Z O

eTA =  

ATA 5 -(1 - 0)ATPk.
This is a linear programming problem. According to the Duality Theorem of Linear

Programming, solving this maximization problem is equivalent to solving its dual

min  #0-(1- 0)pkTAY
s.t.   Ay -B+B e= zk(P)

Y 2 0, B 2 0, B € R,

where y denotes the 1-vector with dual variables to the constraints in ATA 5 -(1 -  1 AT  10,

as its components, M denotes the (n + 1)-vector with the dual variables to the con-

straints in A 2 0 a s its components, and B denotes the dual variable to eTA =0.
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 Tal = 0  Tal = 0

k                                                       kP                                P

 Ta2 = 0 pra2 = 0

(a) Sl n S2(A) = 92(A) (b) Sl n 92(i)

 Tal = 0

kP

 Ta2 = 0

(c) SA n S2(1) = Si

FIGURE 8.3.1: The subset St n S'(0) for 0 = i,  1,1 with pk = ( ,  , i)T in an

economy with two linear production technologies and three commodities.
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Ifi= p-(1- 8)pk solves the primal then there exist a unique F 2 0, 7 2 0,

and -  E R solving the dual. Let v = ATR If we let v denote the 1-vector with slack

variables to ATA 5 -(1 - 8)ATPk then A, F, y, 0, B, and U solve

B  + Vz(pk)A - Ay - Be = -z(pk 

V+ ATA -      AT P"G     =     - ATPk

eTA -0=0 (8.6)

BTA = 0, UTY = 0
B E O,A 2 0,u k o,7 2 0,0 5 0 5 1.

On the other hand, if a solution A, F, 7, B t o (8.6) for some 8,0 5 8 5 1,i s
found then A solves the primal and the point p = (1 - 0)2 + I is a stationary point

of zk on Sl n s*(0). Hence F isa point on the path generated by the algorithm. If
0 = 1 then a solution to the stationary point problem in iteration k is found.

The algorithm generates a path of points starting in pk towards a solution of the
stationary point problem of zk on St by generating solutions A, B, y, 0, B to (8.6)

for 0, 0 5 0 5 1. This means that, in iteration k, the algorithm attempts to solve

the linear stationary point problem LSPPk given by

B  + Vz(pk)1 - Ay - Be = -z(pk)
v t ATA =   0

eTA = 1 (8.7)

#TA = 0, VTY = 0
B 2 0, A 2 0, v 2 0, y 2 0, B E R.

Eaves suggests to compute a solution to LSPPk by applying the Lemke complemen-

tary pivoting algorithm in a slightly different way as introduced in Chapter 4 of this

monograph. The difference is however only a matter of redefinition of the variables.

The algorithm of Eaves starts with pk as an end point of a line segment of solu-

tions Ar 20, uj 2 0 (j € It), Bj 2 0 (j € In+1 \ {r}), O s e s l t o the system of

equations given by

i v'.(p,) j    1    <  G  j    "*,       ,(i) j     / , j    i  o  j   i -,(p,) j
'.1 (1).. J t .Iet) Jt,=Egi.Bit  .  1 -41'j -'IATI'k J - 1 -"pk J
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for some r € I.+1, assuming nondegeneracy. Notice that the assumption of non-
degeneracy on pk implies that pkTA < 0. If there exists some t € It such that
pkTa' = 0 then it can easily be seen that pk is also a line segment of solutions y: 2 0,

uj 2 0(j€ Ii\{t}), Bj 2 0(j€ In+1),05#51 tothe system ofequations given by

Cal\ ,  < e j Atl ,(i)        , \    <  0  j   < -,(p,) j

-9,    0   I t   E   vi    ,(j)    t z pi <         -0    0  1- #    ATP.    =    -Arp,
0)      0           0    1     0

j=l, j#t j=1

and hence pk is a degenerate end point on the path.
In general Eaves' algorithm generates  a line segment  of (91,02)-complete points

in subsets A(gi) x A(92) of Rntltl given by the system of n t t+1 equations in
n t l+2 variables

<

9.,(,k Col    4E,€91 Aj       (AT) 5 + Ej€92 Uj    e(j)    + Eiggi pj <   0     -
1                          (0                            0

(8.8)

<a l j     t e j    <  0  j     -,(p') j

r,-y,t ' J -'1 ' j -el'T'k j - t-AT'k  .0 0 1 0

where 91 denotes the set {j 1 p, = 0} and 92 denotes the set {j I Vi = 0}, for all
points on the line segment and where A(91) in R.*+1 and A(92) in It' are defined as

in Definition 4.2.2.  If in an end point of a line segment of solutions to (8.5) 0 becomes

equal to one then this end point contains a solution to LSPPk·

Eaves claims that in each iteration of the sequence of linear complementarity

problems a solution to LCP(q, M) will be found, i.e. the Lemke complementary
pivoting algorithm can not generate a ray of solutions to (8.5) for any sets 91 C In+1

and 92 C Ii. This is proved in the next theorem.
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Theorem 8.3.2 For all possibte sets 91 C c L and all F E S  theInA and g2
system Of equations

Vzim) (0) e(j)

Ej€Qi Xi    (AT).5    + EjEG' Uj    e(j)    + Ejig, Bj      0      -
1                              0                       (0

(8.9)

<a,j     < ,j    t  e  j   f -,(#) j
ZIP  Y,    1 0

1 -'1' j-'t'T' J-t-'T' 1 0    0    1    0

does not contain a my of solutions satisfying A, 2 0 0 E 91),  vi 2 0 (j E 92),
/4 2 0(j 0 Qi), 0 2 0(j% 92), B€R, and 0 5 8 5 1.

Proof: Suppose (8.8) contains a ray of admissable solutions A  + aA] (j € 91),
u  + auj (j E 92), B  + ap: (j 0 91), yo + ayj (j 0 92), Bo + 0131, and 00 + aol for
a 20. Then A  (j E 91), vjo (j € 92), Fi  (j % 91), yjo (j 1 92), Bo, and 00 is an ad-
missable solution to (8.8) and Aj (,i E 91), uj (j € 92), /4 (j 0 Qi), yi (j 0 G2), dl,

and 01 is a solution to the homogeneous system of equations

C Vzj(A ) (0, e(j)

EjEQ, Aj
 

(AT ) j    + Ej<92 Uj    e(j)    + ES,IGS B j      0      -
1                                 0                               0

(8.10)

«i        (,j     to  j    (Oj
Ejip Yj

0   1-B l  O  1-e l  ATP    =    0    .
<0    0    1   0

It is obvious that 01 =0 a s 0 1 4 0 would imply that there exists some a>0 such

that 00 + aol > l or 00 + aol < 0. If Al < 0 for some li € G 1 then there exists an

a > 0 such that 12 + aAl < 0 which is a contradiction. Hence Al 2 0 (j E 91), and
similarly uj 2 0 (j € 92). Then Ej<g, Aj = 0 implies that A] = 0 for all j € 91. The
second set of equations in (8.9) then reduces tO Ej€G2 vje(j) = 0 implying uj = 0 for
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all j  € 92. If we premultiply the remaining system of equations with p = (1 -00)11+ A 

we obtain Bl = 0 since Ej<,2 p.rajyj = 0. Then it follows that

  p e(j) = E yjaj. (8.11)
j<Gl je-92

Notice that yj 2 0 (j 0 92) and Bj 2 0 (j 0 91). This follows from 79 + ayj (j 0 92)
and p; + 054  0 0 91 ) being a solution to (8.8) for all a 2 0. Indeed , y  < 0 for some
h i 9 2 o r p] <0 for some j i g i would imply the existence of an a>0 such that
72 + ayl < O or p; + ap] < 0, thereby violating the constraints on Yh and pj in (8.8).

Then Ej/91 Bje(j) 2 0 and with (8.11) it follows that Ej/92 yja, 2 0 and vj 2 0
for all j 0 92. Hence Assumption 8.1.2 implies that y,i = 0 (j 0 92). Therefore, with

(8.11), it follows that Bj = 0 (j E 91).
But now we are left with the result that A] = 0 (j € 91), 4 = 0 (j € 92), yj = 0

(j 0 92), Mj = 0 (j 0 91), 81 = 0, and Bl = 0. Hence no secondary ray can occur. 0

The SLCP-algorithm introduced by Eaves computes a solution in each iteration of

the sequence, thereby generating a sequence of prices {pk}no Possibly converging to

an equilibrium price vector p-. In each iteration of this SLCP a linear stationary point

problem is solved. The algorithm follows a piecewise linear path of points starting
in the price vector pk either obtained as a solution to the previous iteration or, if no
previous iteration exists, chosen arbitrarily from St. The path terminates within a
finite number of pieces with a solution p of the linear stationary point problemk+1

problem. Each linear piece of this path is followed by generating a line segment of
solutions to a system of n t l+2 equations.



Chapter 9

An SLSPP-algorithm to compute
an economic equilibrium

In this chapter we introduce a sequence of stationary point problems (SLSPP) to com-
pute an equilibrium in an economy with linear production technologies introduced in
Chapter 8 as an alternative to the SLCP-algorithms introduced in Mathiesen (1985b)

and Eaves (1987) for this purpose. Mathiesen (1985b) shows that this equilibrium
problem is equivalent to a nonlinear complementarity problem and he approximates

this nonlinear complementarity problem by a sequence of linear complementarity

problems. Each linear complementarity problem in this sequence is solved by the
Lemke complementary pivoting algorithm. In this way a sequence of approximating

solutions to the equilibrium problem is generated possibly converging to an equilib-

rium.
Since the Lemke complementary pivoting algorithm may fail to compute a solu-

lion to the linear complementarity problem obtained in an iteration of Mathiesen's

SLCP, the generation of a sequence of approximating solutions cannot be assured.  To

overcome the possible divergence of the Lemke complementary pivoting algorithm as

well as to improve the possibilities for a better understanding of the theoretical prop-
erties of the SLCP-algorithm, an alternative SLCP-algorithm was introduced in Eaves

(1987). Eaves (1987) shows that the equilibrium problem in an economy with linear

production technologies is equivalent to a stationary point problem on a polytope

and he approximates this stationary point problem by a sequence of linear stationary

121
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point problems. Each linear stationary point problem obtained in this sequence is
shown to be solved thereby assuring the generation of a sequence of approximating
solutions to the stationary point problem.

The algorithm introduced in this chapter approximates the stationary point prob-
lem by a sequence of linear stationary point problems. This results in a problem of
a much lower dimension than the linear complementarity problem to be solved by
Eaves in each iterate. The linear stationary point problem obtained in each iterate
of the SLSPP is solved by an algorithm which is based on an algorithm introduced
by Kamiya and Talman (1990) to compute a solution to linear stationary point prob-
lems on a polytope. Within a finite number of steps this algorithm solves the linear

stationary point problem obtained in each iterate, thereby assuring the generation of
a sequence of approximating solutions possibly converging to a solution of the equi-
librium problem. This algorithm also avoids degeneracy problems that might occur
in Eaves' SLCP.

This chapter is based on Kremers and Talman (1991) and is subdivided in the

following way. In Section 1 we describe the sequence of linear stationary point prob-
lems while in Section 2 the steps of the algorithm to solve the linear stationary point

problem in each iteration is given. Section 3 discusses convergency issues concerning
the algorithm and shows that the method always succeeds to compute a solution
to the linear stationary point problem obtained in each iteration of the SLSPP. In
Section 4 we compare our SLSPP-algorithm with the SLCP-algorithms of Mathiesen
and Eaves.

9.1 The sequence of linear stationary point prob-
lems

To compute an equilibrium in an exchange economy with n+1 commodities and 1
linear production technologies, let A be the (n + 1) x 1 activity matrix and let the

(n + 1)-vector z(p) be the total excess demand vector of the commodities at price
vectorp E 12&+1\{0}. First we normalize the prices on the unit-simplex S". Secondly

we only take into account the prices for which PTA 5 0. The set of prices pC S"

such that PTA 5 0 was denoted by Sl in the previous chapter and has the shape
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of a polytope. This makes the problem of computing an equilibrium in an economy
with linear production technologies equivalent to the problem of finding a price vector

p. E S  and a vector of activity levels y- 2 0 such that z(p-) - Ay' 5 0.
In Theorem 8.3.1 it was shown that the problem to compute an equilibrium in

an economy with linear production technologies is equivalent to finding a stationary
point of the excess demand function z on Sl. In order to solve the stationary point

problem of z on S  we propose to approximate this nonlinear problem by a sequence

of linear stationary point problems. This SLSPP consists of a sequence of iterates

where in each iterate the nonlinear SPP is linearized in a price vector either obtained

as a solution to the previous iterate in the sequence or, if no previous iterate exists,
chosen arbitrarily from Sl.1

Consider iteration k of the SLSPP. In this iteration the algorithm linearizes the

SPP by replacing the excess demand function z with its first-order Taylor expansion
in the price vector obtained as a solution to the previous iterate in case k 2 1 and
chosen arbitrarily from St in case k = 0. Denote this price vector by pk. We allow

pk to lie on the boundary of Sl and we assume that the excess demand function z
is differentiable in each point p € Sn. Then the first-order Taylor expansion of the

excess demand function z in pk, denoted zk, exists and is equal to

Zt'(P) = Z(pk) + VZ(pk)p (9.1)

for all p E St where Vz(pk) denotes the Jacobian matrix of first-order derivatives of
z to p in pk. Recall that Vz(pk)pk = 0.

In iteration k the algorithm solves the linear stationary point problem of zk on St,

denoted by LSPPk. Notice that a solution to LSPPk is generally not an equilibrium
price vector in the original economy with linear production technologies.

If we are able to solve LSPPI, for each k=0,1,2, . . . , then the SLSPP-algorithm

generates a sequence of prices {pk}no possibly converging to a solution to the SPP

of z on St and therefore to an equilibrium price vector. In Section 2 of this chapter

we introduce an algorithm to solve the LSPPk for every k=0,1,2, . . .  .

'St 0 0 as follows from Assumption 8.1.2 and Minkowsky's Separating Hyperplane Theorem:

AY 2 0,7 2 0 does not have a solution y>0 implies that there exists a vector p>0 such that

PTA 5 0.
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9.2  The algorithm to solve LSPPk

The algorithm we propose to solve the LSPPk in iteration k is a piecewise linear
path-following algorithm starting in pk € St and ending up with a stationary point

of zk on Sl· Each point p on the path can be seen as a stationary point of zk on the
set S (A) := (1 - A){pk} + AS7 for some A between zero and one. The parameter A

is a homotopy parameter running from zero to one. If A=0 then Sl(0) = {pk}. So
pk is a stationary point of zk on Sl(0) and an end point of the path followed by the
algorithm. When, while following the path, A becomes one in a point FE St then p
is a stationary point of zk on St = St(1) and pk+1 = p is taken as the starting point
for the next iteration. Figure 9.2.1 illustrates St(A) for several A's when n = 2.

i
PTal=0     /

-S2(1)

S'(*)
nk,
F /\
\\\\

8   S2(0)  Ta2 = 0

FIGURE 9.2.1: S2(A) for A = O,  , 1.

Let p be an arbitrary point in Sl(A) for some given A between zero and one.

Then, by definition of Sl(A), p = (1 - A)pk + Aq for some q € Sl· If q is such that it
solves max{ Tzk (p) 1  C S } then Lemma 9.2.1 shows that p is a stationary point

of zk on St(A).
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Lemma 9.2.1 For a point p E S  it holds that p = (1 - A)pk + Aq for some X,
0 SAS 1,  with q= argmax{01.zk(p)  I B E Sl}  if and only if p is a stationary point

of zk  on Sl(A).

Proof:  Let p= (1-A)pk+Aq for some A,  0 5 A  5 1, such that q= arg max{B·rzk(p) 10 C S  .
For every b E Sl(A) there exists a 4 E St such that B = (1 - A)pk + X4 by definition

of Sl(X). Consequently,

0Tzk(p)   =   (1 - A)(pk)TZ"(P) + A4Tzk(p)

5  (1 - A)(pl')TZI'(p) + AqTZk(p)

=  ((1 - A)pk + Aq)Tzk(p)

=  TZ/'(p).

Hence p is a stationary point of zk on St(A). The converse follows from the discus-

sions above.                                                                           0

To characterize a stationary point of zk on Sl and St(A), notice that a face of

Sl is determined by

7(91, 92) = {p E S  | pTaj  =  0 for all j € 91 and
pj   =  0 for all j E g2}

for  certain  sets 91  C  li  and  92  c In+, We assume without  loss of generality that  S 

is simple, so if F(91,92) 0 0 then its dimension isequalton  - I 911-  1 921. The
normal cone of a nonempty set 7(91, 92), denoted *'(91,92),  is then defined by

A/(91,92) = {Ejeo, Yjaj - Ej<92 pie(j) + Be I
yj 2 0 (j € 91), M 2 0 (j E 92), and B € R}.

In Figure 9.2.2 we have illustrated these sets for the example of S  in Figure 9.2.1,

where the cones A/(91, 92) are drawn for B equal to zero. Theorem 9.2.1 states the

relation between  on  the one hand  F(91,92)  and A/(91, 92),  and  on the other  hand

the stationary points of zk on St, being as suggested in Figure 9.2.2.
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(a) Subdivision of Sl into sets (b) The projected cones

7(91, 92)  for  91  C  I2 and A/(g11 g2) for gl g I2
92 C 13· and 92 C I3·

a1

pT al= 0 N({1,2},0)

2(F)
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F({1,2},0)

(1                                                                                                                                PT z *(F)

l:}                                ''.2 -,
(c) The point p  €  F({1,2},0)

maximizes p.1-zk(p) over p E St
if zk(p) E A/({1,2},0).

FIGURE   9.2.2: The faces F(91,92) and their normal cones
A/(gi,92) of Si for 91 C I, and 92 C I3. In (c) Theorem 9.2.1
is illustrated at p.
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Theorem 9.2.1 A point p € Sl is a stationary point of zk on S  ifand only if there
exist sets 91 C It  and 92 c In+1  such that p € F(Gl, 92)  and zk(p) E A/(91, 92 .

Proof: Suppose p € St is a stationary point of zk on Sl· Then p solves the linear

programming problem, called the Primal, given by

maxpl.zk(p)

s.t.  ATP 5 0
eTP = 1

P 2 0

The Duality Theorem of Linear Programming implies that this maximization problem
is equivalent to solving the minimization problem, called the Dual, given by

min B
s.t.  zk(P) = Ay + Be - B

p 20, 7 20, B €R

As F is a solution to the Primal there exists a unique solution y, B, and F to the
maximization problem. Choose 91 to be the set {j 1 73 > 0} and 92 to be the set
{j I F, > 0}. Then the Dual implies that zk(p) € A/(91, 92) and the complementarity

property in linear programming gives p € 7(91,92).                                                    0

This theorem says that, in order to solve LSPPk, the algorithm could find a point
P E S  such that p € 7(91,92) and zk(p) € A/(91,92) for some subsets 91 c Il
and 92 c In+1. Now let p and q be as in Lemma 9.2.1. Choose 91 = {j E It 1
qTaS = 0} and 92 = {j € In+1 I qj i 0}. Then q € 7(9; 92) and, by construction of
q'  zk(p) € A/(Gl, 92). Therefore the algorithm we propose follows a path of points in
Sl such that for every point p on the path there exist subsets 91 C It and 92 c In+1

satisfying

1) p= (1 -A)pk + Aq for some 1,0 5 A 5 1, and some q € 7(91, 92)

2) zk(p) € A/(91, 92)

For an illustration we refer to Figure 9.2.3. Clearly p solves LSPPk when A = 1 or
pk  € 7(g;g2), since in these cases also p  € 5-(91,92). Suppose pk  0 7(Gl, 62)

and  dim(F(91,92))  =  m.  We can represent each point  q  E  7(91, 92)  as an affine
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a'

pTal = 0

Z *(P)

a2

q
P

Pk

pTa2 = 0

FIGURE 9.2.3: If the point p lies on the path generated by the algo-
rithm then p= (1- A)pk +A q with 0<A<1 and q€ F({1,2}, 0),
while zk(p) € A/({1,2},0).

combination of m+1 affinely independent given points in the affine hull of F(Gl, 92),
aff(F(Qi, 92)).  Let wo,...,wm represent these affinely independent points  in

aff(7(91, 92)).  Then for every given  q  €  F(91, 92) there exist numbers  v,·,   j  =

0,1, . . . ,m, such that q= EZ,o vjwj and Elo vj = l. For some given A,  0 5 1 5 1,

let  Xj  =  Avj for j = 0,1, . . . ,m.  Then  Aq =  ER,a A ju,j  and Elo Aj  = A. Hence, the
algorithm follows a path of points in St such that for every point p on the path there

exist subsets 91 C It and 92 C In+1 satisfying

1)  p = (1 - E;-0 Aj)pk + E;10 Ajwj, for some Aj € R, j € Im U {O},
and 0  5  Elo Aj  5 1, (9.2)

2) zk(p) E *.(91,92  

where wo, t u l, . . . , w"'  are m+l aflinely independent points in aff(F(91,92)).
Every point p €St satisfying (9.2) is a stationary point of zk on Sl(A) with

A =  Elo Aj. If one combines (9.2) with zk(p)  =  z(pk)+Vz(pk)p, then p is a stationary
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point of zk on St(A) for some A, 0 5 1 5 1,i f and only if for some 91   I, and

92 C In+1 the system of linear equations

Exjvz(pk)wi -  E yjai + Z pie(j) - #e = -z(pk) (9.3)

j=0 j€gl /€92

has a solution As E R (j E Im U {0}), yj 2 0 (j € 91), Bj 2 0 (j € 92), B € R,
such that 0 < E;=0 6  5 1,  p = (1 - A)pk + Aq,  q.ra5  5 0 for j  0 91, and q,  2 0
for j  0 92, where q  =  575$ Ajwj/A and A  = Ej=o Aj. This system contains n+1

equations with n+2 unknowns leaving us with one degree of freedom. Therefore,
assuming nondegeneracy, the set of solutions to system (9.3) if nonempty represents

a line segment of solutions  to  the  LSPP of zk  on  S7(A),Osisl.
As will be shown in Section 3 and by assuming nondegeneracy the line segment of

solutions obtained from (9.3) has two end points. This line segment will be followed

by making a linear programming pivot step in (9.3) in one end point with one of the
variables A™,  yj for some j € Gl, or pj for some j E 92. The other end point of this

line segment  is a point p in S  where either Elo Aj  =  1, or one of the restricted

variables in (9.3) is equal to zero, or one of the constraints on q is binding.

Case 1: Ejm.oAj becomes equal to 1.  Then p = EZ'o Ajws   € F(91,92) while

zk(p)  € A/(9;GFI Theorem 9.2.1 implies  that  p  is a stationary point  of zk  on  Sl
and pk+1 = p is taken as the starting point to the next iteration.

Case  2 yt becomes  zero  for  some  t  €  91.  Then,  at  p, it holds  that

zk(F) =   E   yjaj - E Bjecj) + Be
JEG'\{t} JE92

Hence zk(P) € A/(91 \ {t},92). If pk € 7(91 \ {t},92), i.e.  (pk)Taj = 0 for all
j € 91 \ {t} and 14 = 0 for all j € 92, then p E F(91 \ {t},92) and Theorem 9.2.1

implies that p is a stationary point of zk on Sl· Subsequently pk+1 = P is taken as the

starting point to the next iteration.  If pk 0 F(Gl \ {t}, 92), then the algorithm main-

tains the validity of the conditions in (9.2) by generating prices p =  (1 -A)pk+Aq such

that 0 5 A S 1, zk(p) € A/(91 \ {t},92), and the vector q is an affine combination in

F(Qi\{t}, 92) of m+2 aflinely independent points Wo,..., W™+1 in aff(7(91\{t}, 92)).

Since the points w o, . . . ,w™ are already affinely independent points in aff(7(91,92))
and  aff(F(Gl \ {t}, 92))  is a subset of aff(.7(91, 92)),  one  can  take  ti#  =  u,j  for

j = 0,1,...,m. Then *™+1 must be such that ti,™+1 € aff(7(91 \{t},92)) and
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Ibm+1  0  aff(F(91, 92)). By definition this implies  that  lD"'+1  has to fulfil  the  con-
ditions

(al )T,D"'+1 = Ofor all j €91\{t}
/ t\T -mtl
Ca ) w 0 0

€Twm+1 = 1
12,;+1   =  0 for all j € 92.

For example we can take (at)Tw"'+1 = -1.
Let C be the matrix consisting of the basic column vectors -e,  -aj (j € 91), and

e(j) (j € 92) of system (9.3). Then the conditions on ti reduce tom+1

c-rthm +1 = 6(hi) - 6(hi),
where h2 denotes the index of the column -e in C, hl denotes the index of the column

-a' in C, and 6(j) is the j-th unit vector having the same length as the number of
columns in the matrix C Let D denote the matrix containing the remaining basic

vectors of (9.3) as its columns. Then W™+1 can be determined from the system

  DT   w™+1 =   6(hi) - 6(h,)  

cT

d                 
             (9.4)

for some arbitrarily chosen vector d of appropriate length. Without loss of generality
we take d = 0. Then tD™+1 is equal to

*„'+1 = (BT)-le(hi) - (BT)-le(h2) (9.5)

where B = (C D), e(hi) = (8(hi)T, 0)T and e(h2) = (6(112)T, 0)T. Notice that

the inverse of the matrix BT is the transpose of the basis inverse obtained from the
pivoting tableau corresponding to system (9.3). To obtain tb™+1 we must therefore
subtract the row of the basis inverse corresponding to at from the row of this matrix
corresponding to e. The algorithm proceeds by increasing m with one and pivoting
the column Vz(pk)w= into the appropriate pivot system (9.3) thereby raising the

variable Am from zero.
Case 3: Ft becomes zero for some t E 92 in a point F € Sl. This case is similar

to the previous one. In p it holds that

zk(p) =  E yjaj -    Z   Bje(j) + #e.
j€G1 j €G'\{t}
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Hence zk(p) € A/(91,92 j {t}). If pk € $(91,92 \ {t}), i.e. (pk)Tai = 0 for all j € Gl
andplk = 0 for all j € 92\{t}, then p E .7-(91,92 {1}) and Theorem 9.2.1 implies that

p is a stationary point of zk on Sl· Subsequently pk+1  = pis taken as the starting point

to the next iteration.  If 2  0 7(91,92\{t}), then the algorithm maintains the validity

of the conditions in (9.2) by generating prices p= (1 -A)pht Aq such that 0 5 A 5 1,

zk(P) E A/(91, 92 \{t}),and the vector q is an affine combination in $(91,92\{t}) of
m+2 affinely independent given points wo,...,w"'+1 in aff($(91, 92 j {t})). Similar

to  Case 2 w e take 94 = 4,  j  =0,1, . . . ,m, and lb"'+1 = (BT)-le(hi) - (BT)-le(h2)

where (BT)-1 and hi are defined as in Case 2 while h2 corresponds to the index of

the column e(t). The algorithm proceeds by increasing m with one and pivoting the

column Vz(pk)wm into the appropriate pivot system thereby raising the variable Am

from zero.

Case 4: For some t % 91 it holds at p that

E xj(at)Twj = 0.
j=0

Then (a')Tqi = 0 where qi = Elo A jwj/A is such that p = (1 - A)pk + Aqi. Hence

qi  C 7(91 U {t}, 92)  C  bd(F(91, 92)). The algorithm maintains the validity of (9.2)
by generating prices p =  (1 - A)pk +A q such that  0  5  X  5  1,  q E F(91 U {t},92),
and  zk(p)  €  A/(91 U  {t}, 92). Since dim(F(91 U {t},92)) =m-l w e should  de-

termine m affinely independent points  in  aff(7(91  U {t},92)). These points,  say

Wo,...,W™-1, can be obtained by a parallel movement of the points wo,..., w™ onto

aff(F(gl U {t}, g2 )) and deleting one of them.
Let r = (1 - Elo A;)pk + E;-0 A qo be the previous end point obtained by the

algorithm, where qo € 7(91, 92) is such that qo = E;10((A;/Ao)wj) with O < Ao =

EZ,o A  71 1 and A  c R obtained from the solution to (9.3) in r. The algorithm moves

all points wj, j=0,1, . . . ,m, parallel to qi -q o onto aff(·F(91 U {t}, 92)). This par-

allel movement  of wj,  j  = 0,1, . . . ,m, results in m+1 points wj + 61(qi - qo)  E

aff(F(91 U {t},92)) where  P   =   (at)Twj/(at)Tqo,  j   =  0,1, . . . ,m.  The  appendix

to this chapter shows  that  if we delete a point with index  g   €   {0, . . . ,m}  for

which Ag 0 A  then the remaining points constitute m affinely independent points

in aff(F(91 U {t},92)).
Take Wj =w j + 65(qi _ qo), j= 0,1, . . . ,g-1, and th'-1 =w j + 8'(qi _ qo),
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j   =   g  +  1, . . . ,m.  Then,   in the current basis inverse we replace Vz(pk)to'   by  the
column V:(pk)*j, j=1,0 . . ,9-1,  Vz(pk)wi by Vz(pk),Di-1 for j=g+ 1,...,m,
and Vz(pk)w' by the vector with which the pivoting step was made. Notice that
if the pivoting  step  was  made with the vector Vz(pk)w"'  then  tbo,..., W"'-1  must
be affinely independent since Am >0= Al. In that case we can take g=m and
Vz(pk)w"' does not enter the basis inverse. The algorithm proceeds by decreasing m

with one and pivoting the column -a' into the new pivot system thereby raising the

variable yt from zero .
Case 5: For some 1 0 92 it holds that

  Aj« = O.
j=0

This case is similar to the previous one.  Then qii = 0 where qi = X30 Ajw'/A is such
that F =  (1 - A)pk + Aqi  and qi  E 7(91,92 U {t})  c bd(F(91,92)). The algorithm
maintains the validity of (9.2) by generating prices p = (1 - A)pk + Aq such that
0 5*5 1'q€ 7(91,92 U {t}), and zk(p) € N(91,92 U {t}). Similar to Case 4 we
determine m affinely independent points in aff(F(91, 92 U {t } )) from wj + 85(qi - qo)
for j  = 0,1,...,m where P  =  wt/qi,  and  qo as defined  in  Case 4, and adapt  the
current basis inverse. The algorithm proceeds by decreasing m with one and pivoting
the column e(t) into the new pivot system thereby raising the variable ft from zero.

The Cases 1 to 5 describe the performance of the algorithm at the end points of all
possible line segments generated by the algorithm except at pk where the algorithm
is initiated. To show that pk is an end point of a line segment of stationary points of

zk on Sl(A) for A, O S A s l,w e have to find sets 91 (I t and 92 c In+1 such that
(9.2) is satisfied in pk. This means that according to Lemma 9.2.1 this line segment

contains points p €S l such that p= (1- A)pk + Aq for some A,  O S A 5 1, and some
q € 7(91, 92) maximizing p.rzk pk) subject to pC Sl. Clearly q follows from solving

either
the Primal or the Dual

max pTZ(pk) min B
s.t. ATP 5 0 s.t.   Ay- p + Be=z(pk)

-p 5 O 112 0, p 2 0.

eTP =  1
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Let GA = {j I yj > 0} and g  = {j I Bj > 0},after solving the Dual. Assuming

nondegeneracy  the  sets  G   and 902 define  a  face  .F(Gj, 9&)  being a vertex  of  Sl,  say

wo. In case wo = pk then pk is an equilibrium price vector for the original economy.

Otherwise pk is the end point of a line segment of points p € Sl such that

1) p = (1 -Ao)pk + Xowo, for some Ao, O 5 4 5 1

2)  zk(p) € A/(Gj, G ).

Hence pk fulfils the conditions in (9.2).
Notice that combining these conditions leads to the system

Aovz(pk)wo - E yjaj + E Bje(j) - #e = -z(pk) (9.6)

j€gj j€Q:

having a solution 0 5  Ao  5 1,  14  2 0 (j € GA), pj 2 0 (j € 93), and B € R. In p = pk,

system (9.6) has as unique solution Ao = 0 and yj > O (j € GA), Bj > 0 (j € g:),

B > O, obtained from solving the Dual.
The line segment of solutions to (9.6) is followed from p = pk by making a linear

programming pivot step with the column vector Vz(pk)wo in (9.6) thereby raising Ao

from zero. While raising Ao from zero the algorithm will encounter another end point
of the line segment when either yj becomes  zero  for  some j  E  Gj,  or Bj becomes  zero

for some j E G , or Ao becomes one. The performance of the algorithm in this end

point is described in the Cases 1 to 3 above. This concludes the description of the
steps of the algorithm.

9.3 Convergency issues

Starting in the point pk obtained from the previous iteration of the SLSPP or, in

case no previous iteration exists, chosen arbitrarily from Sl, the algorithm follows in

iteration k a path of points either ending up with a solution to the LSPPk or ending

up in a ray. In the previous section we described the performance of the algorithm

in all possible end points of the line segments of the path followed by the algorithm.

During this description we encountered cases in which the algorithm ends up with a
solution to the LSPPk· These cases are summarized in Lemma 9.3.1.
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Lemma  9.3.1   Let p=(1 -A)pk + Aq beanendpoint ofaline segment ofpoints gen-
erated by the algorithm with q € 7(91,92)  and z*(p)  E N(91, 92) r some 91 C It
and  92  c  In+1 ·   Then  p  is  a  solution  to  the  LSPPk   if one  of the following cases for

the corresponding solution of (9.3) holds:

0 A =1;

ii)  y, = 0 for some t € 91,  (pk)Taj = 0 for all j € 91 \ {t},  and pk = 0 for j € 92;

iii)  B,  = 0 for some t  E 92,   (pk)Taj  = 0 for all j  € 91,  and pk = 0 for j € 92 j{t}.

The algorithm does not find a solution to the LSPPk if it ends up in a ray of
solutions to system (9.3) for some 91  C It  and 92  C In+1· This means  that the pivot
variable can be raised towards infinity without violating any of the constraints on the
variables in (9.3). Theorem 9.3.1 shows that the algorithm cannot end up in such a
ray.

Theorem 9.3.1 For all possible sets 91 g I, and 92 c In+1  and all B € St the
system of equations

E Ajvz(P)wj - E yjaj + E pie(j) - Be = -z(P) (9.7)
j=0 j€Gl j€g,

does not contain a my of solutions satisfying Aj € R (j € Im U {0}), yj 2 0 (j € 91),
Pj  2 0 (j € 92),  B € R,  0 < A = EI-o Aj 5 1,  q.ras S 0 for j 0 91, qj k 0, for
j 0 92 where q = Elo AjA-iwi.

Proof: Suppose (9.7) contains a ray of admissable solutions A; + aA]
(j € Im U {0}), y  + ay; (j € 91),  Fjo + apj (j E 92), BO + a#1 for all a 2 0. Then
Ajo (Im U {0}), yo (j E 91), B  (j € G2), Bo is an admissable solution to (9.7) and
Aj (Imu{O}), yj (j €gl), M] 0.€92   1 isasolution tothe homogeneous system

of equations m

E A,vz(*)w, -  E yjas +  E Bje(j) - Be = 0. (9.8)
j=0 1€91 j€92

It is obvious that Elol]  = 0 as Z;10 Aj  0 0 would imply that there exists some

a > 0 such that EZ,0 A  + a(E;=0 A]) > 1 or EZ o A  + a(Z;10 A]) < 0. Let Ao =
E;10 19, so 10 > 0. Let q(a) = Ej-0(A9 + aA])wi/Ao then q(a) must be in F(91,92)
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for  every  a  > 0. Since  7(91,92) is compact this implies  that  q(a)  =  q(0)  for  all

a> 0, i.e.  ERQ Ajwj = 0. By affine independence of wi (j € Im U {0}), this implies

together with ER, A]  = 0 that  Aj  = 0 for all j  € Im U {0}. Premultiplying (9.8)
with qo = IZ,o A (Ao)-twj gives 01 = 0 since (qo)Tai = 0 for j E 91 and q; = O for
j C 92. Then it follows that

E A#j)= E yja'. (9.9)
j€g1 j€gl

Notice that yj 2 0 (j € 91) as well as p] 2 0 (j € 92). This follows from y  + ayj
(j E 91) and Fjo + apj (j € 92) being a solution to (9.7) for all O 2 0. Indeed, as
y  < 0 for some h E 91 or B] < 0 for some j E 92 would imply the existence of an

a > 0 such that y  + ayl < 0 or pi + apj  < 0, thereby violating the constraints on YA
and Bj in (9.7). Then Ej<02 Bje(j) 2 0 and with (9.9) it follows that Eje,1 yjaj 2 0

' and yj 2 0 for all j € 91. Hence Assumption 8.1.2 implies that yj = 0 (j E 91)
Therefore, with (9.9), it follows that p] = 0 (j € 92).

But now we are left with the result that Aj = 0 (j € Im U {0}), yj = 0 (j C
99, 4 = 0 (j E 92), and Bi = 0. Hence no ray of solutions to (9.3) can occur for
any 91 9& 04 and 92 C In+1·                                                                   0

Theorem 9.3.1 guarantees that each line segment on the path contains exactly

two end points. Assuming nondegeneracy, at an end point of a line segment just one

of the five cases described in Section 2 can occur. Therefore the starting point is the

 

end point of a unique line segment whereas each other end point of a line segment
is either an end point of a uniquely determined other line segment or a solution to

LSPPk.
Every line segment on the path in Sl is determined by the line segment of solutions

to (9.3) for some unique 91 c It and 92 C In+1· As 91 and 92 are both subsets of

finite sets the total number of line segments is finite. Hence starting in p = pk
the algorithm generates a finite sequence of different line segments. Therefore the
algorithm terminates within a finite number of steps with a solution to LSPPe
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9.4 Conclusions

In this chapter we have introduced an SLSPP-algorithm to compute an equilibrium
in an economy with linear production technologies. This SLSPP-algorithm consists

of iterations in which the stationary point problem determining an equilibrium in
an economy with linear production technologies is linearized by taking the first-
order Taylor expansion of the excess demand function z in the price vector either
obtained as a solution from the previous iteration or, if no previous iteration exists,
in an arbitrarily chosen price vector from S . In each iteration this results in a linear

stationary point problem which we solve by the algorithm introduced in Section 2. In
Theorem 9.3.1 we proved that this algorithm finds a solution for all possible starting
points in S . Therefore the SLSPP-algorithm we introduced in this chapter certainly
generates a sequence of prices {pk}k-0, possibly converging towards an equilibrium

in an economy with linear production technologies.
Contrary to the existence of convergence to an approximating price vector pk+1

in each iteration k of the algorithm we are not able to show global convergence. In

Mathiesen (1987) some empirical results are given suggesting global convergence for
his SLCP-algorithm. However, Mathiesen (1985c) also gave some examples, namely
Scarf's unstable equilibria (see Scarf (1960) for details), where his SLCP-algorithm
failed to converge. Mathiesen's SLCP-algorithm does not even need to converge

in any iteration, thereby possibly failing to generate a sequence of prices {pk}no
Furthermore Mathiesen has to choose among different LCPs to solve (dependent on

the numeraire choice) in each iteration.
Our algorithm can be seen as an improvement of the algorithm introduced in

Eaves (1987). Eaves normalizes prices on the unit simplex in each iteration instead

of taking some commodity as a numeraire. Then Eaves introduces an algorithm
which generates a path in St by incorporating the "no-profit"-conditions in the pivot

system. This results in a pivot system consisting of n t l+2 equations in each
iteration contrary to our pivot system which just consists of the "market-clearance"-

conditions and hence results in a system of only n+1 equations. Therefore our

algorithm processes the same information more efficiently than Eaves' algorithm.
This can easily be seen by taking an economy where the number of activities largely
uotnumbers the number of commodities.
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The possibility that the algorithm has to start at the beginning of some iteration
on the boundary with the price of some commodities equal to zero may cause prob-

lems in Mathiesen's SLCP, Eaves' SLCP as well as our SLSPP because in general
ZJ'(p) -0 co when pj converges to zero. Mathiesen and Eaves suggest to perturbe such
a p k b y taking the modified price vector pk-1 + 1(pk _ pk-1), for some t, 0<t<1,
instead of pk as a starting point for iteration k. This perturbation of the starting

point can cause the algorithm to zigzag along the boundary as some of Mathiesen's

numerical examples showed. This might also occur in our algorithm.
As Eaves algorithm as well as our algorithm generate only prices in the subset S 

of Sn it may also occur that in some iteration the starting point lies in the boundary

of Sl with some binding "no-profit"-conditions. This causes no problems for our

algorithm. The performance remains exactly the same as described in Section 2. In

Eaves' algorithm the starting point has to be perturbed to prevent degeneracy in the

starting point. Because this case may often occur when applying the algorithm this
feature of our algorithm can be regarded as an improvement of Eaves' SLCP.

In Mathiesen (1985b) the Lemke algorithm (see Lemke (1965)) was applied to
solve the LCP in each of the iterations of the SLCP. The main drawback of applying
Lemke's algorithm is that it lacks the possibility to start in an arbitrary starting point,

causing a loss of information when proceeding from one iteration of the SLCP to the

next one. Furthermore Mathiesen (1985b) had to restate the original equilibrium
problem to a form suitable to apply the Lemke algorithm. This last feature as well

as the fixed starting point imposed by applying the Lemke algorithm contributed to
a large extent in the problems encountered when using the SLCP of Mathiesen.

In order to get rid of the problems encountered with Mathiesen (1985b) and Eaves

(1987) we showed that the original equilibrium problem in an economy with linear

production technologies is equivalent to the stationary point problem of z on the

subset St of Sn instead of rewriting this problem to a form fit for applying an already

existing algorithm.  This SPP was approximated by a sequence of linear stationary

point problems. To solve the linear stationary point problem in each iteration of
the sequence we introduced a new algorithm based on the ideas of Kamiya and

Talman (1990). They improved already existing algorithms to solve a stationary

point problem on a polytope like the one of Yamamoto (1987). Applying the latter
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algorithm to our problem would imply that in cases 2 and 3 of our SLSPP-algorithm
described in Section 2 we would be obliged to calculate a sequence of vertices of Sl.
This means solving a sequence of linear programming problems similar to the case
when we had to show that the starting point was an end point of the path followed

by the algorithm.  The fact that Kamiya and Talman (1990) presented an alternative
avoiding the calculation of vertices of Sl but using affinely independent points instead

made application of their ideas to our equilibrium problem very worthwile.

Appendix
Lemma  l  Let wo, wl'...,w"'  be a linely independent points in Rn+1.  Given 6, € It,

i=0,1,...,m, dejine  the points :Do, *1' . . . , Wm  as

tbi = w' + 84(ql - qo),

for i - 0,1, . . . ,m,  where qi  and qo  are  (n + 1)-vectors such that for certain numbers

At and Al, h € Im U {0}, qi 0 qo,
m m

q° = z A:wA and E At = 1,
h=0 A=0

and
m m

ql = E Alwh and Z Al = 1.
h=0 h=0

Letg€{0,1,...,m} besuch that X # 1 . Then the points tils, i=0,1,...,g-1,
g + 1,...,m, are allinely independent.

Proof: Let B. ,i=0,1, . . . ,9-1,9 +1, . . . , m, be such that

E  d,tb' = 0, 2  A = a
i=o, i#g ;=O, itg

Then we have to prove that /9, = 0 for all i 96 g. Substituting W' into this expression

gives

/ m
2   B.w, +1   E   11,6,) (2(11 - At)(w, - wo)) =0.,=O, •09 \=449 \h=1
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Defining 6 as

, =   2  d''i,
i=0, :09

this expression reduces to

E    Aw' + 8 E(Al - At)(wh - wo) = 0.
t=0,49 h=1

Rewriting this result in a suitable way gives

£  (B, + 8(Aii - A ))w' + (Bo - 6 Z(Al - Ack))wo + 8(Aj - A )10' = 0.
;=1, i#g h=1

Let

7.    =    196 + 8(Aj  - A )  for all  i 4  0,9,

70   =   do- 8 E(11 - At),
h=1

79  =  6(Ai, - A,o).

Then

27,=     2     0,= 0
Ao      :=0,49

and

m

8=0

By affine independence  of wo,wl'...,w"' it follows  that  7,  =  0,   i  =  0,1, . . . ,m.
Therefore

4 + 8(Aj - A ) = 0 for all i 0 0, g,

#O - 8 E =1(Al - A ) = 0,
6(A  - Ago) = 0.

We took g €  {0,1,...,m} such that Aj -A   0 0. Therefore 6=0. But then /9,=0
for all i 0 g.                                                                                      0
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Chapter 10

A simplicial variable dimension
restart algorithm on S 4

The previous two chapters of this monograph were concerned with the computation

of an equilibrium in an economy with linear production technologies in a very efficient

way. The algorithm introduced in Chapter 9 seems to be the most efficient one. The

main drawback of the algorithms introduced in these two chapters is the impossibility
to attach any economic interpretation to the adjustment process to be followed by the

algorithm and that the sequence of points generated by these algorithms can not be

shown to converge to an equilibrium. This chapter aims at introducing an algorithm

that incorporates a plausible economic interpretation of the underlying adjustment

process. Moreover it generates a sequence of approximating equilibria, in the sense

that any convergent subsequence converges to an equilibrium. It however lacks the

efficiency of the SLSPP-algorithm introduced in Chapter 9 as it incorporates in an

economy with n+1 commodities and 1 production technologies a pivot system of

n +1+2 equations instead of n+1 equations and it is not able to start on the

boundary of the feasible set.

The algorithm introduced in this chapter follows approximately the path origi-
nating from the adjustment process introduced in van den Elzen, van der Laan, and

Talman (1990). This adjustment process is described in Section 1. Section 2 intro-

duces the simplicial variable dimension restart algorithm to approximate the path
resulting from this adjustment process. This piecewise linear path either leads to an

141
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approximating equilibrium in an economy with linear production technologies or it
diverges towards infinity. It can be shown that the path generated by the algorithm
is bounded and therefore always ends up with an approximating equilibrium.

10.1 The adjustment process
In van den Elzen, van der Laan, and Talman (1990) an adjustment process has been
introduced to find an equilibrium in an economy with linear production technologies
as defined in Definition 8.1.1. This adjustment process can be initiated in an arbi-
trarily chosen point po in the (relative) interior of the set S7 defined in Chapter 9
and generates under some regularity conditions a piecewise smooth path of prices
and activity levels connecting the initial price vector with an equilibrium. Along this
path the prices and activity levels are adjusted in a very simple and natural way.

Let (p*,y') constitute an equilibrium  in an economy  with  n +  1   commodities  and
1 linear production technologies.   Then the combination of the conditions imposed on
(p*,y-) in Definition 8.1.1 and the properties that P.TAY. = 0 and p-T(z(p-) - Ay') =
0 proved in Property 8.1.2 and Property 8.1.3, respectively, implies that

if  zj(p') - (Ay')j < 0  then  5 = minh 4 = 0,
Ph

if  zj(p') - (Ay-) j = 0  then  > 2 minh 4,
PA                 (10.1)if             p'Tai < 0  then  y; = 0,

if             p'Ta' = 0  then  y; 2 0,

for j  € In+1 and i € It. This interpretation of the conditions to hold at an equilibrium
in an economy with linear production technologies makes it very natural at po to
decrease PJ proportionally  from  po  if  zj (po)   <   0  and to increase p, proportionally
from p9 if z,(pO) > 0. Without loss of generality we assume that zj(po) 4 0 for every
j E Intl· Because of Walras' law there always exists an index j E In+1 such that
zj(po) < 0 and an index i € In+1 such that z.(po) > 0. This gives for the adjustment
process 2n+1 - 2 possible rays to leave po. Given these rays to leave po the adjustment
process is such that it generates a path of points (p, 11) in Si x R.+ where each point
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(P, Y) satisfies the following conditions

EL
if       zj(p) - (Ay),  < 0       then      minh  2 = pg'
if    zj(p) - (Ay),=0     then    minh 4 5  5 maxh P,

Ph

if    zj(p) - (Ay)j > 0 then
   =  max, :t,

(10.2)

if             PTai < 0 then
yi == 0,

if              p.ra' = 0    then    yi 2 0,

for i € It and j € In+1. If z(p') - Ay' 5 0 for some price vector p' and some vector

of activity levels y'  on the path  then in  (p*, y-) the conditions in (10.2) reduce to

the conditions in (10.1) and therefore (p-, y-) is an end point of the path yielding an

equilibrium in the economy.
As proved in van den Elzen (1991) the pairs of price vector p € Sl and activity

level y € Ri. satisfying (10.2) form piecewise smooth paths and loops. Each path
is bounded because of Assumption 8.1.2, saying that there is no production without
input in the economy. Hence each path has therefore two end points. Exactly one

end point is the point (p, y) = (po, 0) whereas all other end points constitute equilib-
ria. Therefore there is one path connecting (po, 0) with an equilibrium while every
other path connects two equilibria. The adjustment process now generates the path

connecting  (po, 0)  with an equilibrium. Clearly  (po, 0) satisfies  (10.2)  for  both  the
maximum and the minimum equal to one. Initially the prices of the commodities

for which there is an excess demand are proportionally increased from its minimum,
those for which there is an excess supply are proportionally decreased from its max-

imum, and there is no production since all firms make per unit activity losses. As

soon as the demand for a commodity becomes equal to its supply then either an equi-

librium has been found or its price is relatively increased if there was excess supply
before and relatively decreased if there was excess demand before while demand and

supply of this commodity are kept equal to each other.  In this way the price ratio

of a commodity in excess demand (excess supply) is kept maximal (minimal) with
respect to the other price ratios.

When along the path the price ratio of a commodity in equilibrium becomes

relatively maximal (minimal) then the commodity becomes in excess demand (excess

supply) while its price ratio is kept relatively maximal (minimal).
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Finally, when an activity starts to make zero profits along the path then its
activity level is increased from zero while keeping its profits equal to zero. Also when
the activity level of an activity becomes zero along the path then its profit is made

negative while keeping its activity level equal to zero.

10.2 The algorithm

The algorithm to follow the piecewise smooth path generated by the adjustment
process as described  in the previous section  is a simplicial algorithm  on  S"  x  Rf,..

First the set Sn is subdivided into simplices and the excess demand function z is
linearized on each simplex of the subdivision. With respect to the piecewise linear
approximation on this subdivision the path becomes piecewise linear and connects

the starting point with an approximating equilibrium. Each linear piece of the path
is  followed by making a linear programming pivot  step in a system of n+1+2 linear

equations. Since the number of simplices is finite, the set of solutions to each system

is bounded, and since no cycling can occur, the algorithm terminates within a finite
number of pivot steps.  When the accuracy of approximation is not sufficient the

algorithm can be restarted at the approximating equilibrium with a finer simplicial
subdivision in order to increase the accuracy.

Let s E R"+1 be a sign vector.  Then we can define a subset A(s) of Sn as follows.

Definition 10.2.1  For each sign vector s E Rn+1 the subset A(s)  of Sn  is given by

A(s) = 0 ifI+1(s) = 0 or I-1(8) = 0,

otherwise
A(s) = {p€S n l , = maxb   for j E I+1 (8),

ff = minh R for j E I-1(s)}.

Figure 10.2.1 gives a subdivision of S" into subsets A(s) when n = 2. A nonempty

set A(s) is a t-dimensional subset of Sn, where t =I T'(s) I +1. Clearly, a point

(p, y)  E Sl  x It+ not being an equilibrium satisfies (10.2)  if and only if there exists
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FIGURE 10.2.1: Subdivision of $2 into sub-
sets A(s) for sign vectors s € R3.

a unique sign vector s and some subset U of It such that

1) PC A(s) and sgn(z(p) - Ay) = s
2)  pra' =Oand 7,20 foralli€U (10.3)

pTa, 5 0 and yi = 0 for all i 0 U.

Let G be a simplicial subdivision of Sn such that it subdivides each nonempty set

A(3) into t-dimensional simplices. A specific simplicial subdivision that can easily

be implemented is the V-triangulation, see Doup, van der Laan, and Talman (1987).
The excess demand function z is then linearized on G by taking its piecewise linear
approximation with respect to G, denoted by Z. When we replace in (10.2) the func-
tion z by its piecewise linear approximation Z then the set of points (p, y) E S  x R.3-
satisfying (10.2) with respect to Z consists of piecewise linear paths and loops, one

path connecting  (po, 0)  with an end point  (p, y).  This end point  (p, y)  can be consid-

ered as an approximating equilibrium.  Also all other end points of the other existing
paths are approximating equilibria.

The piecewise linear path connecting  (po, 0)  with an approximating equilibrium
(P, y) consists of points (p, y) satisfying the conditions in (10.3) with z replaced by  Z.
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Let t be the dimension of A(s). If p E A(s) then there are a t-simplex a(ul,..., u'+1)

of 9 in A(3) and numbers Xi, · · · , At+1 2 0 such that p= El+  Aitti and El+  Xi =1,
i.e. p i s contained in 0(ul'...,u'+1). On the other hand, if sgn(Z(p) - Ay)  =a,then
there exist ph 20,  h % 1 (8), such that

Z(p)-Ay= E BASAE(h),
1,01'0(.)

where E(h) denotes the (n + 1)-dimensional h-th unit vector. Furthermore the second

condition in (10.3) implies the existence of v, 2 0,  i 0 U, such that

ATP + E v,Q(i) = 0,
liu

where &(i) denotes the 1-dimensional i-th unit vector. If one combines these results

with the conditions in (10.3) then (p, y) satisfies (10.2) if and only if for some sign vec-

tors€R and subset U of I, the system of linear equationsn+1

",   ( ,(Ui) )1        ( a, '1             t E(,)
 'st  Ar·'  J  - : :i·  t  :  j  -,;*i,) B," t    :    }  t z.  <  ''.   1  -  1  '  1       (10.4)

t„    2 3  C 0 3

corresponding to the t-simplex 0(ul,..., u +1 ) in A(s) has a solution Xi 2 0 (j E It+1),
y, 2 0 (i € U), Bj 2 0,  (j 0 I°(s)),  v, 2 0 (i 0 U) such that p = E;+11 Ajuj. This
system contains n t t+2 equations with n t t+3 unknowns leaving us with one

degree of freedom. Assuming nondegeneracy, the set of solutions to system (10.4) if
nonempty and bounded represents a line segment. This line segment corresponds to
a linear piece of points in A(s,U) where

A(s,U)  :=  {(p, y)  E (St rl A(3))  x R.   I p.rai =0 for i €U and y. =0 for i 0 U}.

This line segment can be followed by the algorithm by making a linear programming
pivot step in (10.4) with the column vector corresponding to the variable being zero

in  one of its end points.   In the other end point of this line segment,  say  (I, y,F,F),

either X, = 0 for some g € It+1, or Fr = 0 for some r E U, or Bk = 0 for some
k 0 10(s), or F, = 0 for some f 0 U. Let p = Elltiui.

Case  1:  A,  is  zero for  some g  € It+1.  Then F lies  in the facet  T of a opposite the

vertex yg. This facet T is either a facet of exactly one other t-simplex, say F, in A(s)
or T lies in the boundary of A(s).
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Suppose T is a facet of exactly one other t-simplex a in A(s). Then, in order

to continue the path in A(s,U), a pivot step is made in (10.4) with the column

(z(U)T,UTA, 1)T corresponding to the unique vertex u of a not contained in T.

Suppose T lies in the boundary of A(s). Then either F lies in the face Sn(I-1(8)) :=
{p € S" I p. = 0, i E I-1(s)} of Sn or p E A(5) where 5 is a sign vector such that
35 0 0 for some j € f (8) and 3, = 3, for all i 0 j. If p € S"(I-1(8)) then PA = O
for all h € I-1(a) and pA > 0 for all h E I+1(S). Moreover ZA(P) - (Ay)1, 5 0 for all
h for which Ph = O and Zh(P) - (Ay)h 2 0 for all h for which PA > 0· Hence F is an
approximating solution to the equilibrium problem and the algorithm terminates.

If p € A(s) with  3 defined as above  then  (p, y)  is  an end point  of a linear piece

of the path in A(3,U). This linear piece can be followed by pivoting the column

-3j(E(j)T, 0,0)T  into (10.4) thereby raising pj  from zero.

Case  2  7,  is zero for some r E U.  Then (p, y)  is an end point of a linear piece of

the path in A(s,U j {r}). This linear piece can be followed by pivoting the column

CO' e(r)T, 0)T  into (10.4) thereby raising  4  from zero.

Case S: Bk is zero for some k 0 1 (s). Let 3 be a sign vector such that 51 = 0 and
4 = sh for h 0 k. If 5 5 O or 3 2 0 then Z(p) - AF 5 0 or Z(ji) - Ay k O. Hence

(p, y)  is an approximating equilibrium and the algorithm terminates. Otherwise  the
end point  (p, y)  is an end point of a linear piece of the path in A(5,U). In A(3) there

is exactly one (1 + 1)-simplex a having a asa facet. Then the algorithm follows the
linear piece in A(3, U) by pivoting the column (z(u)T, TITA, 1)T  into (10.4), where iI
is the vertex of a not contained in a.

Case 4: Ff is zero for some f 0 U and so P.raf  = 0.  Then (p, y)  is an end point
of a linear piece on the path in A(s , U U  {f}). This linear piece is generated by  the

algorithm by pivoting the column  (-afT, 0,0)T  into the system of equations  (10.4)

thereby raising y, from zero.

The  algorithm  starts  in  (po, 0) where po  €  int(Sl).  To  show  that  (po, 0)  is  an  end

point to a unique line segment of solutions to (10.4) denote sgn(z (po)) by 30. Because

we assume nondegeneracy 80 does not contain any components equal to zero. Hence

z(pO) = EN: B;soe(j) for unique B; > 0, j € In+, Furthermore, po E int(Sl) im-
plies that POTA + El-1 4&(i) =Ofor unique  vio  >  0,   i  € Ii. Hence,  at  (/,0)  the
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system

1  ZU)

..191 -: .5.21  :It .1.:1   =1:1 i        (10.5)0'  (1
has a unique solution At = 1, pj = s z,(po) > 0, j € In+1, and v. = -a'Tpo > 0,
i € Ii. The point po is a vertex of a unique 1-simplex 0(ul, ui) in A(30) with ul =,0 
The algorithm therefore starts with pivoting the column (z(uv)T, (u2)TA, 1)T  into
(10.5) thereby generating a linear piece of the path in A(80,0).

Since all steps are unique and returning  to  (po, 0) is impossible the algorithm
either terminates within a finite number of steps with an approximating equilibrium
(P, y) or it diverges towards infinity. The cases in which an approximating equilibrium
is found are summarized in the next lemma.

Lemma  10.2.1   Let (AF)  be  an  end point ofalinear piece  of the path corresponding

to  a  line  segment  of solutions  to  (10.4)  for  some  sign  vector  s  €  Rn+1.   Then  (p, F)

is an approzimating equilibrium in the economy with linear production technologies if

at  the solution  (A,y, B, 17)  one  of the following cases holds:

i) I. = 0 for some g E I,+1  and p € S'.(I-1(3));

ii)  Fk = 0 for some k 0 20(8), and either I+1(s) = {k}  or I-1(s) = {k}.

When an approximating equilibrium (P'.g) is found one can measure the accuracy

of approximation by taking the smallest €>Ofor which for j€ In+1

zj(ji) - (Ay) j S c  if  jij = 0,
(10.6)-ES zj(p) -(AF)j 5 c  if  pj > 0.

If z(p) - Ay is not accurate enough, i.e., c is too large, the algorithm is repeated with

a finer simplicial subdivision of Sn being started at or close to (p, 0) such that the new

po lies in the interior of Sl. This in the hope to find a more accurate approximation

within a few number of steps.
The algorithm would not end up in an approximating equilibrium if it diverges

towards infinity.  In van den Elzen (1990) it has been proved that because of As-

sumption 8.1.2 the path obtained from the adjustment process is bounded and hence
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always ends up with an equilibrium. A similar proof can be given for the piecewise

linear path generated by the algorithm if one replaces the continuous excess demand

function z in the proof in van den Elzen (1990) by its piecewise linear approximation.
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Samenvatting
Dit proefschrift heeft twee doelstellingen. Ten eerste worden algoritmes geintroduceerd
ter berekening van een evenwicht in een ruileconomie met lineaire productietechnolo-

gie8n. Ten tweede worden algoritmes gepresenteerd voor het vinden van een oplossing
voor complementariteitsproblemen, bekend uit de mathematische programmering.
Deze twee toepassingen zijn sterk aan elkaar gerelateerd daar de meeste economische

evenwichtsproblemen de vorm hebben van een bepaald complementariteitsprobleem.
Een ruileconomie met lineaire productietechnologieEn bestaat uit een eindig aan-

tal goederen, consumenten en productie-activiteiten. De consumenten hebben een

bepaalde voorraad in elk van deze goederen. Bovendien oefenen zij een bepaalde
vraag uit naar deze goederen gegeven de prijzen van deze goederen. De producen-
ten bepalen de hoeveelheid input of output van elk goed in de economie door een
bepaald niveau van de productie-activiteiten vast te stellen. Een evenwicht in een
economie met lineaire productietechnologiekn wordt gegeven door een stelsel prijzen
van goederen en activiteitenniveau's zodanig dat aan de vraag naar elk goed in de
economie voldaan kan worden door het aanbod van dit goed door de producenten
en de consumenten, en zodanig dat geen van de productie-activiteiten een positieve
winst maakt. E6n van de belangrijkste bijdragen aan de berekening van een even-
wicht in een ruileconomie met lineaire productietechnologi n is het door Mathiesen
in 1985 geintroduceerde algoritme. Mathiesen stelde voor om het stelsel evenwichts-
voorwaarden in een ruileconomie met lineaire productietechnologiein te benaderen

door een rij van lineaire complementariteitsproblemen (SLCP).
Allereerst normaliseert Mathiesen de prijzen in de economie op de eenheidssim-

plex. Dit betekent dat alle prijzen tot 66n optellen. Daarna koos hij een willekeurige
prijsvector uit deze eenheidssimplex als startpunt voor het SLCP-algoritme. In deze
willekeurig gekozen prijsvector berekent Mathiesen de zogenaamde eerste-orde Tay-
lorbenadering van de vraagoverschotfunctie in de economie. Daardoor wordt het
niet-lineaire stelsel van evenwichtsvoorwaarden omgeschreven tot een lineair stelsel.

De homogeniteit van de graad nul van de vraagfunctie van de consumenten leidt
ertoe dat de matrix met eerste-orde afgeleiden van deze vraagfunctie, de Jacobiaan,
singulier is. Het probleem van deze singulariteit kan op twee manieren opgelost
worden. Men kan een normaliseringsbeperking aan de prijzen opleggen. Dit betekent
in dat men bijvoorbeeld de prijzen op de eenheidssimplex neemt. Deze voorwaarde
wordt dan aan het gelineariseerde stelsel toegevoegd. Een andere manier om aan
de singulariteitsproblemen tegemoet te komen is om een bepaald goed als num6raire
aan te duiden. In dat geval stelt men de prijs van het betreffende geod vast op een
willekeurig gekozen waarde en berekent de evenwichtsprijzen van de overige goederen
in de betreffende economie gegeven de prijs van het num6raire goed. Door Mathiesen

werd gekozen voor de laatste oplossing.
Het gelineariseerde stelsel heeft de vorm van een lineair complementariteitspro-

bleem.  Door de toepassing van het LCP-algoritme van Lemke uit 1965 was Mathiesen
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nia altijd in staat om een oplossing voor het lineaire complementariteitsprobleem
te berekenen, zelfs al had het betreffende lineaire complementariteitsprobleem een
oplossing. Indien, gegeven de keuze van de num6raire, er geen oplossing gevonden
kon worden, stelde Mathiesen voor om gewoon een andere prijs als num6raire te
nemen. Deze procedure wordt net zo lang herhaald totdat er een lineair comple-
mentariteitsprobleem gevonden is waarvoor het Lemke-algoritme wel in staat is om
een oplossing te berekenen. De gevonden prijsvector wordt op de eenheidssimplex
geprojecteerd en deze projectie dient dan als startpunt voor de volgende iteratie in
het SLCP. Op deze manier wordt mogelijk een rij prijsvectoren op de eenheidsimplex
verkregen die mogelijkerwijs convergeert naar een evenwichtsoplossing.

Eaves stelde in 1987 voor om het probleem van de singuliere Jacobiaan op te
lossen door een normaliseringsbeperking op de prijzen toe te voegen aan het stelsel
gelineariseerde evenwichtsvoorwaarden. Eaves toont daartoe aan dat het evenwicht-
sprobleem in een economie met lineaire productietechnologieZn equivalent is met het
stationaire punt problem van de vraagoverschotfunctie op een deelverzameling van
de eenheidssimplex. Deze deelverzameling volgt uit de doorsnede van de condities
die door de normaliseringsvoorwaarde aan de prijzen wordt opgelegd en de condities
resulterende uit de "geen winst"-voorwaarde op de evenwichtsprijzen. Dit stationaire
punt probleem werd door Eaves zodanig herschreven dat het betreffende probleem
opgelost kan worden door een reeks van lineaire complementariteitsproblemen in de
trant van Mathiesen. Volgens Eaves leent zijn SLCP zich beter voor een theoretische
analyse dan Mathiesen's SLCP. Daarenboven toont Eaves aan dat zijn SLCP het
lineaire complementariteitsprobleem, dat in elke iteratie verkregen wordt, oplost.  Dit
in tegenstelling tot Mathiesen.

In 1990 introduceren Kamiya en Talman een bijzonder efficient algoritme voor
de berekening van een stationair punt van een affiene functie op een polytoop. Zoals
eerder vermeld is het evenwichtsprobleem in een economie met lineaire productietech-
nologie6n equivalent met het stationair punt probleem op een deelverzameling van
de eenheidssimplex, zijnde een polytoop. Daarom stellen wij voor om het evenwicht-
sprobleem door een rij lineaire stationaire punt problemen te benaderen en elk van
deze problemen op te lossen door een algoritme gebaseerd op de idee&n van Kamiya
en Talman.  Op deze wijze lijkt een effici8nter alternatief te zijn verkregen voor de
SLCP-algoritmes van Eaves en Mathiesen.

De algoritmes om het evenwichtsprobleem in een economie met lineaire produc-
tietechnologieEn op te lossen door het probleem te benaderen met een sequentieel

algoritme lijken erg snel te zijn indien ze in staat zijn om een convergerende rij
benaderende oplossingen te berekenen. Het grootste nadeel van deze algoritmes is
echter het ontbreken van globale convergentie.  Om aan dit nadeel tegemoet te komen
introduceren we een simpliciaal variabele dimensie algoritme om het evenwichtspro-
bleem op te lossen. Dit algoritme benadert het pad dat geinduceerd wordt door
het aanpassingsproces dat in 1990 ontwikkeld werd door Van den Elzen, Van der
Laan en Talman. Het algoritme lineariseert stuksgewijs de vraagoverschotfunctie op
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een simpliciale opdeling van de eenheidssimplex. Het kan bewezen worden dat dit
algoritme een benaderend evenwicht vindt. Indien men niet tevreden is met de nauw-

keurigheid van de verkregen benadering dan kan de procedure herstart worden met
een fijnere simpliciale opdeling van de eenheidssimplex. In tegenstelling tot boven-

genoemde sequentiBle algoritmes kan dit algoritme nogal traag zijn indien men een

goede benadering van het evenwicht wil bereiken. Daar staat echter tegenover dat
het aanpassingsproces wat door het algoritme gevolgd wordt van een economische

interpretatie voorzien kan worden.

Zoals reeds eerder vermeld neemt het evenwichtsprobleem in een ruileconomie met
lineaire productietechnologieBn de vorm aan van een bepaald complementariteitspro-
bleem. Deze complementariteitsproblemen komen frequent voor in de mathematische

programmering alsook in andere onderzoeksgebieden waar optimalisering een belan-

grijke rol speelt en vormen het onderwerp van een ander deel van dit proefschrift.
Het meest eenvoudige en tevens het meest bekende complementariteitsprobleem is
het reeds eerder vermelde lineaire complementariteitsprobleem. Het betreft hier het
vinden van niet-negatieve vectoren die onderling afiien en complementair zijn. Het
lineaire complementariteitsprobleem omvat bekende problemen als lineaire program-
mering, kwadratische programmering en evenwichtsproblemen in bimatrix spelen als
een speciaal geval. Verder komt men dit probleem vaak tegen bij het oplossen van

Karush-Kuhn-Tucker condities bij optimalisering. Het bekendste algoritme dat in
staat is om een oplossing voor het lineaire complementariteitsprobleem te vinden is
het complementaire pivoting algoritme geintroduceerd door Lemke in 1965 en Lemke
en Howson omstreeks 1964. Een nadeel van dit algoritme is echter dat het algoritme
alleen in de oorsprong kan starten. Dit geeft problemen bij een gevoeligheidsanalyse
en het leidt tot inefilciEntie bij het herstarten in een SLCP. In 1983 introduceerden
Talman en Van der Heyden een klasse van algoritmes dat het Lemke-algoritme zo-
danig veralgemeniseerd dat het mogelijkheid is om in een willekeurig gekozen punt
te starten. In dit proefschrift wordt een algoritme voor het lineaire complementari-
teitsprobleem met de mogelijkheid van een willekeurig gekozen startpunt gepresen-

teerd dat efficiEnter is en een meer natuurlijke interpretatie heeft dan de algoritmes

geintroduceerd van Talman en Van der Heyden.
Cottle introduceerde in 1966 het niet-lineaire complementariteitsprobleem waarbij

de affiene relatie tussen de variabelen vervangen is door een willekeurige continue rela-
tie. De evenwichtsproblemen in een zuivere ruileconomie alsmede in een ruileconomie
met lineaire productietechnologiedi hebben de vorm van een niet-lineair complemen-
tariteitsprobleem. De algoritmes zoals die door Mathiesen in 1985 geintrodu- ceerd
werden kunnen daarom ook gebruikt worden om een oplossing voor het niet-lineaire
complementariteitsprobleem te vinden. Begin zeventiger jaren introduceren Kojima,
Fisher en Gould, Garcia, en Merrill bijvoorbeeld algoritmes om een oplossing voor
het niet-lineaire complementariteitsprobleem te berekenen. Al deze methoden zijn
ontstaan als een variant op het algoritme dat door Scarf in 1967 gebruikt werd om op
een constructieve wijze de bekende dekpuntstelling van Brouwer uit 1912 te bewijzen.
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In dit proefschrift introduceren wij een simpliciaal variabele dimensie algoritme ter
berekening van een oplossing van het niet-lineaire complementariteitsprobleem.

Het niet-lineaire complementariteitsprobleem is wederom een speciaal geval van
het niet-lineaire complementariteitsprobleem met onder- en bovengrenzen. Dit pro-
bleem staat ook wel bekend als het gegeneralizeerde niet-lineaire complementariteit-
sprobleem. Van der Laan en Talman introduceerden in 1985 een algoritme voor de
berekening van een oplossing in het lineaire geval terwijl in zij in 1987 het niet-lineaire
geval opgelosten.  In hun algoritme voor het niet-lineaire geval gebruiken Van der Laan
en Talman de K'-triangulering welke door Todd in 1978 geintroduceerd werd. In dit
proefschrift wordt de door Doup en Talman in 1987 geintroduceerde V-triangulering
gebruikt.

Dit proefschrift bestaat uit drie delen. Deel A is de introductie tot het proefschrift.
In hoofdstuk 2 wordt de wiskundige ondergrond behandeld welke noodzakelijk is voor
het begrip van de overige hoofdstukken. Dit hoofdstuk bevat enkele basisstellingen en
resultaten uit de lineaire algebra met betrekking tot polytopen en kegels en het toont
de relatie tussen dekpunten, stationaire punten en complementariteit. In hoofdstuk
3 wordt de uit de lineaire programmeringstheorie bekende pivotprocedure besproken
alsmede het concept van een simpliciale opdeling van een convexe verzameling. Ver-
der wordt in dit hoofdstuk een raamwerk voor de in dit proefschrift geintroduceerde
algoritmes gegeven.

In Deel B worden algoritmes voor bekende complementariteitsproblemen geintro-
duceerd. Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft het Lemke algoritme alsmede een enigszins aan-
gepaste versie van 66n van de algoritmes geintroduceerd door Talman en Van der
Heyden in 1983. Daarbij maken we gebruik van het in hoofdstuk 3 geintroduceerde
raamwerk. Verder worden in dit hoofdstuk enkele bekende problemen uit de mathe-
matische programmering bekeken die een speciaal geval van een lineair complemen-
tariteitsprobleem zijn. Hoofdstuk 5 introduceert een nieuw algoritme ter berekening
van een oplossing voor het lineaire complementariteitsprobleem. Hoofdstuk 6 van dit
proefschrift beschouwt het niet-lineaire complementariteitsprobleem met onder- en
bovengrenzen en introduceert een simpliciaal variabele dimensie herstart algoritme
ter berekening van een oplossing voor dit probleem. Hoofdstuk 7 breidt dit algoritme
uit naar het niet-lineaire complementariteitsprobleem.

Deel C van dit proefschrift concentreert zich op algoritmes ter berekening van
een evenwicht in een economie met lineaire productietechnologiein. Het concept van
een economie met lineaire productietechnologiein alsmede de SLCP-algoritmes van
Mathiesen en van Eaves worden beschreven in hoofdstuk 8. Hoofdstuk 9 beschrijft
de rij van lineaire stationaire punt problemen ter benadering van het evenwichtspro-
bleem in een economie met lineaire productietechnologiein als een alternatief voor
de  algoritmes uit hoofdstuk 8. Hoofdstuk 10 introduceert het simpliciale variabele
dimensie herstart algoritme om het aanpassingsproces zoals beschreven door Van den
Elzen, Van der Laan en Talman te benaderen.
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